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ABSTRACT .

—

The purpose of this study is “to obtain an accurate historical
accounting of events, equipment, timing, employment, wages, locations,
requirements, expenditures and effects of OCS activity” through October
1983 related to the Joint Federal /State Beaufort Sea Sale (Sale BF) of
December 1979 and the Diapir Field OCS Sale 71 (Sale 71) of October
1982.

The qualitative impact of Beaufort Sea exploration upon the ?rudhoe Bay
enclave’s facilities and labor force can not simply be equated to the
incremental demand for facilities and services attributable to Beaufort
Sea projects. Nell before the Beaufort Sea OCS sales, Prudhoe

- Bay/Deadhorse was a highly developed industrial enclave already
possessing most of the transportation, industrial, personnel support and
other infrastructure typically needed to support Beaufort Sea
operations. On the other hand, Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse did not and does
not have a permanent pool of resident workers. Instead, the enclave
draws from the labor pool in other areas of Alaska and beyond for its
workforce  as needed. Overall, the Beaufort Sea exploration programs
comprised a substantial industrial undertaking. Even so, they were
greatly outweighed by other Prudhoe Bay petroleum industry employment
and accounted for no more than perhaps two to three percent. of average
annual employment in the Prudhoe Bay area during any single year.

Llp to November 1983, seventeen exploration wells were completed or
committed, eleven on artificial gravel islands and six on natural
barrier islands, Five exploration wells were completed in the first
post-sale drilling season, nine more in the second season, one in the
third season, and two committed to be spudded in November 1983.

Because of the number of gravel is;ands (six) built for Beaufort Sea
exploration, the construction and transportation industries accounted
for a large share of onsite employment. Wintertime island construction
and drilling operations permitted use of ice roads to truck large
volumes of gravel and drilling supplies to the exploration site. On the
other hand, there was relatively minor use of marine supply systems
compared to typical remote offshore exploration programs in open water
regions, partly because of the overland access provided by the Dalton
Highway and ice roads. Likewise, there was less use made of helicopters
and crew boats for transport of personnel and supplies.

Total onsite employment for Beaufort Sea exploration programs for the
1980-83 period was estimated at about 1,532 manyears of which 1,185
manyears or 77% was provided by Alaskan residents. In absolute numbers,
Anchorage (39.6%) and Fairbanks (17.3%) regions supplied most of the
resident workforce, trailed by the Kenai Peninsula (6.9%), Matanuska-
Susitna (6.5%) and North Slope (2.8%) Boroughs and the rest of the state
(4.1%).



The North Slope Borough’s indigenous economy supplied virtually no
supplies and services for 13eaufort Sea exploration operations. Most
equipment and supplles are either delivered directly by barge to Prudhoe
Bay or relayed by truck or airfreight from points of entry in
southcentral  Alaska (Anchorage, Seward, Whittier, Valdez). Some of
these goods and supplies may be drawn from inventories stockpiled at
Fairbanks, Anchorage or the Kenai area. In these respects, this
economic pattern for Beaufort Sea operations resembles the relationship
between North Slope petroleum industry operations in general and the
indigenous economy.

Total Alaska resident wages earned during the three years of exploration
amounted to about $47,426,0(90. It was presumed that resident wages
were attributable to home communities in the same proportion as
employment..

Whild Beaufort Sea exploration made a significant contribution in
absolute terms to jobs and wages in Alaska’s economy, this contribution
did not amount to a share of overall regional economic activity
sufficient to generate adverse growth impacts in any region.

The sale. stipulations on seasonal driling affected the choice of
logistic arrangements and island construction and drilling strategies.
According to data provided by the operators, the seasonal stipulations
often adckd to the worktime and overall cost of exploration projects.
Also by report of the operators, the seasonal stipulations adversely
affected the time available for well testing. Time extensions were
frequently sought in order to complete well testing, but not always
approved.

—

.

.
—.

.

The iritial pace. of Sale BF exploration exceeded the Sale BF FEIS mean
exploration scenario, with the overall level of effort about as
expected. It is premature to conclude what the eventual level of Sale
71 exploration will be, although at this time the number of exploration
wells appears likely to fall short of the Sale 71 FEIS mean exploration
s c e n a r i o .

—
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— The

the

and

—

I. INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of the Study

purpose of this Beaufort Sea area monitoring study is to document

events, employments expenditures? logistics$ support arrangements

other economic aspects of exploratory activity following the two

arctic sales: the Joint Federal/State Beaufort Sea Sale (Sale BF) of

December 1979 and the Diapir Field Sale 71 (Sale 71) of October 1982.

The study spans the period from December 1979, following Sale BF, to

November 1, 1983. This latter date coincides with the end of annual

seasonal drilling restrictions and with the start of a new annual round

of exploratory drillingY and so was a convenient and logical cut-off

date for the study. All gravel island construction and exploratory

drilling data is current at least through to November 1, 1983 -- the

last full drilling season completed in time to be covered in the study.

— However, in”

cant events

some matters, where later data was available about signifi-

(e.g.$ exploration results, proposed exploration and devel-

opment plans), the cut-off date for the study was bent in favor of

● including post-November 1983 data.

The study is part of the Minerals Management” Service’s (MMS) ongoing
—

Social and Economic Studies Program (SESP). MMS is responsible for

preparing forecasts and assessments of the employment and other socio-

economic impacts of proposed Alaskan OCS lease sales upon local,

● regional, and statewide jurisdictions for use in the sale Environmental

Impact Statement and for any subsequent developmental EIS. MMS’s fore-



casting methcad uses exploration scenarios to

impacts of alternative tract offerings for

These scenarios involve standard assumptions

the exploration phase as: typical work crew

evaluate the socioeconomic

the proposed lease sale.

about such key elemenks of

sizes and hiring arrange-

ments; exploration program expenditures; logistic arrangements; and the

level and timing of exploration effort appropriate to different resource

estimates for the proposed sale area. From these standard assumptions,

detailed hypothetical scenarios and impact assessments are devised to

illustrate the implications of the sale alternatives. Thus, the valid-

ity and plausibility of the exploration scenarios and the socioeconomic

impact assessments ultimately depend on the realism of the scenario

assumptions about offshore exploration programs.

MMS has sponsored two previous ’monitoring studies to verify post-sale

explorato~y  impacts in comparison to scenario forecasts. These tioni-=

toring studies (Technical Report Number 17 -= “Monitoring Petroleum

Activities in Alaska” and T4chnical Report Number

Exploration Activities in the Lower Cook Inlet’?)

activities in the Northern Gulf of Alaska (Sale 39)

(Sale CI) lease sale areas, respectively.

.55 - “Monitoring Oil

documented post-sale

and Lower Cook Inlet

OCS lease sales were held in Alaska between May 1976 and

—

1

—

1983. By November 1983, thirtqr-five  exploratory wells had

in four of these lease sale areas: Northern Gulf of Alaska

Ten federal

November 1,

been drilled

(11 wells),

Federal/State Sale BF(15). As of

(plus thirteen Continental Offshore

Sale CI (8), Eastern Gulf of Alaska (1), and the Joint

that date, these thirty-five wells

Stratigraphic  Test wells) comprised

●

9
2



.

industry’s and Alaska’s

lease sale tracts. . See

offerings are currently

experience with

Table ‘1. Twelve

scheduled between

1987. See Table 2 and Figure 1.

●

—

—

exploratory drilling in OCS

additional Alaskan OCS lease

January 1984 and the end of

This Beaufort Sea Area monitoring study documents the post-sale explora-

tion activities in the arctic offshore province. Specifically, the

s~udy covers the fifteen exploratory wells completed on the Sale BF

tracts ~ plus gravel island construction and other preparations for two

exploratory wells that were spudded upon the lifting of seasonal

drilling restrictions on November 1, 1983.

Precisely speaking, none of the wells so far drilled on Sale BF tracts

are in uncontested federal OCS jurisdiction (Table 3). Eleven Sale BF

exploration wells were drilled on state tracts leased in the joint sale

and so are not in federal OCS waters. The other four wells drilled by

November 1, 1983 were on federally managed tracts whose ownership was

disputed. Nevertheless, at MMS’s direction, we have included the Sale

BF state tracts in this study in order to enlarge the data base. (How-

ever ~ some earlier state oil and gas lease sales of submerged lands

along the arctic coast are not included. Some of these offshore tracts

have been explored by directional drilling from uplands or from shallow-

● water artificial islands.)

The lease areas examined in this

● and Cook Inlet offshore provinces

in two important respects. First,

study differ from the Gulf of Alaska

covered in earlier monitoring studies

the lease tracts are in arctic waters
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EXPLORATION SUMMARYa

ALASKA OCS LEASE SALES —

Sale

Lease Sale 39 -

Lease Sale CI

Lease Sale B?? -

Lease Sale 55 -

Lease Sale RS-I

Lease Sale 60

Lease Sale RS-2

Lease Sale 71 -

Lease Sale 57 ==

Lease Sale 70 -=

Northern Gulf of Alaska

Joint Federal/State

Eastern Gulf of Alaska

Diapir Field

North Basin

St. George Basin

a

b

c

Total

As of October 31, 1983.

Date

# of
Tracts
Leased

5/13/76

10/27/77

12/11/79

10/21/80

6/30/81

9/29/81

8/5/82

10/13/82

3/15/83

4/12/83

76

%7

86b

35

1.
13

0

121

59

574

Exploration
Wells

0—
35

Twenty-four federally managed tracts, including 19 disputed tracts~
and 62 state-managed tracts$  including four disputed tracts. a

Includes four wells on federally managed tracts and eleven wells on
state-managed tracts.

Source: Minerals Management Service. ●

9
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TABLE 2

PROPOSED ALASKA OCS LEASE SALES

1984 - 1987

Sale

83 Navarin Basin

87 Diapir Field

88 Gulf of Alaska/Cook Inlet

89 St. George Basin

92 North Aleutian Basin

100 Norton Basin

107 Navarin Basin

97 Diapir Field

99 Kodiak

●
109 Barrow Arch

101 St. George Basin

86 Shumagin

Proposed
Sale Date

April 1984 {held)

August 1984 (held)

December 1984

September 1985

December 1985

December 1985

March 1986

December 1986

February 1987

February 1987

April 1987

June 1987

Source: Minerals-Management Service, October 1984.

●

●
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TABLE 3

SALE BF EXPLORATION TRACTS

MANAGEMENT/OWNERSHIP STATUS

*
Number

Management/Ownership of Wells

Federally-managed

Undisputed Ownership o

Disputed Ownership 4

State-managed

Undisputed

Disputed Ownership

TOTAL

Source: Minerals Management Service.

Current through October 1983

7



which pose novel environmental, technical, logistic and other opera-

tional challenges to exploration. Second, the Eracts are near the

state’s most elaborate industrial complex> comprised of the production

and transportation facilities, oil field service industries, camp

quarters and miscellaneous facilities established to support production

from the !?rudhoe  Bay and Kuparuk oil fields and other North Slope

D petroleum operations.

To date, Sale BF has not progressed beyond the exploration phase. Pro-

duction prospects are, however, being evaluated for a number of finds

who 1 ly or partly within the boundaries of Sale BF. Sohio and its

partners are reportedly near a commitment to the Endicott Development

Project (formerly the Duck Island/Sag Delta discovery), most of which

overlies tracts acquired in an earlier State of Alaska sale, plus some

state tracts leased in Sale BF. Conoco and its partners have announced

production plans for the Milne Point Unit Discovery, which straddles

upland and near-shore shallow-water tracts about 25 to 30 miles west of

Prudhoe Bay. Finally, Shell is evaluating the comercial value of its

Seal Island discovery in the Sale BF lease area.

The study approach is primarily empirical$ rather than analytic or

speculative. This factual approach is appropriate to document and sum-

marize the chief economic impacts of exploratory activities as a refer-

ence point to check the accuracy of scenario assumptions. However, the

study findings must be used with care as a guide or benchmark for fore-

casting exploration patterns for future arctic offshore lease sales.

—
—

.

.
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Three caveats to an historic study of Beaufort Sea petroleiun  exploration

-. are noted here. First, the industrial technology applied to arctic off-

shore exploration is a product of continuing imovation$ drawing upon

field experience and technical advances in many related engineering

disciplines. The study does not examine the technical imovations now—

being developed that may transfor~  how exploration is conducted in the

future. Second, as exploration penetrates to deeper, more ice-

endangered sec~ors further offshore the arctic coast} different logistic

arrangements and exploratory technology will be employed. Third, the

study does not analyze the complex interplay of envirotientalj  tech-

.
nical, and economic factors that ultimately accounts for entrepreneurial—

decisions about exploration risks and strategies and technical choices

about exploration equipment and operations. Finally, it is important to

—
note that this study- covers a specific time and place in a rapidly

developing sector of the petroleum industry and that historic data

should be used with care for forecasting future events.

Next, it is important to underline the limited topical scope of this

monitoring study . The economic and environmental stakes for arctic

offshore petroleum development are great. These two lease sales have

prompted public controversy and litigation, as well as extensive multi-

disciplinary research. For the most part, these important and contro-

● versial public issues are related to environmental, jurisdictional? and

other matters that are beyond the scope of the economic and other data

compiled in this study.
—
—

9



The results of the study are presented in four chapters:

o Chapter 11: BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY is devoted

overview of the status of North Slope petroleum

including Sale BF and Sale 71, and an explanation

methodology.

o Chapter 111: EXPLORATION PROFILE

basic industrial activities and

to a brief

development,

of the study

deals mainly with an array of

functions that support arctic

offshore exploration. These include: shore-based support func-

tions; marines air? and overland logistics; gravel island con-

struction; and drilling operations. Chapter 111 recounts the

industrial activities and the employment and certain other

economic

sales.

existing

impacts associated with exploration of these lease

This chapter is introduced with an account of the

support infrastructure at Prudhoe Bay.

o Chapter IV: EXPLORATION BACKGROUND deals with a mix of topics

related to management of OCS exploration} as well as certain

indirect economic effects of exploration. Chapter topics

include: permits ; seasonal drilling stipulations; mitigation

measures; development proposals; resident employment; regional

economic impacts and marine surveys.

o Chapter V: SUMMARY Ol? FINDINGS presents the most important

factual findings of the study.
—



.
—

At the end of the report there are seven APPENDICES:a bibliography,

the exploration scenarios that MMS originally developed and published in

the Final Environmental Impact Statements for Sale BF and Sale 71, a

technical paper on the construction of Mukluk Island, excerpts from

industry testimony on seasonal stipulations, an explanation of the

method used to estimate Beaufort Sea exploration work hours and wages

and a list of individuals who contributed data to the study.
—

Note: for brevity$ we have used shortened names (e.g. , Amoco, Chevronj

Exxon , Gulf, Shell, Sohio, Tenneco, Texaco) for the major oil companies

act+ve in Beaufort Sea exploration in place of their full corporate

names (e.g., Amoco Production Company, Chevron USA; Exxon Company USA;

Gull Oil Corporation; Shell Oil Company; Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company;

Tenneco Oil Company; Texaco, Inc.) -



—

—
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11. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

Background

This chapter presents (1) background data on North Slope petroleum

development, including Beaufort Sea sale history? and (2) an explanation

of the research methods employed to compile study data.
—

NORTH SLOPE PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT

Before presenting the detailed account of Beaufort Sea exploration pro-

grams, some background on historic and ongoing petroleum industry activ-

ities on the North Slope will provide a useful comparative frame of

—
reference. For this purpose, we have compiled sore-e data about earlier

lease sales and sale acreage, drilling activity, employment and payrolls

and capital investments to indicate in gross terms the relative scale of

existing North Slope development in comparison to Beaufort Sea explora-

tion.

— As shown in Table 4, the State

lease sales on the North Slope

3,271,846 acres were leased at

of Alaska conducted eleven oil and gas

between 1964 and May 1984. A total of

these sales. For comparison, 382,512

acres were leased

agement) and about

in Sale BF (including 2963308 acres under State man-

600,000 acres in Sale 71.

The annual level of drilling activity on these State leases is a good

index of the scale of the North Slope petroleum industry. According to



TABLE 4

STATE OF ALASKA

NORTH SLOPE OIL AND GAS LEASE SALES

THROUGH 1984

Sale Date

13.

14.

18.

23.

29A.

30.

31.

36a

34.

3!3 .

43.

43A .

‘7$

**

Prudhoe Wes@

Prudhoe West to Canning River

l?rudhoe~~

Colville to Canning River

Point Thompson

Beaufort Sea
(Joint Federal/State Sale)

Prudhoe Uplands

Beaufort Sea

Prudhoe Uplands

Beaufort Sea

Beaufort Sea

Colville Delta/Prudhoe  Bay
Uplands, Exempt

TOTAL ACRES LEASED

12/!3/64

7/14/65

1/24/67

9/10/69

Cancelled

12/12/79

9/16/80

5/16/82

!3/28/82

5/17/83

5/84

5/84

Description

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore

Uplands

6ffshore/Uplands

Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

Offshore/Uplands

—

Acres
Leased

722,659 “

403,000

42,397

412,548

296,308

196,268

56,i362 -

517,954 -

211,988

281,783

76,079 -

3,271,846

—

Sale 13 included some Cook Inlet tracts at. Fire Island, West J?oreIands
and Triuity Islands as well as West Prudhoe.

Sale 18 included some tracts at Katalla.

Proposed North Slope sales listed in the January 1!384 Five-Year Oil
—

NoEe:
and Gas Leasing Program include: 47. Kuparuk Uplands (5/85]; 48. Kuparuk
Uplands (1/86); 50. Camden Bay (5/87); 51. prudhoe BaY UP~ands (1/8~)~ 52”
Beaufort Sea (9/86]; 54. Kuparuk Uplands (1/88); and 55. Demarcation Point
(5/88) .

Source: Five-Year Oil and Gas Leasing Program, January 1984.



the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission> State permits were

issued for a total of 1,039 exploration, development and service wells

on the Arctic Slope between 1970 and 1983. See Table 5. The bulk (543)

of these permits were issued in the last three years of this period?

Thirty permits were for exploration wells and 513 permits were for pro==-.

duction wells. For comparison a total of 15 exploration wells were

undertaken during the first three drilling seasons after Sale BF. Thus ,

over this three-year period, Beaufort Sea exploration accounted for

about half of all arctic

arctic drilling activity.

—

exploration, but only about 3 percent of total

In the 17 years since the 1967 Prudhoe Bay discovery well, the Prudhoe

Bay vicinity has seen a number of massive petroleum development and con-

struction projects (Figure 2). These projects include construction of

the TAPS facilities, Prudhoe Bay field development, Kuparuk Field devel-

opment, the waterflood project and other measures for enhanced recovery,

and continuing maintenance drilling.

reflected in historic employment and

Slope Census Division. As shown in

The scale of these activities is

payroll data for the Barrow-North

Table 6, between 1970 and 1982,

average amual employment in the mining sector, which includes the

petroleum industry, grew by 283 percent to 3,564 jobs; payrolls

increased by 1127 percent. (Note: Due to changes in data reporting

— practices~

period.)

percent to

employment may be understated in earlier years of this

Over the same period, construction employment grew by 440

2,414 jobs; construction payrolls increased by 1501 percent.

In 1982, the payroll for the mining sector

the construction sectorj $191,331,000.

amounted to $206,576,000; for

These figures include some

15
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—TABLE 5

ARCTIC SLOPE DRILLING PERMITS*

1!370 - 1982
—
.-

Exploratory
Drilling
Permits

Developmental &
Service Drilling

Permits _
Total
P e r m i t sYear

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974 “

1975

1976

1977

1978

197!3

1980

1981

1982

1983

i

I
I

.5 5

23

10

263

3 6 9 m

8 10 —2

14

6

25

35

51

49

74

82

125

164

200

17!3

2!?

44

40

67-7

68

10!3

15212

10 190

8

923TOTAL

* Does not include OCS, nor NPRA prior to 1982.

Source: Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission,
1983 Statistical Report.
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TABLE 6

Y-ear

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS, 1970 - 1982

MINING ANR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES

BARROW-NORTH SLOPE CENSUS DIVISION
—

Mining
Average Annual
Annual Payroll

Employment ($1,000)

930 16,837

541 10,591

350 6,855

188 3,935

290 8,899

1,166 39,020

1,271 46,994

1,961 83,801

2,420 112,918

2,569 123,356

2,763 1!52,524

3,860 218,749

3,564 206,576

Construction
Average ‘Annua 1
Annual Payroll

Employment [$1,000)

447 11,953

303 7,814

180 4,691

92 2,494
.,.,. 3..

3,152

3,738 ‘

1,472

1,283

415

705

1,744

2,414

152,658

231,382

85,443

77,272

23,667

46,717

128,003

191,331

Percent
Change +283% +1127% +440% +1501%
1970-1982

—

Source: Alaska Department of Labor, Statistical Quarterly.



employment and payroll unrelated to North Slope petroleum activity, but

they omit data for the Transportation and service sectors which also
—-

make substantial contributions to oil field employment. In all, it is

likely that the North Slope petroleum industry accounted for more than a

half billion dollar payroll in the Barrow-North Slope Census Division in

1982.

— Real property tax assessment records illustrate another dimension of the

enormous growth in petroleum industry plant and facilities on the North

Slope. Table 7 presents the assessed valuation of oil and gas explora-

tion, production and pipeline transportation property in the North Slope—

Borough taxable under the State’s

through 1984. Since this tax was

oil and gas property tax from 1974

first levied in 1974; the assessed

valuation of taxable oil and gas real property in North Slope Borough—

has grown from $226,000,000 in 1974 to $11,726,000,000 in 1984. For

comparison, it can be noted that by 1983 assessed valuation of oil and

gas property in the North Slope Borough ($9,450,000,000) exceeded the

total real property valuation of the entire Municipality of Anchorage

($!3,169,000,000).

The point that stands out in these comparisons is that the Beaufort Sea

exploration programs, however substantial in their own right, comprise a

— relatively small part of overall petroleum industry activity in the

Prudhoe Bay vicinity. This fact is’ central to an appreciation of the

incremental impact of Beaufort Sea activities upon the level of indus-

e trial and economic activity in the region as a whole. Another important

circumstance is that Beaufort Sea exploration programs have been able ~o



TABLE 7

—
<_

—
—

ASSESSED VALUATION

OIL & GAS EXPLORATION, PRODUCTION

AND .PIPKH’NE TRANSPORTATION PROPERTY

NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH, 1974 - 1984

Assessed
Valuation

Year ($1,000,000)

1974

1975

1!?76

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

226

424

1,520

3,305

4,456

4,818

5,451

6,298

7,722

9,450

11,726

Source: Alaska Department of Revenue,
Division of Petroleum Revenue.

—
._
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draw upon the highly developed support system

Prudhoe Bay area. In good part, these two factors

pat~ern that Beaufort Sea exploration programs have

incremental impact they have had on Ehe region.

–J

SALE Bl?

The Joint Federal/State

federal arctic offshore

already serving the

help account for the

followed and for the

Beaufort Lease S&le (Sale BF) was the first

lease sale. Joint Sale Bl? comprised

federal and state offshore tracts no~th and east of Prudhoe Bay.

Figures 2 and 3. Ownership of some tracts in the proposed federal

area was disputed by the State of Alaska , which was simultaneously

both

See

sale

con-

sidering sale of some submerged state tracts adjacent to the federal

— lease area. To facilitate the sale of contested tracts, the two govern-—

men~s negotiated a joint “Memorandum of Understanding.” The memorandum

allocated responsibilities for sale and interim management of the

offered tracts while litigation to resolve the boundary disputes

proceeded.

@ Because of the split management of the lease tracts, different bid

arrangements, lease stipulations, permit requirements, etc., governed

the management of federal and state tracts. Some of the important

9 permits and stipulations affecting offshore operations are discussed in

Chapter IV.

● Sale BF was held in Anchorage on December 11, 1979. Bids were received

for 87 of the 117 tracts offered for lease. The bid terms for the
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FIGURE 3

SALE 13F TRACT MAP
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federal tracts offered were a fixed royalty, plus a bonus bid. The

state tracts were offered
.—

result, the amounts bid for

not necessarily comparable,

under three different bid methods. As a

individual tracts offered in this sale are

nor are total bid receipts directly compar-

able to previous OCS lease sale receipts.
—

In November 1979, the North Slope Borough, the village of Kaktovik’ and

other groups filed lawsuits contesting the adequacy of the Environmental

Impact Statement for the proposed sale. This resulted in a federal

district court injunction on acceptance of bids for

tracts. Issuance of the federal leases was delayed

State leases were issued in January and February 1980.

federally managed

until July 1980.

● Ultimately, bids for 86 tracts were accepted. See Table 8. Five leased

tracts were in undisputed federal ownership and 58 tracts were in undis-

puted state ownership. Nineteen disputed tracts were assigned to fed-

eral management and four to state management, pending resolution of the—

ownership litigation. The bonus bids accepted for federal tracts

amounted to $488,691,137. Because of the different bidding methods

adopted for state tractsj direct comparisons between state and federal

bid amounts are not meaningful.

Both the bid results and the subsequent exploration pattern indicate

that the prime prospects were thought by industry to be on state tracts

or on the federally managed disputed tracts. Exploration on Sale BF

tracts has been more intensive than for any other Alaskan OCS sale area.

As Table 1 illustrated, a higher percentage of lease tracts in Sale Bl?

23



TABLE 8

SAEE IN? BID RESULTS

,. :-..

,.- . . .
46 4,393 Amerada  Hess . $3,843,717 93.20000
47 4,472 Amemfa Hess 3,9K3P323 91.20000
53 5,241 Tenneco
54 5,693 Tenneco  ~

4,586,190 21.58000
4,981,628 59.00000

55 5,50S Tenneco
55 3,433 Texas Eastern  Expiorati13;

4,426,100 3L67000
3,003,805 8.5.25978

57 5,301 ?exasl%sterrt  Expkimticm 4,638,707 85.25978
66 Mu C%evmn 3,150,962 2.76002
67 1,866 Mfgmupt . 1,633,082 38.56650

114 4,%35 Exxon 4,318,536 52.35200

5,050
5,693
2,272
3,795
5,646
4,300
3,!580

Amoco
Amoco
Gulf groupt
Amerada l-less
klarathon 50, Amerada Hess50
$ohio !%, native groups4
AW.XI Y3, Exxon %, Union %

$8,837,150
!3,963,257
3,976,1E2
6,641,565
!3,880,867
7,524,545
6,266,120

7L04W
6L04W
46.12575
93.’20000
74.83000
7%59350
48.87031

(Bmrirs
Tract km
“En 5,051
65 1,!336
72 5,616
n 5,681
74 2,%35
77 3,056
78 4.910
79 5,693

’80 5,693
81 2,862
83 5.025
84 5,693
85 5,693
86 5,196
87 5,578
88 4,842
89 5,663
90 4.270
91 5,693
92 5,6!33
“93 4,270
94 5.727
95 5.693
96 5,266
97 4,234
98 .%,487
99 3,504
100 5,357
101 5,435
102 5,212
103 5,733
;:: ;;;:

106 5:693
107 4,729
108 5,732
10!? 5,696
110 5,648
111 5.58!3
112 4,682
115 2,846

mm M’fwfmm TRACTS
biddngo fixed  s!itingseale  mymy stating
High bidder
Union
MIMI
E x x o n
Exxcm
Frank L %ogrin
Mobii 50, C%ewon50
Mobil 50, Chevron 50
Mobii %, Phillips %
Mobil %. Phillios Y3,

Chevron %
Chevron V3

Btwglin group “
Burglin group
Mobil 50, Chevron 50
Mobil 50, Chevmn50
Elwglin  ~roup
Bwglirr group
Burglin group
Bwglin group
Mobil %, Phillips %, Chevron V3
Mobil %, Phillips %, Chevron  %
Mobil
Mobil  %, Phillips V3, Chevron %
fWAk%!w87,Sohio 10, ndivegrotrps3
BP Alaska 87,. %hio 10, native  grgups 3
Sohio 97, naWgroups3
~R~ 97, native groups 3
----
Shell 85, h!rsrphy E5
SJ)J5, Murphy 15

Mobil 50, Chevron 50
Murphy
&r#n group

-.. .-.
Af?co
Mobil  %, Phillips %, Chevron %
Exxon
Exxon
Exxon
Exxon
Mobil !4. Phi[iiDs  Y3. Chevron %

at m%)
Bid

$16,400,387
1,642,624
1,129,000
l,l;ym~

1,537:500
1,025,000
6,148,000
2,045,000

14,312
25,127

4,100.000
6,145,000

25,982
27,892
24,212
25,500

3,070,000
3,075,000
7,124,525
512,500

3,000,953
47,442,185
21,069,146
7,176,019
1,563,709
1,034,000
809,000
272,000

1,025,000
~ 287,000

27,650
5,530,500
1,339,000
2,390,310

31,450,000
36,279,000
85,689,000
55,689,000
6,659,000
L1325,000

STATE ?flMuwiul mm
(Bonus kicidirrg,  fixed sliding scak royalty starting

Tr.sfifkws Higlabiridw
64 4,728 BP Alz@.a 87, !30hio 10, native groups 3
70 5,312 MuX %, Exxon ~, Union %
71 4,835 BP Alaska 87, Sohttr I!, native groups 3

~~fi 2,950 Ai?C~ %, i%XOR  %,&UO~  %

at 16%%)
Bid

$10,005,231
53,900,406
18,380,457
28,610;409

*NANA, Koniag, Seahska.  Cook Irdet participated in BF-76.
tIn Tract 34, GuIf47,  Ci~ies Service  20, Conoco20, Texasguif  10,
Rowan Petroleum 3. h Tracis 6’7 and 68, Gulf 25, Ci~ies Service
25, Conoco  25, Placid 16, Texasgulf6, Rowan Petroleum 3.

Reproduced from Oil & Gas Journal, December 17, 1979.
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has been explored than in any other sale area. Prior to November 1,

1983, 14 wells had been completed, another started, and gravel islands
●

built for two more wellsites, for a total of 17 wells completed or

committed. This was nearly equal to the total number of wells (20)

drilled for all other federal OCS sales in Alaska to that time.

SALE 71

The Iliapir Field OCS Sale 71, held in

The leaseattracted near-record bids.

o
extending from the three-mile limit up

Anchorage on October 13, 1982,

offering encompassed 338 tracts

to 45 miles offshore and along

the arctic coast stretched from near Flaxman Island in the east to Smith

Bay about 190 miles to the west. See Figure 4. Sale 71 was exclusively

. a federal salej but west of Prudhoe Bay it abuttedsubmerged  state lands

later leased under

#39 (May 1983) and

At the sale, bids

State of Alaska oil and gas lease sales Beaufort Sea

Beaufort Sea #43 (May 1984).

were received on 125 tracts and high bids totaling

$2,055,632,336 were accepted for 121 tracts, giving Sale 71 the third

highest OCS lease sale receipts total at Chat time. Tracts 191 and 206

overlying the Mukluk structure received bids of $227,171,250 and

$219,117,312, respectively, at that time the second and third highest

— single tract bonus bids in OCS leasing history. Table 9 lists the 30

lease tracts obtaining the highest bids in Sale 71. This list includes

the prime tracts most likely to be selected for exploratory drilling.

25
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TABLE 9

Ocs SALE 71

THIRTY HIGHEST CASH BONUS BID TRACTS

Trace

191a
206;
207
204
190
205a

192:
58

189
221
220:
219
208
.57b

218
193
180
203
181
188
39

194
209b
38

311
322C

157
174
155
156

Major Ownership
Interest

Sokio
Texaco
BP
Texaco
Sohio
Sohio
Shell
Exxon
Sohio
BP
Texaco
Chevron
Amoco
Exxon
Chevron
Sohio
Texaco
Texaco
Texaco
Sohio
Gulf
Union
Unio
Exxon
Murphy
Amoco/Shell
Amoco
Amoco
Amoco
Amoco

Total
Bonus Bid

$227,173,250
217,117,312
193,579,570
168,118,272
148,871,130
136,637,450
113,456,000
73,250,000
71,793,250
60,753,370
57,116,160
47,542,000
45,754,000
44,250,000
35,114,624
31,321,220
22,118,400
22,118,400
18,118,656
17,838,460
15,876,000
15,466,000
15,210,000
14,200,000
13,006,080
12,721,000
10,278,000
10,210,000
10,205,000
10,205,000

a Tract included in Sohio Mukluk project exploration plan.

b Tract included in Exxon Antares Project exploration plan.

c Tract included in Shell Sandpiper project exploration plan.

d Tract included in Texaco’s cancelled Fur Seal project exploration plan.

●
Source: Oil and Gas Journal.
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Exploration of Sale 71 tracts poses great challenges. Compared to Sale

BF’ tracts, most of the tracts leased in Sale 71 are further from support

facilities established at Prudhoe Bay. Most tracts are further

in deeper waters and face more severe ice

tracts. In contrast to Sale Bl?, there are no

be wed as drilling bases.

Sohio holds a major

structure. Under the

exploration operator

206) which together

conditions than

natural islands

offshore

Sale BE

that can

ownership interest in tracts covering the Mukluk

exploration plan for Ehe Mukluk project, Sohio was

for a set of four adjacent tracts (191, 192, 205,

received high bonus bids totaling $696,387,012.

During 1982-83, Sohio constructed an artificial gravel island on the

comon comer of these four tracts at

$100,000,000. The first Sale 71 explora~ion

191 in November 1983 and resulted in a dry

an estimated expense of

well was spudded on Tract

hole. Due to the cost of

building Mukluk Island, this was the most costly OCS exploratory well to

date.

Exxon has filed an exploration plan for the Antares

seven tracts it. leased in the western end of Sale 71.

prospect covering

Exxon tentatively

plans to employ a Concrete Island Drilling System (CIDS) for a drilling

base rather than an artificial island. Unlike an artificial gravel

islandj this drilling platform is relocatable and, due to that feature,

is expected to be more economical for the relatively deep waters in the

tracts Exxon has targeted for exploration. The planned spud date for

the first well is November 1, 1984.

28
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In November 1983, Texaco filed its Fur Seal exploration plan for a

grav’el island exploration pad and up to five exploration wells on a set

of four Sale 71 tracts near Sohio’s Mukluk project. However, Texaco

suspended this project after appraisal of the negative results of the

Mukluk project. Finally, Shell also filed an exploration plan in

November 1983 to construct a gravel island (Sandpiper) and drill up to

four exploratory wglls on its Harvard Prospect.

Methodology

—
The general methodological approach for

study derives from the study goal set out

the Beaufort Sea monitoring

in the MMS scope of work: to

compile an empirical account of “eventsj equipment timing$ employment>

wages, locations, requirements, expenditures and effects of OCS activ-

ity related to the Beaufort Sea for the period beginning December 1979

through, to the extent possible, 1983 . . .“

—?
.

Given the factual orientation of the scope of work, the study approach

did not present any difficult conceptual problems. Nevertheless, the

— >
procedures for data collecting analysis and synthesis did have to cope

with a host of troublesome practical methodological problems. There is

no single way to characterize these problems. For discussion purposes

below, we have grouped them under two topical headings: entrepreneurial

structure of exploration and North Slope petroleum industry infrastruc-

ture. Here, emphasis is on the methodological problems associated with
—
— these circumstances. In the next chapter, a descriptive section is

devoted to existing infrastructure.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL

.

STNKTURE OF EXPLORATION

In broad terms , the preliminary phase of offshore exploration begins

with the search to identify potential hydrocarbon structures through

geological and

ducted. by the

structures may

Interior’s Five

the Interiorgs

geophysical surveys of the outer continental shelf con-

U.sa Geological Survey or private firms. Prospective

be considered for inclusion in the Department, of the

Year OCS Lease Sale Schedule. Under the Department of

administrative procedures? proposed sale areas receive

.

—

further detailed analysis in Ehe form of additional resource, environ-

mental ~ economicj socioeconomic ~ transportation

EIS and other review processes, public hearings,

offering of particular tracts for lease at an

and other studies, NEPA

etc. ~ leading tip to the

OCS lease sale. Where

acceptable bids are received$ the sale culminates in award of a lease j

tract to the successful bidder, usually a group of firmsj but sometimes

an individual company.

Formation of the Management of the Enterprise—— ——

After leases are awarded to the winning bidder or consortium of bidders,

exploration plans can be made. Where a number of firms bid together,

they select a single firm, usually the dominant partner} to perform as

operator on behalf of ,t.he consortium which share exploration costs and

findings. SomeEimes, a minor pa~tner with superior technical expertise

or existing operations in the exploration region may be chosen operator.

Sometimes, too, a group of tracts which overlie a single drilling pros-

pect may be consolidated into a single exploration unit, with the



collected lessees committing to share exploration drilling costs and

results in order to make optimal use of exploration efforts.

The exploration program may consist of a single exploration well or,

tentatively, a series of wells. The operator becomes manager of that

specific endeavor, responsible for administrative tasks, surveying

drilling, and other support necessary to accomplish the program. The
D

onsite persomel involved in the ‘exploration enterprise” will consist

of a few professional/managerial representatives of the lease opera~or

and, perhaps, the other owners. The bulk of the field staff are corn==

— prised of contractors and consultants (and Cheir employees) engaged for

specific tasks in the enterprise.

—

The operator’s management duties include obtaining needed permits;

determining the timing for drilling; selection of the drill site,

whether natural or manmade island location; selection of drilling

contractor and the specialized support contractors; determining mode of

access; e.g.9 air9 marine, ice road; selection of transportation and

construction contractors for access preparation and site work; providing

or arranging for onsite materials needed for drilling$ such as drill

pipe, drilling

work materials

may consist of

activities by

audit of work;

mud ~ etc.; providing or arranging for access and site

such as gravel; direction of procurement activity, which

direct purchase or may provide for a chain of procurement

various contractors and subcontractors; inspection arid

financial management; representation of all owners as the
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onsite managing and contracting representative; coordination with gov-

ernmental representatives on permits and continuing inspections and

reports regarding the progress of exploration, as required by laws or

regulations.

POSE Exploration Responsibilities

After the drilling  program is

ownership group may decide to

exploration of a promising slxucture

tion possibilities. Unless further

concluded and results evaluated$ the

abandon drilling or agree to further

take place soon}

againj the lease

uses the contract

the equipment and

operator serves as

to analyze development and produc-

exploration drilling is going to .–

personnel are demobilized. Once

the manager of that activity and

system to engage companies to clear the site as neces-=

sary under applicable permits and in accordance with economic decisions

which have been reached. The mobilization process is reversed as the

drill rig, camp, etc., are dismantled am.1 moved to an assigned onshore

location.

The foregoing account has emphasized the fragmented nature of participa-

tion in an ‘Exploration enterprise.gg Despite the prominence of a few

major international oil firms as leaseholders and operators$ the indus-

trial organization of the enterprise is not monolithic. The many spe-

cialized skills and services which cofitribute to the overall effort

foster a decentralized structure, where the major firms maintain many

smaller client enterprises in the oil services industry rather Ehan

developing full in-house capabilities.
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This characteristic of the ‘9exploratioh  enterprise” receives a strong

test in the remote frontier areas, such as the Outer ContinentalShelf$

where a full range of needed services may not be quickly or locally

available. Frontier conditions may force tighter operator management of

the many enterprise requirements than is customary in more developed

petroleum regions. These conditions include high operating costs f

seasonality and brief operating ~’windows~’f long and often weatherbound
—

lines of support, and high cost penalties for delay or unreliable per-

formance of exploration activities. Generally, the frontier lease

operators maintain a stronger hold on contracting and subcontracting

arrangements to ensure accountability and performance.

Exploration Data

For good business reasons, wildcat oil

potential frontier areas is secretive in

e stakes in OCS exploration programs are

and gas exploration in high

some aspecti. The financial

high

operators. Petroleum intelligence is valuable.

ators are habitually guarded about publicizing

for lease owners and

Lease owners and oper-

details about project

* plans or operations that might prematurely

resource appraisals or exploration findings

suggest the status of their

The entrepreneurial structure within which exploration programs are

implemented is fragmented and competitive. The 1984 Anchorage Municipal

telephone directory gives some sense of this entrepreneurial pluralism.

— Even though no oil or gas is produced in its boundaries, Anchorage has

become the administrative headquarters for the major oil firms in Alaska
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and for most of the oil field “service and supply firms that cater to

them. The 1984 telephone directory listed only 13 producing firms, but

listed over six pages of oil field supply and service firms, plus many

more pages advertising airy

catering and camp services~

petroleti industry.

Often, the operating

marine and truck transportation firms>

construction managemen~t etc. for the

firm which manages the exploration program will

have as few as one to three of its own employees directly assigned to

supervise onsite field operations”. For a single exploration project -

this monitoring study covers 15 exploration wells - the operator may

engage under separate contracts 20 or more independence? specialized con-

struction and transportation contractors oil field service companies

and other highly mobile support businesses to carry out specific tasks.

The contractual arrangements typically require that the contractors (OK’

their subcontractors) themselves provide all labor, supplies, equipment,

etc. ~ required by their services. Also, responsibility and recordk.eep-

ing for staffing and purchase of supplies and equipment is divided among

many separate firmsz not directly managed by the operator. As a result

of this diffuse contracting pattern? there is no single central source

of uniform data abou~ workforce

etc. ~ for exploration programs.

from each of the contractors and

activities.

By 1980, the North

oil field services

levels, wages, supplies, purchases

It is impractical to seek this data

subcontractors engaged in exploration

Slope had developed a mature and highly competitive

indus~ry. For most needed supplies and services,

—

I

.-.

.—
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there are usually numerous vendors. Operators are eager to maintain

competition among vendors and vendors are eager to protect their com-

petitive position. For these reasons, operators, as well as contractors

and oil field service and supply firmsj are reluctant to volunteer cost

data or other operational data that may provide indirect clues to costs.

In the case of contractors, this reticence is reinforced by contractual

terms that prohibit disclosure of information about their contractual

activities.

In any case, oil field contractors ordinarily have no internal reason to

record or store for easy retrieval much of the data about workforcej

payroll, purchasing or other operational details sought for this moni-

toring study. Certainly, management policies and recordkeeping prac-

● - tices for many types of data sought for, this study are not uniform

throughout the industry. For example, provisions for shift and rotation

schedules terms of compensation and overtime and leave practices vary,

depending on conditions in the field and on recruitment, persomel and

labor policies and agreements appropriate to different firms and oil

field operations.

There are some uniform data

example, Alaska Department of

reporting requirements set by law, for

Labor payroll data reports. However, dis-
.
— closure constraints protect the confidentiality of individual firm data.

Data aggregation makes it impractical to retrieve employment and payroll

or other operational data for attribution to individual firms or for

specific Beaufort Sea exploration projects. Even where this data is

internally available firms may hesitate to volunteer certain types of
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workforce data (e.g., resident, female or minority employment data) that

might be used to question their personnel practices or to ascertain

pricing practices.

NORTH SLOPE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE

Most of the frontier regions of Alaska are remote and undeveloped, lack-

ing ready facilities for support of early exploration program-s. In such

frontier regions, specific provision must be made for all onsite support

facilities and services for exploration programs. As” a result, any

onshore exploration impacts tend to be visible and readily attributable

to specific exploration programs.

The context for

ent. As noted

Beaufort Sea ex-ploration programs has been very differ-

above ~ the DeadhorsejPrudhoe Bay vicinity now harbors

Alaska’s greatest concetitration  of oil field services and other petro-=

leum industry infrastructure and support. firms. This infrastructure has

developed over the years

Bay petroleum operations

continues to be available

ities.

to meet the support

and trans-Alaska oil

and used for ongoing

needs of earlier Prudhoe

pipeline construction and

petroleum industry activ=

As a result, essentially all of the basic transportation and other sup==

port facilities and services that might be ‘needed for Beaufort. Sea

exploration programs were in place before the Beaufort Sea OCS sales.

Even though the start-up of Beaufort Sea exploration coincided with a

slack period of Nor&h Slope acti’vity$ these exploration programs have

.—
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comprised’ a relatively small part of the overall North Slope petroleum

industry activity since 1980. Thus, Beaufort Sea exploration programs

have had ready access to the support facilities and oil field service

firms already in business in the Prudhoe Bay area. Except at the drill-=

site ~ Beaufor=t Sea exploration programs have not required major new

support infrastructure.

Because Beaufort Sea exploration programs make common use of support

facilities and suppliers that serve other North Slope petroleum develop-

ment ~ it is virtually impossible to single out the impacts of Beaufort

Sea exploration programs. These impacts are intermingled with ongoing

activities in support of other North Slope petroleum operations.

RESEARCH METHODS

The project approach employed research methods specifically selected to

e
cope with the previously described problems of fragmented data sources

and commingling of Beaufort Sea exploration support with other ongoing

arctic petroleum activity.

First, the project team assembled and reviewed available published

sources for pertinent data. This review mainly included exploration

plans and environmental reports, permit applications and similar public

documents on file at public agencies; petroleum and construction

industry trade publications (e.g., Oil and Gas Journal, Alaska Report,

Alaska Construction and Oil, Offshore, Alaskan newspapers, company house

publications) that regularly report on the status of industry plans and
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projects; and available studies on OCS-related topics relevant to the

present study scope.

Second, the

reviewed for

identified to

secondary data extracted from published sources were

timeliness and adequacy for the project. Data gaps were

be filled in by further research and through an interview

program with industry infomants knowledgeable about oil exploration in

the Beaufort sea and with staff of public agencies responsible for —

management of OCS

Third, tentative

tion data would

exploration.

tabular formats were designed to display how explora-

be presented in the study report. At this stage, a

significant technical decision was made: the most meaningful and

coherent way to organize and tabulate most study da~a was by individual

exploration drilling program. The main advantage of this organization

was, that. it reflected the central and continuing role of Che operating

firm in planning for and implementing the drilling program. The oper-

a~or was the only entity with an overall grasp of the history of the

exploration program. This organization also made it feasible to group,

summarize and compare data about exploration programs in the most. mean-

ingful terms, tha~ is, by exploration phase, by key explo~ation fwc-

tions and by drilling season.

Based on these tabular formats, a standard interview format was devel-

oped for use in interviews with explora~ion  managers and other senior

staff of the operating firms to fill in data gaps and to verify informa-

tion obtained from other sources. Verification. of actual exploration

I

1

I
I
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datia with the operating’ firms was important, partly because published

data sources were sometimes in disagreement and partly because unfore-

seeable factors sometimes necessitated revisions in features of the

exploration plan. This standard interview format served to assure full

coverage and comparability in the quality of data collected from oper-
)—

ators.

Fourth , after i~ became clear that it would not be possible to obtain

all the information sought in the interview program from all firms~ some

improvisations were made to fill in data gaps. For example, it was not

feasible to retrieve full and comparable historic labor data for all.

exploration programs. Therefore, we attempted a detailed reconstruction

of the manpower and wages for specific phases of each exploration proj-

— ecte The process of reconstruction made use of available data about
—

typical staffing patterns, occupational wage scales, rotation and shift

schedules, and recruitment and hiring practices for the North Slope

●
petroleum industry in general, plus specific information about the dura-

tion of each exploration project and any special circumstances. The

information about exploration activities supplied by the operators was

● the first step for this exercise. Additionally, data were obtained from

and cross-checked with knowledgeable sources, including exploration

managers? drilling foremen, individual contractors ~ transportation

industry specialists~ union officials and dispatchers> Alaska Department

of Labor staff and other public officials. Based on the information and

guidelines provided by these knowledgeable informants, we are confident

— that this method of reconstructing employment data can yield a more

complete and accurate picture than could be practicably obtained by
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tdying to compose the exploration history from the spotty and scattered

records of many dozen individual  companies.

Industry firms were willing to provide some

exploration so long as it would not be

types of information about

directly attributed. For

example, . most firms were forthcoming with observations and data about

the effects of permits, regulations and sale stipulations on the pace

and level of exploration effo~tsy but were also concerned about impair-

ing working relationships with permitting and regulatory agencies. In

other cases} firms were willing to provide proprietary cost and labor

data about

aggregated

source. In

their exploration programs! so long

or published in a form that masked

such cases$ the research team acquired

it would noc be used in a manner that identified

poses of the present study, it was the research

as the data would be

the identity of the

data on the condition

the source: For pur-

~eamps judgmentj con-

curred in by MM!%j that the information

lack of full documentation. Where the

significant qualification to the data~

thereby gained outweighed the

lack of attribution seemed a

that circumstance was noted.

.

.-
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111. EXPLORATION  PROFILE

Introduction

This chapter provides a factual account of the main onsite industrial

and transportation activities and employment entailed by sixteen Beau-

fort Sea exploration programs- undertaken or initiated through the

1982-83 drilling season. The first section of the chapter presents

background on existing infrastructure as explanatory context for the

detailed account of exploration activities that follows. The next group

— of sections are organized in logical order to cover the main logisticj

island construction and drilling operations for each of the 16 explora-

tory wells covered in this monitoring study. These sections are briefly

described:

●

o Existing Infrastructure, which describes the base camps indus-

trial, commercial and transportation facilities and services

available in the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay to support Beaufort Sea

exploration. The advantageous access afforded Beaufort Sea

operations to existing facilities and services greatly simpli==

fied logistic and support arrangements and probably hastened the

pace of exploration. In this regard, as in others, the Beaufort

Sea sale areas are unique among Alaska’s frontier OCS regions,

where exploration pioneers must make provisions for virtually

all support arrangements. As arctic OCS lease offerings

progress to tracts more remote from existing support facilities,

it is likely that exploration will entail establishment of new
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forward bases of support for offshore activities, with added

expenses for facilities manpower and con~ingency arrangements.

For these reasons, the findings about Beaufort Sea exploration

activities must be applied with care in any

casting the likely pattern of exploration in

process for fore-”

other OCS regions.

o Marine, Air and Surface Logistics arrangements for transport of

drilling equipment, material, supplies, personnel, etc. between

NO rth

o Gravel

Slope camps and depots and the Beaufort Sea well sites.

Island construction, for those exploratory projects where

manmade drilling platforms were required to support exploratory

drilling.

o Drilling Operations, comprising the array of OnsiEe activities

entailed by exploratory drilling.

Finally, the last section of this chapter summarizes direct employment

associated with each of the above phases of Beaufort Sea exploration

programs.

Existing Infrastm.Mmre

Nearly all of the support services and facilities for Beaufort Sea off-

shore development between 1980 and 1!383 have been based at Prudhoe Bay?

less than 60 miles from any of the wells included in this analysis.

Typically, the Environmental Report for the Shell Seal prospect noted:
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Projected need for onshore project support facili-
ties include a storage area, haul roads, communica-
tio~ center, and airport facilities. These facili-
ties are ‘ currently available in the Prudhoe Bay
complex, hence no significant project-related con-
struction impacts will occur onshore. . .

Supplies, equipment, energy and other resources will
be obtained through the Prudhoe
established contractors. (p. 4-9)

This section covers support facilities and

horse and Prudhoe Bay to support Beaufort

— section. gives a detailed discussion of air>

Bay complex from

services available at Dead-

Sea exploration. The next

marine and surface logistic

support for Prudhoe Bay in general and Beaufort Sea exploration activ-

ities specifically.
—

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate existing roads and facilities at Prudhoe Bay.

Two base camps or operation areas are located in the Prudhoe Bay unit:
,.

1) the ARCO camp on the east side of the field, just west of the Saga-

vanirktok River, and 2) the Sohio camp on the west side of the field

near the Putuligayuk  River. Deadhorse is located on the ARCO side about

five miles south of Prudhoe Bay. Deadhorse encompasses the state-owned

and operated airport and the

ice companies, suppliers and
@

to the oil and gas industry.

the Dalton Highway (formerly

facilities of contractors, oil field serv-

other firms which provide support services

Deadhorse is also the northern terminus of

the North Slope Haul Road) which connects

the Prudhoe Bay area and Fairbanks. The Kuparuk River Unit is located

just west of the Sohio side of the Prudhoe Bay unit. All of

are linked by the Spine Road and a network of access roads

facilities.

these areas

to various
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Construction contractors, oil industry support services, transportation

services and other

Prudhoe Bay unit.

Slope Subdivision

Water Management.

service firms are all located on the east side of the

Most support facilities are located in the North

on land leased from the State Division of Land and

The remaining support service firms an-d contractors

are located at or near the Deadhorse Airport on a subdivided tract under

leases from the Alaska Department of Transportation.

Tables 10, 11 and 12 show the diversity and depth of contractors and

support services available to support petroleum development at Prudhoe

*
Bay. Most of these firms have been in Prudhoe Bay for a number of years

and predate Beaufort Sea exploration. The Beaufort Sea work performed

by these-firms has been largely a supplement to their North Slope activ-

ities, rather than their sole reason for being located there.

During the 1980-83 period there was sufficient Iease” space available to

. accommodate any additional contractors or service demands generated by—

the Beaufort Sea activity. Some of the offshore work, particularly

gravel hauling operations, required the contractors co house personnel

u at. Prudhoe Bay. There was adequate existing space to accommodate such

personnel in rental housing at Prudhoe Bay. In winter 1983 there was

subs~antial  surplus bed capacity in rental camp housing at Prudhoe Bay

(Table 13) . There were 896 beds in closed facilities which could have

been activated if needed. Another 446 beds became available in 1984

with opening of the Kuparuk Industrial Center,

In conclusion, the Beaufort Sea activity to date has not required expan-

sion of Prudhoe Bay support services and facilities, nor has it over-
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FIGURE 6 - PART A

EXISTING FACIL1’T.XES, E’RUDW3E BAY, 198.2
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FIGURE 6 - PART B

EXISTING FACILITIES, PRUDHCM3 BAY, 1982
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TABLE 10

—

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS

Based or Operating at Prudhoe Bay

Management Contractors

Bechtel Corporation

Fluor Corporation

R. M. Parsons Comapny

Major General Contractors

Alaska International

Construction~  Inc.

Anglo Alaska Co~struction, Inc.

Arctic Slope/Wright Schuchart

Doyon Construction Company

F’luor Corporation

Green Construction Company

Halvorson. Construction Company

Houston Contractors

Peter Kiewit Sons’ Company

Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc.

Northwestern Construction, Inc.

R. M. Parsons Company

H. C. Price Construction Co.

Wick Construction Co.

General Subcontractors

ASAG/Gregory Cook

Forward Alaska, Inc.

Frontier Rock

Norton, Inc.

Polar/NANA

& Sand, Inc.

1983

Electrical Contractors

Bussell Electric of Alaska

City Electric, Inc.

Fishback & Moore

Kent.ron  International, Inc.

Southern Electric Co., Inc.

Mechanical Contractors

C. R. Lewis Company

National Mechanical

Contractors, Inc.

Natkin & Company

North Slope Mechanical

Sheetmetal  Ckfntractors

ClearWater Sheetmetal

Steel Building Contractors

H.A.P. Enterprises, Inc.

L & H Enterprises, IrLc.

Darrell Peterson Construction

Slope Telephone Association CO-OP., Inc., ARCO Alaska,Sources: Arctic
Sohio Alaska Petrole~ Corporation, Veto, Inc.9 DOYOn
telephone contacts with several firms listed above.

Drilling Co., and

—

—
—

—

.

.
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TABLE 11

OIL INDUSTRY SUPPORT SERVICES

Based or Operating at Prudhoe Bay

1983

Geophysical Companies
Geophysical Services, Inc.
Harding Lawson Associates
Mile Hi Exploration Co., Inc.
Pearson of Alaska
Western Geophysical Co.

Clil Field Service Companies
Alaska Oilfield Services, Inc.
GSL Oilfield Services Co.
Halliburton  Services

— NANA Oilfield Service, Inc.
Oil Field Services, Inc.
Pingo Corporation
Udelhoven Oilfield System

Services, Inc.
Veto, Inc.

Oil Spill Clean-up
ABSORB
Alaska Offshore, Inc.
Crowley Environmental Services
Oilfield Services, Inc.

—
Oil Well Casing

GBR Equipment, Inc.
Weatherford  Oil Tool Company Ltd.

Oil Well Cementing
Dowell (Div. of DOW Chemical)
B. J. Hughes, Inc.

Oil Well Pipe Inspection
AMY Turboscope
Larimer InspectionCompany

Sources: Arctic Slope
Sohio Alaska Petroleum
telephone contacts with

Oil Well Service Companies
Arctic. Coiled Tubing, Inc.
Nowsco Services

Oil Well Directional Drilling &
Surveying
Eastman Whipstock, Inc.
Scientific Drilling Controls
N.L. Sperry-Sun, Inc.

Oil Well Drilling
Alaska United Drilling, Inc.
Anglo-Nabors
Arctic Alaska Drilling Co.
Brinkerhoff-Signal, Inc.
Doyon Drilling Co.
Parker Drilling Co.
Rowan Drilling U.S.

Oil Well Drilling Mud & Additives
N.L. Baroid/N.L. Industries, Inc.
Dresser/Magcobar  Industries
Milchem, Inc.

Oil Well Equipment & Supplies
Baker Packers
Brown Oil Tools, Inc.
McEvoy, Div. of Smith

International, Inc.
Tri==State Oil Tool Industries, Inc.

Oil Well Logging & Perforating
CAMCO, Inc.
Dresser Atlas
Gearhart Industries, Inc.
Geo Vann
Johnston Macco Schlumberger
Otis Engineering Corp.

Telephone Association Co-op., Inc., ARCO Alaska,
Corporation, Veto, Inc., Doyon Drilling Co., and
several firms listed above.
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TABLE 12

TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER SERVICE FIRMS

Based

Scheduled Air Passenger &
Cargo Service
Alaska Airlines

or Operating at Prudhoe Bay

1983

Mark Air (passenger service
begins 1984)

Wien Air Alaska, Inc.

Air Charter Operators
Air Logistics
Audi Air
ERA Helicopters, Inc.
Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska,

Inc. .

Trucking & Heavy Hauling
Alaska International Construction,

I-nc  o

Frontier Transportation Company
Kodiak Oilfield Haulers
Lynden Transfer Company
Mukluk Freight Lines, Inc.

Tug & Barge & Offshore Support
Alaska Offshore, Inc.
Arctic Marine Freighters
(3SL Oilfield Services
Kodiak Marine Transport., Inc.

Catering Services
Arctic Hostsj Inc.
Boat.el Alaska, Inc.
Greyhound Support Services, Inc.
International Superior Services,

Inc.
NANA/Mannings
Universal Services, Inc.

—
—

\

Contractors Equipment,
Parts, Supplies & Service
Airport Machinery
Arctic Rentals
CAT.CO, ~nC.

Childs Equipment Services
Frontier Transportation Company
McDonald Industries Alaska,

Inc.
NC Machinery Co.
Prudhoe Bay Supply
Sag River Hardware

Fuel Delivery
Alaska Oilfield Service
Kodiak Oilfield Haulers, Inc.
Mukluk.Freight Lines, Inc.
NANA Oilfield Services, Inc.

Courier Services
DHL Worldwide Courier Express

Security Services
Arctic Hosts, Inc.
NANA/Purcell
Wackenhut/American Guard &

Alert
O’Neill Security

—

●

Surveying
LHD/ITECH

—

Sources; Arctic Slope Telephone Association Co-op., Inc., ARCO Alaska,
Sohio Alaska Petroleum Corporation, Veto, Inc., Doyon Drilling CO., and
telephone contacts with several firms listed above.
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TABLE 13

—

e

PRUDHOE BAY CA.Ml% AND HOTELS

1983

Rental Camps

Number of Beds

Hotel/Camp

Crazy Horse Hotel

Happy Horse Hotel

I?rudhoe Bay Hotel

Service City Camp

Frontier Main Camp

Kuparuk Industrial
Center Camp

Veto Camp

Anglo Camp

South Lake Inn

Kodiak Camp

Frontier-Delta Pad

Dalton Camp

Mukluk Base Camp

NANA Camp

Sag River Inn

Mukluk - Camp 2

Grizzly Bear Inn

Seair Camp

Owner

Crazy Horse, Inc.

Alaska International Constr.

Simlog

“Arctic Slope/Wright Schuchart

Frontier Transportation Co. .

North Slope Borough

Veto, Inc.

Anglo Alaska Construction Co., Inc~

BMW Partnership

Kodiak Oilfield Haulers, Inc.

Frontier Transportation Co.

Northern Oil Field Services

Crowley hritime Corporation

NANA Oil Field Service, Inc.

Forward Alaska, Inc.

Crowley Maritime Corporation

Childs Equipment Services -

Seair Alaska

Subtotal

Operating Closed

340

230

325

250

225

220

212

206

200

179

165

150

70

2,772

380

100

250
(opens 1984)

205

80

24

1,039

Total

380

340

330

325

250

250

225

220

212

206

205

200

179

165

150

80

70

24

3,811



—

TABLE 13

(cont inued)

PRUDHOE BAY CMPS AND HOTELS

1983

Oil Company Camps

Humber of Beds

Hotel/Camp Owner

Prudhoe Operations ARco
Center

Prudhoe Operations. ARco
Center

Kuparuk. Operations . ARco
Center

Kuparuk Operations ARco
Center

Kuparuk Operations ARco
Center

I%udhoe Operations Sohio
Center

Construction Camp 1 Sohio

Construction Camp 2 Sohio

Construction Camp 3 Sohio

Subtotal

Operating Closed

496

1,900

650

360

474

480

504

612

5,572

196
(opens 1984)

196

Total -

4!36

1,900

292 ~

650

360 -
—

474

480

504 :

612

5,768

*

—
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TABLE 13

(Continued)

PRUDHOE BAY CAMPS AND HOTELS

1983

Non-rental Camps

Hotel/Camp

Surfcote Camp

Slumber J

Sleepy Bear Camp

Deadhorse Camp

e

Owner

Bredero/Price

Schlumberger Offshore
Services

Arctic Pipe Engineering

North Slope Borough

Halliburton Services

Dowell/Schlumberger

Dresser Atlas

Geophysical Services, Inc.

Cameo, Inc.

Western Geophysical

Gearhart Industries, Inc.

Wien Air Alaska, Inc.

Alaska Airlines

Parker Drilling Co.

Exxon

C. R. Lewis Co.

Baker Packer

Dresser/Magcobar  Industries

Prudhoe Bay Supply

Houston Contractors

Audi Air

Subtotals

TOTALS

Number of Beds

Operating

64

61

60

50

50

48

35

32

30

30

18

17

14

14

12

11

9

4

2

561

8,905

Sources: Kevin Waring Associates survey of the owners listed

Closed

94

13

107

1,342

above.

Total

94

64

61

60

50

50

48

35

32

30

30

18

17

14

14

13

12

11

9

4

2

668

10,247
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.
Caxed the existing infrastructure. In fact, the Beaufort Sea operations

have helped to take up some of the slack created by a drop in Elm demand

for contracting and support services which has occurred at Prudhoe Bay

since 1980.

Logistics

e

The distinctive characteristics of each of the Alaskan offshore lease

areas has led to differing arrangements for IogisEics  support. In the

immediate area of Cook Inlet, exploration and development activities

were located in close proximity to the Anchorage and Kenai Peninsula

support centers. This circumstance led to extensive use of short-haul

marine support to the offshore drilling platforms and extensive use of

air support for personnel movement and some supplies.

For the more remote Gulf of Alaska exploration, it was necessary to

enhance the support capabilities of port areas such as Seward~ or to

establish a new forward base at Yakutat. Without surface access to

Yakutat, movement of major supplies and equipment into the staging area

required maximum use of marine logistics support. That same mode was

used for delivery of most supplies and crew transfers from shorebases to

the

some

this

For

been

exploratory. rigs. Air support for &he movement, of personnel and

supplies was also used~ but distances and weather conditions made

more difficult than it would have been in the Cook Inlet axea.

support of their Beaufort Sea exploration programs~

able to use the extensive air, marine and surface

operators have

transportation

—

I

■

—

■
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facilities and services which already exist at Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse.

Although weather conditions preclude marine transportation during the

winter months~ the Dalton Highway provides an important year-round land

transportation link. Year-round overland transportation was not avail-

able for Gulf of Alaska exploration and will not be available to support

offshore operations in western Alaska OCS provinces. The following

sections describe the air~ marine and surface logistics used to supporte

petroleum development in the Prudhoe Bay area in general and how these

modes were used

AIR LOGISTICS

to support. BeauforE Sea exploration.

Air transportation services. for the Prudhoe Bay area are based at the

Deadhorse Airport, about five miles south of Prudhoe Bayj which is owned

and operated by the State of Alaska. Nearly all of the traffic through

the Deadhorse Airport is oil industry related. Although Fairbanks,

located about 380 miles south of Deadhorse, is closer, Anchorage,

located about 550 miles south of Deadhorse, serves as the primary air

link. Most passengers and air cargo for Deadhorse originate at or are

routed through Anchorage. Fairbanks is an intermediate stop on some

Anchorage-Deadhorse flights.

The airport has a 6,500-foot by 150-foot paved, lighted runway. There

is no active

Administration

—
a.m. to 10:30

control tower at Deadhorsej but the Federal

operates a full-time flight service station

p.m. Monday through Friday there are seven

passenger jet flights per day between Anchorage and Deadhorse.

Aviation

from 9:00

scheduled

Some of
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-these flights have intermediate stops in Fairbanks.

and Sohio have two non-stop jet charters per day each

and I)eadhorse.

In addition ARCO

between Anchorage

In 1981 Alaska Airlines opened a new 40,0C)0-square-foot  terminal at the

ILeadhorse Airport. The terminal includes a ticket counterj passenger

holding area, baggage

housing, refrigerated

space. Wien Airlines

counter, passenger holding areaj baggage handling, housing for 18 air-

line personnel ~ warm storage and office space.

handling, housing fox 17 airline personnel, ware-
@

storag-e,  shop facility, office space and leaseable

has a separate 15,800-foot  terminal with a ticket

- I

—

Alaska Airlines and Wien Airlines transported cargo on their passenger

flights. In addition Mark Air (formerly Alaska International Air) has a

base at Deadhorse and

orage and Deadhorse.

between Anchorage and

air service to Deadhorse is highly competitive and subject to frequent

changes in schedules and service levels.

one scfieduled cargo flight per day between Anch-

Mark Air was scheduled to begin passenger service

Deadhorse in May 1984. It should be noted that

Nearly every exploratory well covered in this report has made some use

of air logistics for the transfer of personnel and light supplies fqom

onshore bases tm the offshore exploration. sites. The use of air logis-

tics for exploration

bases, particularly

particularly during

similar vehicle if the distance permits that to be done economically.

support has increased with distance from the shore-

for the movement of personnel. Where possible,

winter operations personnel are moved by bus or

I
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AS the operations have moved further offshore, aircraft have become more

comonly used for movement

ment are generally limited

are heavily relied upon

of personnel. Materials and equipment move-

to lighter goods for air movement. Aircraft

for emergency requirements and for special

missions during

Helicopters are

mobilization or

the most common

key parts of the drilling operations.

mode for offshore air logistics. Two ~

principal companies providing this service for the Beaufort Sea opera-

tions have been ERA Helicopters and Evergreen Helicopters. Both com-

panies are headquartered in Anchorage but have support operations in the

Prudhoe Bay area near the Deadhorse Airport. Helicopter services have

also been provided by Air Logisticsy Inc., another Anchorage based com-

pany. On relatively short notice$ these three operators can bring in

additional aircraft from elsewhere in Che state. Air Logistics has

provided most of the fixed wing support for the Beaufort Sea area. The

fixed wing aircraft used for this purpose has been the

STOL . This particular aircraft is uniquely suited to

operations required for drill site support.

16-passenger CASA

the short runway

.

—

Generally, the support has been provided from the shorebases on either a

scheduled or on-call basis. However, there have

basing of the aircraft at the island so that they are

able to support around-the-clock operation as well

been instances of

immediately avail-

as for emergency

services that may be required. Nearly all helicopter service has used

the Bell 212 IFR equipment, with some use of the Bell 206 helicopter.
—

Except for very close-in operations where the Bell 206 has been used

with a single pilot, all

pilot and co-pilot onboard

operations have been conducted with both a

the aircraft.
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The Bell 212 (IFR) helicopter used for offshore operations in the Beau-=

fort Sea has a basic cost of abou~ $2,000,000. Lease rates will vary to

some extent. However, one rate quoted for this aircraft with pilot and

co-pilot was $53JO00 monthly$ plus $415 per hour of flight time. The

cargo capacity for the Bell 212 in an all-cargo configuration is 3,800

pounds , while the maximum non-crew passenger capacity is thirteen.

e

The flight crews (pilot and co-pilot) for helicopter and fixed wing

operations stationed

maximum 7:00 a.m. to

at Deadhorse typically work a 12-hour shift -==

7:00 p.m. for a single shift. The operational day

is’ limited by Civil Aeronautics Board regulations. The usual personnel

rotation schedule is 14 days onj 14 days offj with overlapping rotation

of the pilot and co~pilot to ensure operational continuity. MOSE air

crew members are based in the Anchorage area according to aviation

company managers.

Table 14

aircraft

employed

provides data on

crews, passenger

air services contractors

and cargo capacity and

for each exploratory well project.

aircraft equipmen~~

shorebase location

WINE LOGISTICS

Marine transportation is used to move large modules and other bulk items

from the ‘Lower 48’ to Prudhoe Bay on the annual summer sea lift. These

shipments are transported via ocean-going tug and barge combinations,

Since 1968 Crowley Maritime has handled most of the Prudhoe Bay sea lift

traffic. Four barge unloading facilities serve the I?rudhoe Bay area:

1.

I
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) one at the Prudhoe Bay East Dock, “two at the Prudhoe Bay WesC Dock and

one at the Oliktok Point Dock. In addition to material brought. in on

the sea lift? marine transport from these dock facilities is used to

transport equipment and supplies in support of Beaufort Sea exploration

during open water periods.

The Prudhoe Bay East Dock was built in 1969 during the original develop-

ment of the Prudhoe Bay field. The East Dock is located in the south-

east portion of Prudhoe Bay at the end of a 19100-foot by 30-foot gravel

causeway. During the summer lighterage barges are grounded to provide a

270-foot by 100-foot wharf. Prior to 1981 this dock was used to unload

smaller barges from the MacKenzie River. Since that time the primary

use of the dock during the summer has been for- loading gravel into

shallow-draft barges for use in construction of artificial islands.

During winter months the East Dock has been used as the take-off point

for hauling gravel via ice roads to build artificial islands. The East

— Dock is also used extensively for stockpiling gravel and

ties to be transported to offshore operations in the

The

now

and

Prudhoe Bay West Dock, situated

the main dock at Prudhoe Bay.

in the northwest part

other commodi-

Beaufort Sea.

of the bayj is

It handles the unloading of barges

modules in the annual sea lift and has also been used for marine

operations in support of Beaufort Sea activities. Prior to 1982 the

West Dock was a 10,100-foot by 40-foot gravel causeway with two unload-

ing facilities. The first, built in 1974, is 4,500 feet from shore and

has a six-foot draft. The second facility is located 10,000 feet from

shore and has a 10-foot draft. This facility is used for unloading the
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(Continued)
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AIR SUPPORT OPERATIONS
SALS 5F & SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGIUMS

1980 - 1983

1981 - 1982

Alaska Island //1 _ Alaska State D //1 Alaska State F //1 NO Name Island #l

fIF 111 BF 62

Exxon AMOCO

Evergreen Helicopters Evergreen Helicopters

Sale and Tract. Number BF 109 BF 114

ExxonLease Operator Sokiio

Air Services Contractor Evergreen Helicopters
Era Helicopters
Air Logistics - Fixed-
wing

Ever8reea  Helicopters

Aircraft Identification Evergreen - Bell 212
ERA - Bell 212
Air Log: CASA STOL

Bell 212 IFR Bell 212 IFR

Aircraft Crew Pilot & Co-pa lot Pilot & Co-pikot Pilot & Co-pilotPilot & Co-pilot
Pilot & Co-pilot
Pilot & Co-pilot

Passenger Capacity

Cargo Capacity

Shorebase  Location

10 passengers

3,000 ibs.

Deadhorse

10 passengers

3,000 lbs.

Deadhorse

13 passengers10 passengers
10 passengers
16 passengers

3,000 lb.
3,000 lbs.
4,000 lbs.

3,800 lbs.

Evergreen Heto 6 Air
~08 STOL StatAOIM!d  011
island;  ❑ aintenance
facility at Deadhorse.
ERA Helo at Deadhorse.

Deadlaorse &
Sleepy Bear Camp

Trip Data Everure.?n Helo: Dailv 15 passenger trips/week
passenger & cargo fl;8ht6;
S’TOL: 3 passenger & cargo 10 cargo flights/week
fli8hts  per week;
ERA Helo: Casual  use.

15 passenger tripsiweek 3 flights/day during
drilling operations;

10 cargo flights/week during  mobilization,
rcnntd-tbe-clock  opera-
tions with 2 flight crews.



(Cmtimed)

AIR SUPPORT  OPERATIONS
SALE BE & SALE 71 EXPLORATION

1980 - 1983

Exploration Well Name——
Jeanette  Island #l Tern island #l Tern Islaud #2

.
OW-W191  #1

W 37

Exxon

Evergreen lielicopters

OCS-YO191  4}2

M? 37

Exxon

Evergreen Helicopters

Sale and Tract Number

I.eaae Operator

Air Services Contractor EM Helicopters ESA Helicopters ERA Helicopters
Kver8reen  Mel i copters Evergreen  Helicopters

Aircraft Id@ntificatioo

m
N.)

Aircraft Crew Pilot & co-pilot
[2 weeks onJ2 weeks off)

Pilot ‘& Co-pilot
(2 weeks On/2 week. off)

Pilot & Co-pilot
(2 weeks oa/2 w@eks off)

10 passengers10 passmgeirsPassenger Capacity

Cargo Capacity 3,000 lb.

Shorebase  Location Deadhorse

3,000 lbs.

Deacihorse

. 3,000 Ills

Deadborse Deadaorse Deadborse

Trip Data 15 passenger fli@ts/week  Minimal use because of 10/81-1/82:  10 to 12
availability of ice road. Crips daily to haul fuel

10 cargo flights fweek & supplies  untik  ice road
c0mp14ed. Fuel:  500
gals.  /trip. Average 1
trip daily for passengers.
2/82-3/82: Average 1 trip
daily for passengers; no
freight.
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AIR SUPPORT OPERATIONS
SALE BE L SALS 71 EXPLORATION K’ROGRAM$

1980 - 1983

1982 - 1983

Exploration Well Name_- ——. .— —
Seal Island #1 Cross Island  #1 Mukluk

Sale and Tract Number BF 47 BF 54 71 191

Lease Operator Shell Gulf Sohio

Air Services Contractor ERA Helicopters ERA Helicopters .iir  Logistics
Evergreen Helicopters

Aircraft Identification Bell 212 IFR Bell 212

Aircraft Crew

Passenger Capacity

Cargo Capacity

Shorebase  Location

Trip Data

Deadhors@

Source: Operator interviews; exploration planb.

2 Pilot

12 passengers

Bell 212 IFR

PilOL & Co-pilot
(double crew for 2 shift
operaticm -- 2 weeks onJ
2 weeks off)

13 passengers

Used for light cargo 3,800 lbs
only

Deadhorse Deadhorse  maintenance
base n but Nilne Point used
for support. base location
because of distance; on
lease from Amoco.

Passenger & small cargo 1 aircraft on @xcluaive
use charter, with double
crew [2 pilots & 2
co-pilots); mixed pas-
senger & cargo carried on
trips; on-call continuous
use rather than fixed
schedule.
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400-f.oot by 100==foot  moclules anti other bullci.terns  transported”to I?mdme

on the sea lift. In 1982 thk Prudhoe Bay West Dock was lengthened in

conjunction with the waterflood project. A mile-long breached gravel

causeway was addedy an island built> and &he existing causeway widened

to accommodate a water intake facility for the waterflood project. The

West Dock now extends 2+ miles offshore and reaches a depth of 12 feet.

During the winter of 1982 ARC(3 constructed a new dock at Oliktok Point

about 33 miles west of Pruclhoe  Bay West Dock to serve the Kuparuk River

Unit oil field development.

causeway and a dock with a

widened the causeway to 324

ARCO built. a 975==foot  by 225-foot gravel

six- to eight-foo~ draft. In 1983 A.RCO

feet. and Che dock was used to handle the

off-loading of freight and modules from sea lift support of Ku~aruk

development. To date

sively in support of

hauling operations for

the ice road to Thetis

the Oliktok Point dock has

Beaufort Sea development.

the Mukluk project used the

Island began near the dock.

not been used exten==

However, the gravel

road to the dock and

Marine transportation has been used for the

gravel islands, the transport of additional

and the initial transport of the drill -rig$

to a site in preparation for drilling. Two

movement of gravel EO build

gravel EO existing islands,

camp material and equipment

principal contractors have

performed the bulk of this work, namely Arctic Marine Freighters (a

Crowley Maritime company) and Kodiak Marine Transport. The shorebase

consistently used for support of local marine transportation is the West

Dock at Prudhoe Bay. Types of barges employed have included flat deck

barges used for truck or gravel transport, fuel barges and camp barges.

64
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In some instances barges have been left on. station at the drill site to

serve as a camp barge or a fuel barge, or co provide extra room at a—
_)

small? contained site. Table 15 summarizes data on marine Transporta-

tion contractors used for each sitej the shorebase location, the type

and numbers of vessels utilized for that support$  typical crew composi==–>—

tion and other information on trip schedules, tonnage, etc.

— As a general rule the use of marine logistics has been confined to_.

transportation of drill rigs, camp facilities, and general equipment and

bulk supplies. The only instance of significant use of marine transpor-

3 tation for personnel transfer was during construction of Endeavor and

Resolution gravel islands, when crew boats were used to transport gravel

placement crews to the worksite.

_]

The principal imovation in use of marine logistics, which formerly was

mainly confined

marine mode for—

and early fall.

portation during

to the long-range annual sealift, was the use of the

local support during the open-water periods of summer

Marine support proved a cost effective means of trans-

that time. However, transport of the drill rig and

camp and other support equipment during the ice-free months results in

considerable standby costs until drilling is permitted. Therefore,

there is added cost compared to movement of the equipment and supplies

—. by truck over an ice road directly from the Prudhoe  Bay area just before—.

commencement of drilling.
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MARmE L O G I S T I C S

SALE IN? & SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGRAMS
1980 - 1983

1!380 - 1981

Exploration Well Name

Challenge Island #1 Sag Delta ill Sag Delta i}8 Sag Delta i}9

Sale and Tract Number BF 108 BF 76 BF 75 BP 76

Lease Operator

Marine Tranaport

Sokio Sokio Sohiio SObio

Contractor Arctic .Marine Freigbter$ L!One None Arctic Marine !Freightera

$horebaae  Location K%udhoe Bay West Dock N/A N/A

Vessels 7Jtilized 2 ‘fug a; f+ Barges N/A NfA

Crew Number  6 Composition Each Tug: Captains Hate, N/A
Engineers Deckhands  Cook;
total !5.

Trip Information  [tonnage , 6,000 tons, handled in 16 N/A
scheduling, et-c.  ) trips. Rig #36; 50-person

camp; 875,000 gals. diesel
fuel; 37,000 aicks mud &
chemicals; 69723 cu. ft.
cements.

() (’ “1

Note: Demobilization via Note: Ice road used EOr
ice road. tranaport.

(’l (r I

NIA

NfA

Prudhoe  Bay West. Dock

2 Tugs; 5 Barges  (1 fuel
barge remained at island
for fuel storage]

Sag Delta #10

BF 76

SOhio

None

N/A

-N/A

Each Tug: Captain, Mate, N/A
Engineer, Deckhand, Cook;
total 5.

4,150 tons, handled in 16 NjA
trips. Rig i126E; 60-person
camp; 500,000 gals. diesel
fuel; 11,800 sacks mud &
chemicals.; 6,300 cu. ft.
cements.

Note: Ice road used for INoW: Ice road used for
transport. transport & demobilization:

i-l ,(.,
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TABLE ~ ~

(Continued)

HANINE LOGISTICS
SALS BF & SALS 71 EXPLORATION

1980 - 1983

1981 - 1982

Exploration Well Name

Alaska Island {/1

Sale and Tract Number BF 109

Lease Operator

Marine Transport

Sobio

Contractor Arctic 14arine  Freighters,
Kodiak Marine

Shorebase  Location Prudhoe !Jay West Dock

Vessels Utilized 2 Tugs; 5 Bargea

Crew Number & Composition Total of 5 for each tug:
CapLain, Mate, Engineer,
Deckhartd,  Cook.

Trip Information (tonnage, 7,000 tons, 25 trips to
scheduling, etc. ) island for mobilization.

3,500 tons/12 trips  from
island to Prrrdhoe  Bay for
demobilization.

Alaska Stat@ D #1

BF 114

Exxon

Arctic Marin@ Freighters

Prudhoe  Bay West Dock

2 Tugs; 4 Barges

Total of 5 for @ach  tug:
Captain, Mate, Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook.

1,900 tons to island
during mobilization;
ice road used for sup-
port of operations.

Demobilizatior&  by truck
via ice road.

Alaska State F #1

BF 111

Exxon

Arctic Marine Freighters

Prudhoe Bsy West Dock

2 Tugs; 4 Barges

Total of 5 for each tug:
Captain, Mate , Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook.

5,100 tons to island
during mobilization,
drill rig, camp supplies.

Demobilization also by
barge.

No Name Island #1

BF 62

Amoco

Arctic Marine Freighters

Prudhoe flay West Dock

2 Tugs; 4 Barges

Total of 5 for each tug:
Captain, Mate, Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook.

Movement of Parker drill
rig, camp equipment. and
supplies in July 1981.

Gravel haulfpad construc-
tion support was via ice
road.

Demobilization via ice
road.



[Continued)

WINE LOGISTICS
WX BF & SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982 .
(:ontinued)

Exploration Well Name

OCS-YO191  #l

Sale and Tract Number W 37

Lease Operator

Ha rine Transport.

OCS-%!O193  #2

BF 37

Jeanette Island #l Tern Island  #l Tem Island #2

BF 79 BF 42 BF 43

Chevron Silell Shell

Arctic  Marine Freighters Crowley Maritime CrOwley Maritime
GSI Marine

Exsor!Exxon

Contractor  Arctic Marine Freighters Arctic !’larine Freighters

Shorebase I.ocation Prudhoe  Bay, West Dock

Vessels Utilized .2 Tugs; 5 !$argea

Prudhoe Bay, West Dock

2 Tugs; .4 Barges
for demobil  izat.ion

#

Prudhoe Bay, West Dock

3 Tugs; 3 Bargea from AMF
for mobilization; 1 self-
propelled barge from GSI
Ha rine.

~MW Number & ~O~~OSitiOtl Total of 5 for each tug: ‘Total of 5 for each tug: Total of 5 for each tug:
Captain, Mate, Engineer, captain,  Mate, Engineer, Captain, Mate, Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook. Deckhand, Cook. Deckhand, Cook.

‘Trip  Information [tonnage, 5,200 tons including Rig and camp.
scheduling, et-c. )

Drill rig, camp, supphea
drill rig, camp. supplies & equipment; ice defl@c-
& equipment. Demobilization by barge. tora: 10 days op@raLion

over 20-dsy period. 3
NO demobilization; ri8 Ml barges susk in lee
moved to OCS-YO191 #2. of island for work and

supply purposes during
drilling. Major demobil-
ization  by ice road. Final
demobilization of 3 barges
from island  with ice de-
flectors, heavy equipment
used to renovate drill~ng
area,  and remaining equip-
ment.
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Sale and Tract Number

Lease Operator

Marine Transport Contractor

Shorebase Location

Vesaela Utilized

Crew Number & Composition

Trip Information [tonnage,
scheduling, etc. )

TABLE I ~

(Continued)

- MARINE LOGISTICS
SALE BF & SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGRAMS

1980 - 1983

1982 - 1983

Exploration Well Name

Seal Island #1 Cross Island /)1
. .

BE 47 BF 5h

Growley  Maritime Arctic Marine Freighters
Kodiak Marine

%udhoe ‘Ray, West Dock

2 Tugs; 5 Barges

Total of 5 for each tug:
Captain, hate, Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook.

Alaaka United drill rig
#1; 70-man camp; equip-
ment; drilling auppliea;
food supplies.
12 barge loada  over a
7-day period July-
August 1983.

MukLUX

71 191

Soilio

Arctic .Marine Freighters
& Kodiak Marine

F’rudhoe  Bay, West DOck

Arctic Msrine: 8 flat
deck barges to haul
gravel, plus camp support
barge & construction
equipment tmrge; 9 tugs.

Kodiak Marine: 2 barges &
2 tugs.

Total of $ for each tug:
Captain, Hate, Engineer,
Deckhand, Cook.

Alaska United rig #2;
70-man camp; all sup-
plies & equipment.

‘. I {,

.

Source: Operator interviews, exploration plans.



Marine operaEicms  become more important as the distance  of exploration

sites from Prudhoe Bay increases to” the eas~ or the w.est,j and as thec>

exploratory operations move further from shore to the deeper areas of

the Beaufort. Sea.

SURFACE LOGISTICS

The key element in support arrangements for the Beaufort Sea exploration

activities has been the availability of surface access via the Dalton.

Highway from Fairbanks to Prudhoe Bay. While massive modular buildings

and the heavier equipment must still be moved by sea during the annual

sea Iiftj the Dalton Highway allows year-round overland delivery of

supplies and equipment into the Prudhoe Bay area for exploration and

development activities.

The Dalton Highway (formerly the North Slope

important land link to Fairbanksj Anchorage and

of North Slope development. The

arterial. Road conditions vary

with numerous safety hazards. A

Dalton Highway

Haul Road) provides an

points south in support ~

is a two-lane secondary

considerably, but are frequently poor

wide variety of comodit.i.es  and equip-

ment are Erucked over the highway to the North Slope. The table below

--

I
m

summarizes North Slope truck traffic trends from 19’78-1983:
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AVERAGE DAILY TRUCK TRAFFIC*

DALTON HIGHWAY

(ac Yukon River Bridge)

1978 1979 _ —1980 1981 1982 1983

45 42 68 108 115 90

‘+ Counts traffic going both ways.

Source: Community Research Center,
Fairbanks North Star Borough

IE is Dot. possible to determine precisely how many of these truck loads
●

were hauled to the North Slope to support Beaufort Sea activities. How-

ever? given that peak activity for Beaufort developments occurred during

— the 1980-82 period, it is logical to assume that a portion of the

increased traffic in the period was due to Beaufort activity.

About a dozen motor carriers move 80 to 90 percent of the North Slope

bound truck traffic. Carriers often specialize in the types of cargo

they transport with different firms hauling petroleum products, drilling

muds ~ pipe, or refrigerated cargo.

Some cargo destined for Prudhoe Bay is transported via barges or ships

* to the Southcentral  ports

Fairbanks and then trucked

the pipe and pipe fittings

● commodities are transported

of Whittier or Seward~ shipped by rail to

from Fairbanks to the North Slope. Most of

are brought in through Seward, while other

via Whittier.



The extensive development of the Prudhoe Eiay and Kuparuk fields have led

Eo the development of an extensive local industrial” road system. This -

upland systemj joined with the seasonal ice roads, provides  a usable

surface link from the mainland to many offshore drill sites. This road

system pas been used for local transport of supplies and personnel and —

for transport of large volumes of gravel fill for use in island con-

struction and enhancement of drill pads on some of the barrier islands.

.-.

As shown later in Tables 18 and 19, every exploration program made use

of the local surface transportation network for goocls in transiti to the

West Dock at Prudhoe Bay for forwarding by barge or directly to drill

site via an ice road and surface (txuck) transportation.

The role of surface transport in

in employment data (see Table 22)

costs directly attributed to

Beaufort Sea exploration is reflected

which shows the estimated manhours and

the transportation and construction

efforts. It is significant to note that the relatively shorter dis-

tances involved in nearshore exploration activities have permitted more

expeditious and cost effective surface transportation. The comparative

cost

both

savings are due in part to avoidance of extra handling required if

ground and marine transportation modes are used.

Based on data obtained. from operators and transportation contractors

the mobilization of the drill rig> camp, and supporting equipmenb and

supplies to a drill site typically

entirely by surface transportation.

took 5 to 5% days when accomplished

On the other hand, mobilization by
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ground transportation to the West Dock for transshipment by barge to the

drill site took approximately 7 to 7* days. (

Gravel Islands

—<

OVER-VIEW

Of the 15 Sale IN? exploration wells drilled before November 1, 1983, six
—

were based on five natural islands within state leased tracts: Chal-

lenge Island, Alaska Island, No Name Island, Flaxman Island (two wells)

— and Jeanette  Island. The nine remainin~ exploratory wells were sited on

submerged tract~ which required artificial drilling platforms.

● The environmental and technical conditions prevailing in the Sale BF and

Sale 71 submerged tracts generally preclude deployment of such standard

offshore exploratory drilling platforms as jack-up rigs> semi-submers-

ible rigs or drillships. Though suitable for open water drilling, this

equipment is not well suited to conditions in this sector of the Beau-

fort Sea. (Union Oil is considering use of an ice-reinforced drillship

for exploration of a deepwater tract acquired in Sale 87.) Likewise,

manmade ice islancls$ built and used for drilling over a single winter,

have not been used in the Beaufort Sea sale tracts, though they have

proved feasible in other arctic regimes. Instead, for submerged Sale BF

and Sale 71

a drilling

artificial

tracts~ where natural islands were not available to serve as

platform, the preferred approach has been to construct an

gravel island at the drillsite. The manmade gravel island

then served as a fixed platform upon which conventional arctic upland
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drilling equipment was installed. The locations of the artificial

islands built for Sale W and Sale 71 drilling are shown in Figures 7

and 8.

Altogether, sewen gravel islamls have been built for Sale W and Sale 71

exploration. Ml nine exploratory wells on submerged Sale W tracts

were based OKI five manmade gravel islands; Endeavor Island (three

wells]s Resolu~ion IslandJ Unnamed Island (two)s Tern Island (two) and

Seal I.slamd. See Table 17. AS an interesting sidelight, it- should be

noted that Endeavor

submerged Skate lands

Sale 13F Tracts 75 and

islands. The single

and Resolution Islands were actually grounded on

outside the Sale Bl? area. The drilling bargets in

76 were reached by directional drilling from these

new Sale BE’ drilling program scheduled for the

1983/1984  drilling  season was also planned for Gulf’s manmade gravel

island named Cross Island and immediately adjacent- to the natural

barrier island of the same name.

As for Sale 71 tracts, while no exploration wells were spudded before

start of the 1983/1984 drilling season) four exploration programs were

pending or planned at that time. Sale 71 included only federal tracts,

by definition three

proposed exploration

water depths ranging

or more miles from surface lands. Ml of these

programs will require artificial drilling bases in

from 4.4 to 50 feet. These exploration programs are

Sohio’s

project,

proposed

Mukluk project (planned for 1983!1984) and Exxon’s Antares

Shell’s Sandpiper project and Texaco’s Fur Seal project (all

for 1984/1985).

. .
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TABLE 17

EXPLORATORY WELLS ON ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS

SALE BF AM) SALE 71

THROUGH 12/83

Number of
Name of Island Exploratory wells

Endeavor lslarid 3

Resolution Island 1

Unnamed Island 2 .

Cross Island

Tern. Island

Seal Island

Mukluk Island

a Cross Island and Mukluk
-.

l a
2

1

la
TOTAL 12

Island were constructed during the winter of

1982-1983. The wells were not spudded until November 1983.

Source: Minerals Management Service
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FIGURE 7

LocATmN flFAFrrIFIcML  GRAVEL ISLANDS
SALE BF

.-

LEGEND I

—,
1. Endeavor Island —

2. Resolution  Island 1
3. Unnamed Island
4. -i-elm Island I
50 Seal Island
60 Cross Island ● ;

I

-:1

— - ’ i

1
1490 14f39 147~ Me

- . ●

Base map aclaptecl from Rogers, Golden & Halpern. 1983b. Arctic
Summary Report Update.
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Mukluk Island was constructed during the winter ad. summer of 1!383 for

use at t&e start of the 19&3/l!18L drilling  season. Buil~ at a cost

estimated. by Sohio of about $100 millionj Mukluk Island is part of the

most expensive offshore exploratory drilling program to date! exclusive

of lease acquisition outlays. Appendix D? Engineering and Construction

of Mukluk Island (Ashford9 1!984) gives an excellent  accomt of Mukluk

Island’s construction history. This paper illustrates the influence of

regulatory logistic and technical constraints on the design program> as

well as the need for operating flexibility and improvisation in the face

of adverse weather and other operating conditions.

Exxon’s Antares project proposed to employ a Concrete Island Drilling

Structure (C133S), a mobile drilling platform specially designed for

arctic offshore use. (See Wetmore, 1!384 for an e~lanation of the CITE

design concept developed by Global Marine Development for arctic off-

shore drilling projects.) Global’s first CIDS was built by the Japanese

shipyard Nippon Kokan KK for use on

delivered to the drilling location in fall

Shell’s exploration plan for its Sandpiper

of a conventional

exploration plan

artificial gravel island

Exxon’s Antares project and

1984.

project proposes construction

as did Texaco’s now cancelled

for its Fur Seal project over ~he Mukluk structure.

—
—

To SIMI llp, 14 of the 15 exploratory wells completed or proposed for sub-

merged tracts in Sale BF and Sale 71 were to be drilled on artificial

gravel islands. The exception was Exxon’s Antares prospect for which

the CIDS system is planned. (Four artificial gravel islands were built

78
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Eo support exploration of nearshore submerged state tracts leased in.

earlier state sales. These islands are in Ehe vicinity of the Endicott

Project and are not covered in this discussion which treats only islands

built for Sales BF and 71.)

DESIGN CONCEPT

The basic design concept for an arctic offshore artificial gravel island-,

is simple. Ib mainly involves construction of an artifical island of

suitable materials with adequate height> bulk and slope protection to

e
secure the island against damage by ice and water forces over the life

of the drilling project. Figure 9 schematically illustrates a typical

island const.ru;tion plan proposed for Shell’s Seal Island. While the

technical and engineering considerations governing artificial gravel-.

island design are beyond the scope of this study, a good overview of

typical design problems and solutions is provided in a series of tech-

nical papers published by Exxon Production Research Company under the

title Technical Seminar on Alaskan Beaufort Sea Gravel Island Design.

Offshore drill sites are usually remote from supply and service depots

and established camp quarters. Due to changing surface ice conditions,

access by vehicles and vessels to the island site is intermittent.

Helicopters are usually the only reliable means for moving personnel and

light supplies on short notice. Therefore, the island is sized to pro-

vide for self-contained operations to minimize risk of shutdowns due to

—
resupply needs, weather or other problems. The island surface area must

be sufficient to accommodate drilling activities, necessary storage and

other functions essential to ehe drilling program.
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The island surface must have space for a drilling pad and equipment,

warehousing and open storage to stockpile pipe? drilling muds and

cements$ lubricants and other consumable drilling suppliesp S hop

facilities, power plant, water and fuel storage, onsite utilities? com-

munications ~ crew quarters, helipad, barge ramp or dock, and various

other functions essential to permit uninterrupted drilling. Figure 10

illustrates a typical compact configuration for facilities as proposed

in Shellfs Seal Island exploration plan.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND SCHEDULES

For the most part, gravel island construction is a straightforward

process of mining, hauling

● materials. Depending upon

basic modes of operation.

an; emplacing large volumes of gravelly fill

the season of’ constru”ction~ there are two

For wintertime construction ~ gravel is typi-

cally hauled by truck from the source over specially constructed ice

roads to the island site. The island is built up by depositing the

gravel on the seabed through a hole cut in the ice. The hauling/con-

struction phase may take from one to three monthst depending upon the

volume of materials hauled and haul distance.— Figure 11 illustrates the

sequence of steps in a typical winter construction schedule followed by

mobilization and execution of the drilling program the following summer

or winter. Alternatively, for summer construction, gravel is barged to

the island construction site , where it is deposited directly to build up

the island.

—
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TYPICAL RIG 14wlw-’ FOR GRAVEL ISLAND

GRAVELKLANL3

I

\

--lI) EPAR?W%T

TYPSCX.L RIG LAYOUT
Source:  Shell Oil Company. l%31a. Lease Operations PROPC)SEDSEAL

I

P7atI and Exploration  Plara9 $eaufort  Sea Area, EXPLf3RAT!13NLJNiT ‘
Seal Prospect, Alaska. %“=50’

_ EXPLORATION PLAN
a. E!EAUFC)R’TSE.A
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Under certain circumstances, a hybrid approach employing both haul

methods may be employed as illustrated in Figure 12. For instance, to
—

construct Mukluk Islandj gravel was first trucked over an ice road to

Thetis Island during winter where it was stockpiled. The following

summert the gravel was transshipped to the final construction des~ina-
—

tion by barge. This two-step process was necessitated by the risk that

rough sea ice or ice leads beyond the barrier islands might interrupt

truck haulage in winter. For its Seal Island project, Shell had a

similar back-up plan for temporary stockpile of gravel at a way station

on Long Island, im case unsafe ice conditions prohibited direct haul to

the eventual island site.

.

‘To date, the only gravel resources employed for island construction have

been situated

islands built

port comprises

in upland gravel pits or

earlier and now abandoned.

a significant share of Ehe

salvaged from

The cost of

total cost of

other artificial

materials trans-

island construc-

tion. A proposed federal sale of sand and gravel resources on submerged

federal lands in Sale BF and Sale 71 lease areas would make available a

plentiful and more accessible supply of materials for island construc-

tion. Use of submerged sand and gravel resources would entail a summer-—

time dredging/barging operation as opposed to present construction

methods. This proposed sand and gravel sale was first scheduled for

—
October 1983, but has been indefinitely postponed, amid speculation that

a developing preference for relocatable drilling structures for deep-

water arctic offshore exploration has lessened industry’s immediate

interest in offshore gravel resources. Other reasons for postponement

cited by industry sources include inadequate data on the Iocationj
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FIGURE 12

MUKLUK ISLAND PROJECT SCHEDULE

( 1

.

II I

f 983 1984

ActAv~ty Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oet  NOV  D~Q Jan Feb Mar Apr
— — — — — _ _ ,_ _ _, —— — —  .—

Develop Mukluk Island and
slope Protection

Source: Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company. 1983. h’lukluk Project Lease operations
Plan and Exploration F’lano



quality and quantity of offshore sand and gravel resources and diffi.==

cultie.s with the procedures for leasing sand and gravel resources.

However, if large volumes of gravel are needed for construction of semi-

permanent production islands, industry  interest in an QCS sand and

gravel sale may quicken.

BEAI.IFORT  SEA GRAVEL

Table 18 summarizes

island

Study .

ISLAND CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY

the key facts about Beawfort Sea artificial gravel

features and construction

This table shows some of

methods pertinent to this monitoring .

Ehe important similarities and differ-

ences among the construction projects.

Island construction has been dominated by a small group of general con-

tractors experienced in arctic construction . Alaska International

Constructors was prime contractor for the Unnamed Island, Tern Island,

Seal Island and Cross Island construction projects. Green Construction

Co. and Morrison/Knudsen Co. collaborated on the Endeavor and Resolution

Island projects. Finally, the Arctic Slope Wright Schuchart/Frontier

Companies J.V., supporbed by Alaska International Constructors, was

prime contractor for the Mukluk Island project.

The seven island, varied widely in some critical design characteristics.

For example: .

0 Water depths ranged from less than eight feet up to 48 feet.

o Island working surface area varied from as little as 2.2 acres

to as much as 4.5 acres.
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o Island freeboard ranged from 8 feet up to 21 feet.

—

o Distance from gravel source ranged from about 10 to 22 miles.

o Volume of gravel fill used for island construction varied from

131,000 cubic yards to 1,000,000 cubic yards.

o Four islands were built in winter by truck haul over ice roads;

two were built in summer using barge transportation; the Mukluk

project combined winter and summer construction techniques.
e

o Regardless of whether Lhe winter or summer construction methods

were usedY all projects employed conventional equipment (summer:

barges; winter: truck haul over ice road) for materials excavat-

ion, handling and transportation.

o Island construction cost ranged from $3.5 million (Resolution

Island) to about $100 million (Mukluk Island].

The extreme variation in gravel island construction cost for Beaufort

Sea exploration programs can be accounted for by the wide variation

noted above in such design factors as water depth, island surface area

and freeboard, all of which affect the volume of fill used~ and by haul

distance between gravel source and island construction site. Resolution

Island required the smallest fill volume and one of the shortest haul

distances and was

largest volume of

a together with its

least costly to build. Mukluk Island required the

fill and, by far, the longest haul. These factors,

accelerated construction schedulej help account for

Mukluk Island’s great cost. .

@ The status of the various gravel islands as of November 1983 was as

follows. Two islands (Resolution, Unnamed) were abandoned after unsuc-
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‘ABu 18
GNAVSL  ISLAND SUNHAN DATA

SALE SF AND SALE71

Name of Island
Endeavor - Resolution Unnamed

Sale and TracE Number BF 76 BF 75 BE’ 37

Management/Ownership SCatus State/State St.ate/Scat.e Federal/Disputed

operator Sohio Sohio Exxon

Construction Contractor (s) Green Construction Co. ; Greess  Constrnc’cion Co. ; Alaska  Ineernationa  1
Morrison/Nnudson Co. Morxison/Unudson Co. Constructors

Year Constructed 1980 - Suumrer 1980 - Summ@r 1981
500’ Diameter
(b.5A)/13.5’  .

18.0’/ 1:3

Island  Surface Area/
Fr@eboard

350’ Diameter
(2.2A)  /13. O’

350’ Diawmter
(2.2A)  /13. O’

Water  Depth/ Island
Slope Below MSL

12.0’ /1:3 8.0’/ 1:3

Special Design
Considerations/Features

Gravel island  w/sandbag
slope protection & gravel
accesa ramp .“ In addition
to general bags for slope
protection, several test
panels of 10CE ground
tubes were incorporated
to subdivide sandbagged
areas into smaller sec-
tions to prevent progres-
sive bag failurea. Also
pre-casi rig dock incorpo-
rated .

Gravel island w/sandbag
slope protection & spe-
cial slope protection
test panels of concrete
blocks

Sandbag slope protection
(installed in summer)
consisting of: 1 layer
Geo textile filter cloth;
1 ,Iayer of 2.0 Cl! sand-
bags over entire slope
from top of island  to 10’
beyond the toe at ‘c.h@  mud
line; a 2nd layer  of 2.0
CY sandbags over 3/4 of
island  slopes from +10’
to -10’ NWL. 320,000 CY
gravel for island; 24,000
C!f gravel, 272,000 ft2 of
filter cloth,  & 11,900 CY
srandbaga for a lop@ pro-
tection.

36.4.000 CY GravelConstruction Material,
by Volume

Material  Source/Distance

160,000 CY Gravel 131,000 CY Gravel

Put River Pit (ARCO)
3+ miles from pit to
dock; 12 miles overwater
from dock to site.

Exxon ‘ S Duck Island
Gravel Source, Sag Delta,
Sec. 1, TION, R15E, UM;
%Pproxicaately 15 miles  by
ice road.

Put River Pie (ASCO)
3+- miles from pit to
dock; 12 ❑ iles overeater
from dock to site.

Fk-70  trucks, Cats, haul
trucks, flatdeck  bargea,
46OO draglines, tug
boata, pickup trucks,
front Ioadexs,  conveyors,
sand bag plant.

B-70 trucks , cats, haul
trocka,  flacdeck barges,
66OO draglines, tug
boats, pickup trucks,
front loaders. conve!mrs.
sand bag plsn~.  -

Conventional Land ban-
Iing & tmnsport to
Prudboe  Bay W@st. Deck;
coaveyored  on to flat
dock barges; transported
to siee by barge; placed
by dragline.

Conven t  imd lad han-
limg & tranaport.  to
Pmvdhoe Bay West Dock;
coaveyored on to flat
dock bargea; transported
to site by barge; placed
by dragline.

30 C?f be~ly-dump trncks
over ic@ road.

W&md Of Grav@l
Transportation/Nandling

.
$4.3 MiLlion

Sag Delta #7.
$3.5 Million

Sag D@lea #8

$8 Ffillion

OCS-Y 0191 #1

Construction Coat

Exploration Wells
thru 10/31/s3

Current Status

Drilled
Sa; mdta #9,
Sag Delta /}10

Suspended

OCS-Y 0191 #2

AbandonedAbandoned

NOTE: Endea=sor and Resolution Xslm-mds  we= grounded on subeergcd State lands outside SS2E SF tracts.

%mtce: operator iat.ervisacs;  explaratioa @.ms.
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Name of Islamd—
,

.
Seal Cross Mukluk

BF 42 BF 47

SCate/State

Shell

Alasks International
Constructors; roads
by GSL Services G
Kodiak Oilfield
Haulers

1982/1983

k27’ Diameter
(3.3A) /19. O’

39.0’ /1:3

Gravel island w14 CY
gravel-filled sandbag
over filter cloth for
slope & berm protection;
sheetpile dock .S craneway,

BF 54

State/State

Gulf

Alaska Ince-tional
Constructors; ice road
construction by Oil
Field Services & Pingo

Sale 71 191

Federal/Federal

Sohlo

Arctic Slope Wright
Schuchart (J. V. , Incl.
Frontier ConstructIon,
Frontier Rock & Sand);
Alaska International
Constructors

1983

350’ Diameter
(2.5A)/21’

48.0’ /1:3

Federal/Disputed

Shell

Alaaks International
constructors; roads
by CATCO  & GSL
Services

1982 1983

250’ X 650’
(3.7 A)/8’

0.5’ to 8.0’ /-=

400’ Diam@ter
(2.9 A)/12.5’

22’/1:3

Gravel island w12 CY
gravel-filled sandbag
over filter fabric for
slope & berm protection;
sheetpile  dock.

All gravel construction;
gravel bags or perimeter
on 2 sides; natural
island protection on 2
sites within apprOxi-
ncstely 10’.

Gravel Island with sand-
bag slope protection;
pre-cast  rig dock; sheet
pile fuel pit. Helicopter
pad is integrated into
the ❑ ain island. Dis-
charge lines for mud and
cuttings are sandbag pro-
tected.

312,000 CY Grave 1 720,000 CY Gravel 137,000 CY Gravel 800,000 CY Gravel

Dead arm of Shaviovik
River, about 10 miles
by ice road.

Dead arm of Kuparuk
River, about 11.4 miles
by ice road.

15.2 ❑ iles from East Dock Ugnuravik Pit, 5 miles
area, b miles along the south of Oliktok Point L
coast & 11 miles of ice
road.

22 miles from island site.

Standard onshore equip-
ment (loaders, dozers,
graders, compactors, air
drills. dump trucks) for
excavation of msterial,
haul over ice road &
empLscemant, through
“bole-in-the-ice” ❑ ethod,

Standard onshors equip-
ment (loaders, dozers,
graders, compactors, air
drills, dump trucks) for
excavaeian  of materia 1,
haul over ice road &
emplacement through
l!hole-in.the- ice!! ~thOd .

Cki-Site  Conar.cuction  by
“bol@-in-the-iceVv method
Ice cut by ditchwitch,
ice removed by backhaes,
fill by conveynr  dump.

B-70 trucks, Cats, loaders,
f+600 draglines, flat deck
barges, ice breakers,
roligons , pickups, haul
trucks, scrapers, water
cannons, sandbagging
plants, cranes, pile
driving rigs, survey
boats, tugs.

30 CT belly-dump tracks
over ice road.

30 CT belly-dump tlllCkS
river ice road.

Truck haul across ice
road.

Winter haul using cOnven-
tion.d  land hauling
equipment to Thetis
Island  over ice road.
Stockpiled at, Thetis
Island. Transported to
site in summer by barge,
after conveyoring  grave 1

to flat deck barges.

$24 Sfillion $32.5 !fillian $7 Million

None (Ceosu  Island #1
spudded 11 f 2/83)

$100 tfilliont

Tern Island #1
TerB Island #2

Seal Island #1
(Seal  Island #2 spudded
after 11/1/83)

None (exploratory well
spudded 11/1/83)

Active Active Abandoned
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cessful exploration programs. The two wells drilled on Tern Island were

abandoned but not the island itself.. Under Sohio’s proposed clevelop--

ment scheme for

be used as a

system. At the

Mukluk Islands

Island was, of

the Endicott Development Project, Endeavor Island will

breakwater in the offshore production/transport.at.ion

start of the 1983/84 drilling seasonj Sea19 Cross and

were in readiness for exploratory drilling. (Mukluk

course ~ abandoned shortly after a single unsuccessful

exploratory well).

CONSTRUCTION WORK FORCE AND LABOR COSTS

Gravel island construction is relativly labor-intensive.

related costs are estimated to comprise between 25 percent

of Eotal island

labor costs for

21.

Consistent with

effort required

Total labor

to 40 percent

construction cost. Data on the estimated work force and

each island. construction project are presented in Table

the design and cost variations noted above, the labor

varied widely from project to project. Most obviously,

labor effort and cost vary with gravel fill volume and with distance

between the materials source and island location. Alsoj labor effort is

partly governed by the chOice of construction transport modes. For

example$ summertime barge transport of gravel fill to the worksite

requires a different wo~k force mix and work period than truck trans-

portation over winter ice roads. ‘l%e use of barge transport rather than

sole use of truck transport can increase labor costs by requiring more

time and workhours. Extra transfer and handling costs entailed by

●
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loa&ing ancl offloading barges and need for a ba-rge crew also add to

expenses. This same rule would apply to the delivery-of drill rig and

equipment camp facilities, drilling materials and other supplies to a

Beaufort

days but

Sea site, for which barge transport typically might take seven

truck transport only five days.

CONCLUSIONS

Because of the wide-ranging differences noted among the islands built to

date for Sale BF and Sale 71, it is difficult to designate a representat-

ive gravel island construction project. Likewise, it is hard to arrive

at meaningful averages for cost or manpower levels as guidelines  for

—

—

—

forecasting the total cost and manpower requirements for future projects

in federal sale areas. For -future consideration, however, it is both

important and useful to note that federal tracts, as a rule> are more

distant from shore and in deeper waters compared to state tracts; Con-

versely, most state-owned or managed Sale BF submerged tracts are either

accessible from natural islandsj obviating the need for artificial

islandsj or in comparatively shallow nearshore waters. For these rea-

sons ~ gravel island construction projects in the federally-managed

sector of Sale

labor-intensive

● Seal Island or

BF and Sale 71 have tended to be more costly and more

than in state-managed tracts. Projects such as Shell’s

Sohio’s Mukluk Island are likely more representative of

the scale of gravel island projects that may be undertaken for future

federal arctic OCS sale areas, where that design concept is advan-

tageous.



This conclusion must be qualified by, the

pointj water depths and haul di. ~tances make

disadvantageous compared to caissoned gravel

observation thatj after a

gravel islands economically

islands~ which require less

gravel, or prefabricated, relocatable structures like Exxon’s CIDS

platform which is ballasted with seawater. For a fuller discussion of

some of the technical and economic considerations governing choices

among gravel island designs and other platform options? reference is

made to Technical Report Number 79) Chuk.chi Sea Petroleum Technology

Assessment (Dames & Moore). According to that report,

While precise break points between technical concepts have not
been delineated, gravel islands become uneconomic somewhere
beyond 15 meters (50 feet) and caisson-retained gravel islands
fall out beyond 37 meters (120 feet), leaving only one-piece
caissonsp concrete or steel m’onocones and ice-breaking drill
ships or semi-submersibles as viable drilling concepts for
waters out to 60 meters (200 feet) and beyond.

Technical Report Number 79, issued in December 1982~ also describes a

variety of other exploration options that might be employed in arctic

offshore regions.

Finally, the industry’s continuing search for innovative equipment and

techniques for dealing with the novel requirements for arctic offshore

exploratory drilling must qualify

concepts and construction methods

tion programs. As exploratory

the future applicability of the design

used to date iri Beaufort Sea explora-

drilling progresses bo more remote,

deeper-water offshore arctic tracts remote from established support

facilities it is probable that economic and engineering constraints

will result in new drilling approaches.
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Exploration Drilling

‘E~is section presents data compiled for the fifteen exploration wells

(see Figure 13) drilled on Sale BF tracts through October 31, 1983. The

narrative portion of this section identifies key features of those

drilling operations and the companies and systems

The chronology reflects and explains the timeframes

ning and conduct of exploratory drilling programs as

permits and ocher regulatory mechanisms.

that ‘were involved.

governing the plan-

well as the role of

‘Me exploratory drilling data shown in Table 19 have been grouped gen-

erally in a chronological order and by drilling season. Thus, the five

drilling programs which occurred in the 1980-81 season are grouped,

followed in turn by programs conducted in the 1981-82 season and in

1982-83. Because seasonal restrictions

when drilling is allowed we have used

and permit conditions determine

a drilling season running from

November 1 through October 31 rather than a calendar year.

seen by reference to the well spud dates in Table 19, most

spudded on or shortly after November 1. Thus , this drilling

closely represents the actual cycle of drilling program

As can be

wells were

season more

activities .

Five different major oil firms have been involved as operators for the

— 15 exploration wells actually commenced prior to October 31, 1983. Sohio

has been operator for six wells; Exxon for four; Shell for three; and

AMOCO and Chevron for one well each. Shell, Gulf, Sohio and Exxon,

● respectively~  are operators for the four wells committed to be drilled

after October 31j 1983. Six of the wells were drilled from natural
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FIGURE 13

EXPLORATORY I’JELL LOCATIONS
W.& BF

.- .—

1980/81 SEASON ~(coflt. ) :’
10 Challenqe  Island 80 OCS-Y O191 #2 I
2. Sag Delta W 9. Jeanette Island!
2. Sag Delta #9 10. Tern Island #l
20 Sag Delta HO 10. l-en-l Island #2
3. Sag Delta #8

1981/82 SEASON 1982/83 SEASON
4. Alaska Island H 11. Seal Island #l
5. Alaska State D #l
6. Alaska State F #l 1983/84 SEASON
7. No Name Island 12. Cross Island -
8. OCS-Y 0191 #l 11. Seal Island #2

14@ M* 74P I@ _

NOTE: Base map adapted from Rogers, Golden & Halpern. 1983b. Arctic Summary
Report Update.
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island locations in the Bea~fort Sea$ while the ~e~aining  n i n e  were

. spudded from specially co~st~uc~~d gravel islands. Of those proposed or

p e n d i n g ,  three are ~la~~cl to be located on gravel islands and the

fourth from ~ CIDS.

The influence of the permitting requi~eme~ts amd s e a s o n a l  clrilling

rest~ictions  is ev~de~ced by the fact that six of the exploration wells

w e r e  s p u d d e d  on ~ov~~~e~ 19 f o u r  o t h e r s  i.n Ilecember or Januaryj and
—

three of the remainder during the mo~t~ of October. Permitting ramifi-

cations are explored elsewhere in this report. However, it is noted

. here that the seasonal restrictions determined the selection of a trans-

portation mode (for example, marine or ice road) with resulting changes

in workforce composition otherwise unrelated to company preference or

economic considerations.

Detailed exploration data summarized in Table 19 include:

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Exploration Well Name and Sale and Tract Number

Management/Ownership Status

Lease Operator

Drilling Contractor & Drill Rig

Drilling Pad Construction Features

Rig Movement Mode

Well Spud Date & Completion Date

Well Depth

Demobilization Mode

Identification of Marine, Air, and Surface Transportation Con-

tractors, Oilfield Services Contractors, Catering Contractors,

and Work Camp Support Contractors
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KWLOWI’NJM  WELL DATA SUNFMSY

SALE LW, 1980 - i9&j

198!2 - 1981

Expl.t. t&On UCI1 Na.e. . . -... ..— .—— ——— —---. _—. —._
Chalkw IS1.l,,d  01 _ . . . . . . . ,,.. . . ._ ..&?&!L?4E?  H . _ . —.--w  Uelt.  w

S.  1.  ml  Tract  lbuuber C@ 808

Hats. geme,,tl&nersii.p  S1.1.s  St.telst.  te

Lease  Operator Sohz.a

Drill,Ds  CO”LZ.CCO, Br,nkerhofl SW,.1,  lnc ,“8

Nab.,.  Rig 026S 14.bets Ris  f126E

Manmade  8C4V,I  ,8  LJIIMI
(Eodeavor  island).

lb. Rig Iloved  1. S*W T r u c k s ,  o... i..  coed
from Fr.dlioe  5aY.

Sage WA -  S.me  e,  ,s1...2

Wel l  spud  Date/
Cmptetm.  Date

11/01/80
03/17/81

01/ 1s/81
03{30/81

60115181i
91/15/82

10/20/81.
03122/82

83,240 S

aa  ,5’35  ‘
Well  DePti?  - ‘Fetal ,

TVD ,
13,587,
83,094’

13,250S
13,32S’

14,100S
1!,728-

Demobilization Bode R,& 6 erj.lpment  cet”<”.  d
t. Pr.dh.e Say  by trucks
via ice  mad,

Rig b elj”%prmm  returned
t. Prudhoe  Bay by mucks
via ice  L’0a12.

ilaczne TrampamC.nt,act.rs
Evergreen Nel,cc.pt.rs
hi. Logi. tics,  l.c.

None

Mdd.k  Freight F.zne.
Kodiak  Oitiiatd  Haulers

H.kl.k  Fre,sht Lt.es
Kodiak 0i2fieId  hub..

!f”k~”k  Frevght  Line,
Kodiak  Oil  f%eld  ua.lem

0 , 1  F,eld  S,  WLC,.

coot ractor.

D.*11in8  COllLI.CtOr W4NA-tim,,L”8S

F.a. cwealhec,  1..
(expedit%os,  weaLhcc
.bsc.vati.n,  medical
aech.ic  ian)

Work  CamP  S“PPort
Cot cactor,

* ~: c..d..  mc  .nd  sucf...  pipe  were  first  s e t  .,,  sag Delta  09. T h e  rig w a s  t h e n  m o v e d  t. % Uelta  1110 where  CUrId.cl.~  ..d ..rf..e  P,@e ‘eke  ‘et
Same rig the. moved  back over 119 to complete ..d back to $10 to complete.

1 , {1
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‘m” 19
(Conttnued)

EXlOLIJfL+TtOH  vELL t3ATA  sufffwy

SSL2 SF, 1980 -  1983

1981 - 1982

Alaska  Island  01

BF 109

State  fstate

Sohi.

BF 1111 B.F 118 BF 62

slale/st.Le st ate/state

Exxon mom

Parke.  D.il 1 i.scompanyAla.ha  United
Ochll  ins

Pod Arctic ‘41..k.
2wi11i.8 Co. (fom.ecly
Arctic Alaska  DrzlkmfJ

Pool Arcl  1.  Al,sk.
D.illi.8  Co. (formerly
Arctic  Alaska  D r i l l i n g )

AAOCO  Ris  05 Parker  Sig  095

3 3 , 3 2 5  CY  8,.”.1  ; 1,516
l i n e a r  feeL of sheet
piling on perimetac.

2 8 , 7 6 5  CY  W.”,] ;  i,746
tine..  feet of sheet
pilin8  . . perimeter,

N.tural  islaud  .ppru.
5000,  1..8,  6 0 - 4 0 0 ,  wide,
wipe.  a...el  a.rfa  c.’ 3.5-3,
above  sea level  ffsed 2 5 , 8 6 0
CY ~ravel  to construct
drilli.8  pad which i6 250°
,  6 0 0 ’  b u i l t  up to a hei8bK
of s,  above  m...  , , , 1 , , . 1 ,
8,256  Cl ~,.”e~  st.ckpi led
t. replace .e.ther.d  .ce.s.

lb. S,g Moved  to S,,. Bar Be

11/01/81
02116)82

13.050,

Barge

11/01/81
05/30/S2

14,316 S

Berg,

W. 1 I Spud Da,  .?/
Complet,.n  Date

Well Def,[h  - Tot.1  ,
TVIJ :

fkwbi  I izac ion  lied.

11/01/81
06/08/82

15,222 S

13,0’23,

11/01/8f
06/10/82

16,350
11,345

Trucked to  DeaIN,.,sc  .,.
i..  rc.e.d

liar,.,  Tr.nqm,t
Contract.  rs

Air Transport  C.ntr.  cmm EVersree” U.ltqlt.?rs
ESA Hcl ic.pkm
Air  Lo@.tics,  l.c.

Evergreen lie 1 icopter~

O i l  Cield  S e r . , . . . ,  1..

C.,,,,,,S  CO”,  ,“c Lo, NANA -Jf. u“ , ,,s> U.,ver.  dl  S e r v i c e s ,  1..

Work  Ca,,P  Suppoct
Contr’a.turs

P,o”.er O,lf,  eld  S.,.,  <.,
(truck  transport, c.u.  t-
abc.ut. )
Eagfe E.tcrp,,,cs
(desaltnizati..  mbit,
weather  observation)
f-<.mtiec  Lquxpmr!t  c..
( loader & cat)

FIN,  [“.
(rwstabo.ts)
Eagle  Enterp,,..  s
(weather ob.er..t. on)

well , 1,,. .
(s.rvcY1n8)



TAMS  19

(continued)

SLTLOFW210$  i?iLL o.%T~  .SLWWW
SALS 5S’. 19S0 -  1983

1981 -  1982
1 9 8 2 - 1 9 8 3

S e a l  Island #lOCS-Y0991  m OCS-YO19  1 02 .seamette  Island  08 T e r n  9sland  ill Tern  IsL*lld  92

m  63

Fmkzdmisputd

s2w3.1

BxiakQlrkloE?f  Sipal , Inc.

Sake and Tract  Number

Hacla.$umn.lowma.ship status

!...s.  Op.rat.r

Dci81in8  Coawactoz

Drill Ri8

Drilling Pad Con.tsmctto.

Barge ‘hack  Sw=r ice  road.now Ri&  fsoved  t-o  site Barge

m
‘m

well  Spud Ckacel
Cmpleri.an  ~ate

k%tl  Depth  -  To ta l :
2?30:

Ocm.bilizaci..  Hod.

12g2bls18
03J05182

‘s128182
09118182

L3.116”

Iolww
03i03ja3

X3,399”

Obf 0)183
08130184

12,200$13,093”
la,639”

12,33.5’
12.323”

d

BW3e Trucks  saver  BC. ZO$d  WI
barae for t%nal  ,@ae.e.

Arctsc brink Fsei@te.s
W  lb. me

Sss SIeti.copKe.a

Cwmley  nat’hcime Cmdey  Ilarl%l=@

Air TzansPo6t  CorJc6acEnEs EM lselicopters
Evessre.n  Wlzcoptesc

WA WA Kodiak  Oil  field ifaulers
i3usLle.s,  Enc.
Mukluk  FreiSbL  Lines

Lyndets S’z.na.prt

Oil  Field  S.rvaces
Contractors

t3SL  Oil$ield  Sermce
Alaska  Oil  fie!d  Services
Vet. , he.
Ilndelhc+ren,  l.c.
Noxzbem  os3f.eM  S.,w%cs’s
Tri-sc.aKe  Oil Tool  Xnd.
Weafher&u’d  Alaska, lmc  .
Chi Mc Squ8Wat Service.
Sc!lkuabers.r
Baroid
t?oralso

Catering  Cor.tr..t.z umversd  Ses-mces , la.. L3riiver.al  Servic e.,  Xnc.
(i.cludina  medic.1)

Xnternati.rd  Supe.mr
Services.  n h a t .

I.tematiw.al  S.pe..es
Setvice.,  Inc.

Work  Caq SUP&X.rt
coat..  CEO,*

source  T
( 1

Op.raw.r  ,,  yi.ws.
( (1 II (1 I I



DRILLING OPERATIONS

—

Beaufort Sea exploration ventures have involved most of the major drill-

ing contractors active in Alaska. Following standard procedures, the

contractors providing basic oil field control services report directly

to representatives of the lease operator. These include specialty oil

field service contractors for drilling mud, cement, logging, and safety

factors. The drilling itself is under the control of the drilling con-

tractor, and most general support activities, such as catering and camp

servicesy are approved by subcontract through that drilling contractor.

Mobilization and demobilization of drilling equipment to the drill site

has taken place either by means of the ice roads constructed from the

PrudhoeBay  area to the site for hauling of gravel and transportation of

supplies> or via marine transport, with

ments for the movement of the equipment.

sites have used both surface and marine

use of tug and barge arrange-

Most ventures at the Sale.BF

modes for heavy

mobilization or demobilization, that is~ the ice roads for

tions and the

irrwlved only

time to time.

demobilization

Mobilization

barge mode during the summer. Air support

moving during

winter opera-

has generally

the movement of personnel or light supplies needed from

The model for mobilization, drilling and support and

for a Beaufort Sea drilling program is summarized below.

—
Mobilization involved transporting the initial equipment, supplies and

camp facilities from Prudhoe Bay to the site. The drill rig, rig camp,

—
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drill pipe, casing, drill mud, etc. , were loaded at the

tractor’s base camp near Deadhorse by the

the West. Dock at Prudhoe Bay, where it

transportation company for transshipment

crane and forklift$ the movement involved

and required a crew of 16 to 22 pergons,

trucking company

was Eurned over

drilling con-

and hauled to —

to the marine

to the Sitem In addition to

10 oilfield bed tandem trucks,

At

company unloaded the shipment?  moved it to the

camp ~ and s~acked the pipes prepared the

the island, the trucking

drilling site, set up the

casingj mud ~ etc. ~ and

‘*rigged-uptq
the drill rig for exploratio~  drilling. The camp was a

standard 62- to 70-man rig camp. The equipment used for set up included

two oilfield  bed truck units,

140==ton or larger crane. This

two drivers~ swamper, loader

a 966 forklift, an 80-ton truck crane and

equ~pment was operated by a six-man crew:

operatorj crane operator and oiler. The

entire operation from loading at the drilling company camp at Prudhoe

Bay to completion of “rigging-up” and camp installation for this mid-

summer operation

Demobilization

required about nine days. .

Demobilization was accomplished in a seven-day operation in the winter.

The main tasks were: rigging down the drill rig; dismantling the camp

and other related facilities; loading the rig, camp and warehouse or

other facilities on trucks and trailers; and transporting them via an

ice road back to the drilling company camp near Deadhorse.

Equipment used in demobilization included an

forklift, 10 oilfield bed tandem trucks,

80-ton truck crane, a 966

and miscellaneous support

—

—

—
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equipment. The work crew ranged from 16 to 22 persons. This included

—

—

,,
the five-person “rigging down” crew, who were based upon the island

while dismantling the drill rig and preparing the camp for return move-

ment. The demobilization operation took seven days with two loads per

truck per day, using the 10 trucks described above. Except for the five

crew members based on the island$ the remainder were based at Prudhoe

Bay at the truck transport company’s facilities near Deadhorse. The

operation included unloading and stacking the material at the drilling

company’s camp near Readhorse.

@I! Mai~t~n=~e  @ ~ervice !&2x oPeration

The truck transport company also provided service to the camp during the

drilling operations via the ice road. This consisted of a load of fuel

every other day. During operations, the drill rig and other facilities

consumed about 4,500 gallons of fuel per day. Drinking water was pro-

vided onsite by a reverse desalinization unit as part of the camp equip-

ment. Vacuum and disposal services for drilling mud were provided as

needed. Sewage disposal services for the camp were provided by a self-

contained disposal unit. Used muds and cuttings were typically disposed

of on ice or in open waterj unless contaminated in which

disposed of in the well annulus or hauled ashore to

— disposal site.

case they were

an authorized

As indicated, the foregoing describes a typical mobilization-demobilize-

—
tion scenario~ with marine transport one way and truck over an ice road

on return. Seasonality is the basic determinant for mode of transporta=-



tion. Costs vary by the

<. time (I3 to 2’ days more)

In a few instances, fuel

addition of the tug crew and by the additional

for marine transport compared t.o the ice road.

and equipment delivered via the annual sealift

have been off-loaded directly to locally operated barges for transport

EO the drill sit-e. However, in most cases~ material is moved a~ the

same time as the rig and camp are mobilized. Fuel, water and food ar;

subject to replenishment during drilling operations via ice road or

occasionally by air for urgently-needed items. Personnel movement is

usually by air or by personnel carrier via an ice road to close-in

sitesj such as the Sag Delta locaEions. —

DRILLING COSTS AND WORK FORCE

The work effort and costs four Ehe actual drilling  operations in the

13eaufort Sea programs have not varied as significantly as island con-

struction. Drilling

generally resembled

nature of the rigs~

operations thus far in &he Beaufort Sea area have

onshore or upland exploration in so far as the

the size of the crews, and the actual onsite sup-

port. The major differences have involved

and cbe logistic difficulty in providing

the level of onsite support

it . The level of support

effort is largely governed by distance between che principal shorebase

and “drill site and the mode of support is dictated by seasonal condi-

tions. AS a following section dealing with onsite drilling  program

employment illustrates the size and composition of the drilling crew

the level of operator inspec~ion, the nature and extent of oilfield

. services~ camp arrangements~ etc. ~ has not varied greatly from site to

—
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site. The total onsibe work force, including all of the necessary

–)— support and management generally runs from 50 to 70 people at various

stages of the operation. Cost differences related to work force size

have more been a product of the logistic support effort than of the

drilling crew size or composition. Table 20 shows the typical onsite

work crew employed for Beaufort Sea exploration p~ograms. The principal

variable in work force effort and expense has been the time required for

drilling  and Cesti.ng &he well. Drilling time is roughly proportionate

to well depth, but can be significantly affec~ed by delays or interrup-

tions due to drilling problems encountered.

Table 22 in the following Employment Summary

and wages associated with major steps in the

section shows the

drilling program

manpower

for each

-,
–, of the fifteen Sale BF exploration wells.

Employment and Wage Summary

Tables 21 and 22 summarize the labor effort and wage data for gravel

island construction and exploratory drilling activities for Sale BF and

–>— Sale 71.

ities~ by

season.

The data are grouped according to the principal onsite activ-

individual gravel island and exploration well and by drilling

For reasons explained in the earlier section on research methodology,

full employment details could not be obtained for every gravel island or

e exploratory well or for every category of work. Therefore, a methodol-

ogy to estimate labor effort and wages was developed. The methodology
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TAMS 21

EMPLOYMENT SUMWARY , GRAVSL ISLAND CONSTRUCTION

ESTIMATEN WORK HOURS & WAGES

SALS BF AND SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGW, 1980-83

1981 1982
Endeavor/Resolution* U n n a m e d * T e r n Seal
Hours $’

~, Hours $’s Hours $’s Hours ‘s

Transportation

Air On-Call Only On-Call  Only 800 24,000 1,800 sb, ooo

Marine 31,672 303,400 &,494 ‘43,050 -- -. -. -.

8urface 16,872 359,896 42,000 741,300 m *
by Truck (pit to
dock or via ice
road)

SUBTOTAL IL8,5b4 $ 663,296 46,494 $ 784,350 800 .$ 24,000 1,800 $ 5b ,000

Construction

Ice Road N/A N/A 5,820 $ 110,212 3,696 $ 74,918 4,244 $ 87,057

Materials Handling

& Placement 63,936 1,418,489 76,260 1,641,321 141,400 3,451,096 324,000 7,964,060

.—
SUBTOTAL 63,936 $1,418,489 82,080 $1,751,533 145,096 $3,526,014 328,224 $8,051,117

TOTAL 112,480 $2,081,785 128,574 $2,535,883 145,896 $3>550,014 330,024 $S,105 ,116

II

1983
Cross* Mukluk

Hours $’s Hours ‘s

On-Call  Only 3,600 108,000

1,712 18,480 33,705 363,825

22,8f+8 420,142 164,768 3,550,464

( 1

Total
H o u r s $’s

6,200 186,000

71,583 728,755

266,488 5,071,802

24,560 $ 438,622 182,073 $4,022,289 304,271 $ 5,986,557

3,984 $ 82,111 5,708 $ 117,642 23,432 $ 471,940

32,520 685,148 205,000 5.125,010 846,116 20,285,124

36,504 + 767,259 Z $5,242,652 866,548 $20,757,06b

61,064 $1,205,881 392,781 $9,264,941 1,170,819 $26,743,621

Note: Includes unadjusted direct wages only.

* Endeavor and Resolution Islands constructed at same time by same contractors. Work force hours and wages for both included here.

*’, Marlrre transportation for slope protection placement support and re-supply.

*::  Haurs and wages for Surface Transporsatiorr  included under Materials Handling & PlacemenL.

Source: Operator and Contractor inter-views; Kevin Waring Associates estimates.
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TABLE 22?

EMPLO~’I  SUMNAHY
ESTWYIZQ WORK HOURS & WAGES

SAL8 BF & SALE 71 EXI?LORA’ITON  PROGRAMS
19$0 - 1983

1980 - 1981

Exploration Well Name

Challenge Island #1

Hours

Sag Delta #7 Sag Delta #8 Sag Delta 1}9

Houm $’a

2,436 $ 51 ,!335

l,&18 1.4,350

~ $ 66,185

3,480 74,050

~o$i 18,000

Sag Delta //10

How-a

1,916

*

3, 4BCJ

39,050

5,112
8,520

8,520

64,682

1,392

-i’m
67,988

$’a

$ 60,729

$ -40,727

74,050

7 ’ 8 1 , 0 0 0

78,100

177,500

92,300

$3,202,950

29,620

$ 29,620

$1,273,297

$’s

$ 40,727

!$ 40,727

S!1 ,655

836,000

83,600

190,000

98,800

51,289,855

29,620

$’s

$ 51,835

14,350

$ 66,185

56,175

150,700

1,507,000
150,700

342,500

17$,100

$2,385,175

29,620

$ 29,620

$2,480,980

Hours

1,914

m

3,828

41,800

5,492

9,120

9,120

69,360

1,392 ,

Hours

g

$’s

Mobilization

Land Transportation &
Handling

Marine Transportation

Air ‘Transportation

Subtotal

Drilling Operations

Land ‘&ansportation  &
Handling

Air Transportation

Drilling  Crew

Catering & Camp Svcs.

Oil Field Service
Specialties

Hiscellaneons  Support
[medical, weather,
maintenance, labor]

Subtotal

Demobilization

Land Transportation &
Handling

Marine TraasportatiQa

Air Transportation

$uototal

TOTAL

1,-498

-o-

$ 88,86(I

53,350
6,984

11,640

II,6b0

87,694

y

-o-

91,628

1,087,000
106,700

242,500

126,100

$1,654,350

33,550
4,392

7,320

7,320

671,000

67,100

152,500

79,300L6, M0

123,474 56,758 $1,058,760

33,325

1,392
128,800

~/ Same drill  rig used for Sag Delta #9 and #10.

1,392 $ 29,620

j2,666 $1,360,202

1,566

58,324

$ 33,325

$1,092,085

-o-

$1,720,535

~1 Air Support provided only until  ice road opened.

e
~
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e 1, I

Mobilization

Land Transport tioa &
Handling

Marine Transportation

Air ‘Eransportatioo

Subtotal

Drilling Operation

Land ‘hanaportation  &
Handling

Air Transportation

Drilling Crew

Catering & Camp Svcs.

Oil Field Service
Specialties

Miscellaneous Support
(medical, weather,
maintenance, labor)

Subtotal

Demobilization

Land Transportation &
Handling

Marine Transportation

Air Transportation

Subtotal

TOTAL

lr

TAMS ~ 2
ENYLOTHENT  SOMNARY

ESTINATED WORK HOORS & WAGES
SALS BF S SALE 71 EXPLORATION PROGRAMS

1980 - 1983
(Continued)

1981 - 1982

I I ‘0 I

Alaska Island {/1 Alaska State D#l A1.saka State F#l No Name Island #1

Hours $.’s Hours $’s Hours $’s ‘ Hours $*S

2,436 $ 55,608 2,088 $ 47,664 2,262 $ 51,636 2,436 $ 51,835

1,498 15,232 1,28.% 13,056 1,392 14,144 1,498
1

14,350

360 30,800

3,934 $ 70,840 ~ $ 60,720 - $ 65,780 4,294 $ 76,985

3,094 71.496 3,940 92,945 l,7bo 39,720 8,352 177,720

8,800 242,000 2,700 81,000 422 126,600 3,560 106,800

121,000 2,530,000 74,250 1,552,500 116,050 2,426,500 97,900 2,047,000

15,800 264,000 8,910 148,500 13,926 232,100 11,74s 195,800

26,400 550,000 16,200 337,500 25,320 52i,500 21,360 445 ~ 000
1

26,600 308,000 16,200 189,000 25,320 295,400 21,360 249,200

201,694 $3,965,496 122,200 $2,601,445 182,778 $3,6b7,820 164,280 $3,221,520

1,940 39,720 1,566 35,748 2,088 47,664 1,740 37,025

856 8,704 1,070 10,880

2,796 $ 48, L24 1,566 $ 35,748 ,3,158 58,544 1,740 .$ 37,025

208,224 $4,084,760 127,138 $2,497,913 189,590 $3,772,144 170,314 $3,335,530

, Ocs--f 0191 #1 & #2

Hours $’s

2,436 $ 51,835

1,712 16,400

140 4,200

4,288 .$ 72,435

1,392 31,976

3,020 90,600

83,050 1,736,500

9,966 166,100

18,120 377,500

18,120 211,400

133,668 $2,614,076

1,566 35,748

1,566 $ 35,748

139,522 $2,722,259 “

~/ 0CS-% 0191 #1 was suspended on December 25, 1981. Tbe rig was moved to drill OCS-Y 0191 //2, then moved back tO 0CS-% 0~9~ l}] OR March
15, 1982. Employment data for both wells ia consolidated here.



2’ABLE 22 *

EMPLOYMENT SUWNAR!T’
ESTIMATED WORK HOURS  & WAGES

SALE .$I? & SALE 71 EXPUM?A2VON  PROGRAMS
1980 - 1983
(Cm~hued)

1 1981 - 1982
ExploKaLion  Well Namefi/ ._

1982 - 3983

——.——
Seal Island #lJeanette Island

Hours $’s—  .
M o b i l i z a t i o n.—.

Land Transportation & 6,176 $ 95,328
Iiandling

%rine Trnnsport at ion fb28 4,352

‘rem Ishml #1

II(NIK5 $’s

Term Island #2—
Ukmu-s

3,132

! 80

3,312

720

480

132,000

18,720

28,800

30,720

213,473

2,436

2 ,b36

219,221

$’s

$ 76,986

5,400

q 82,386

16,758

144,000

2,880,000

312,000

600,000

384,000

$&,358,703

59,87$

— - — .
59,878

$h,500,967

Hours

696

80

776

720

2,820
77,550

11,520

16,920

18,720

127,550

2,610

—.2,610

130,936

$’s

$ 15,888

2,400

$‘ ‘18,28ii

15,708

8b,600

1,692,000

192,000

352,500

234,000

$2,570,808

59,580

—.——
59,580

$2,648.676

2,958 $ 72.709

2,223 21 ,9&5

220 6,600

5,401 $ 101,254

Air Transportation

Subtotal

Drilling Operations—

Lsnd TranspOctstiOn
Handling

Air Transportation

Drilling Crew

2&o 7,2oO
—-. —

4,844 $ 106,880
8

& 3,240 74,205

1,680 50,400

39,600 828,000

.

2>040 61 ,20B

b4, !550 972,000

7,992 133,200

9,720 202,500

Catering & Camp Svcs. 5,400

8,640

90,000

180,000Oil Field Service
Specialties

Miscellaneous Suppart
[mer?i cal, weather,
maintenance, labor)

12,960 151,200

—.71.520 $1,373,80.5Subtotsl

Demobilizst.ion

Land Transportation &
Handling

2,436 5!$,608 696 15,8S8

Harine  Transportation 963

200

3,599

79,963

9,792
6,000
——

$ 71,400

$1,552,085

——696 $ 15,888

81,919 $1,630,042

SllklEotsl

TOTAL

+/ Tern Island #1 and #2 were drilled during open-water sussser season. Narine  transportation dsta 1 i?. Eed under
mobilization phase includes  transportation support provided tO drilling operations . Data for both wells are
combined under Tern Island  #1 .

AISCI exploratory drill  ins  on Sesl Islsnd began June 1, 1983, shut down Eempnrarily and resumed November 1, 1983.
Data for this w@ll includes drilling  acclivities through well completion on January 30, 1984.

Note: Includes unadjusted direct wages only.— .

[*source: lC3erator aod Contractor  interviews;
II % e

win Waring AssOci eg estimat@s.
:’ ,1 {1 II ,1

.-



used information a~ailable from primary sources such as direct employers

e and secondary sources such as operators administrating contracts with

primary sources. This data was supplemented by information about

industry practice developed from interviews with supervisory and profes-

—
sional employees of contractors and their clients? and with represen-—

tatives of labor unions who supply a significant portion of the labor

force for construction and transportation werk in support of North Slope

exploratory operations.

The employment data

— upon the size and

category, adjusted

have been estimated

composition of the

for the duration of

by hours and direct wages based

work crew for each functional

the particular activity. For

example> the crew of a tug operating from the West Dock of Prudhoe Bay

e regularly consists of five persons with job categories work rules and

compensation terms set by specific labor agreements. Paid work time and

wages were calculated according to the provisions of the pertinent col-

lective bargaining agreement. The estimates of total hours and costs

were based on the actual time that the tug was on station for a par-

ticular project.

Estimates

tion and

for work time and labor costs for

general construction work involved

surface (truck) transporta-

in gravel island construc-

* tion were prepared using a similar approach to that described immedi-

ately above.

.
— Wage costs for a drilling crew are based upon daily summaries of employ-

ment costs} not including equipment costs~ rather than a sum total of

109



individual hours and ho’urly rates. The figure used is an average of the

information provided by the responding drilling companies

28-person crews operating on a 24-hour basis. This use

average figure for drilling crew hours and wages

calculations without any

The estimated wage cogts

ma~erial 10ss in accuracy.

for the workforces providing

greatly

fO~ 26== to

of a daily ‘

simplified

air transportation

servicesy oilfield servicesy catering  and related camp servicesj and

miscellaneous other field suppor~ were calculated on a similar basis to

the methodology used for drilling crew cost estimates, adjusted to

reflect prevailing wage rates for the appropriate category of labor.

In all cases, the wage estimates include only direct wage payments, with

no allowance for leave time, holidays, benefits or other labor-related

cost-s .

This methodology, together

individual functional tasks,

with data obtained about the duration of

has enabled us to estimate labor effort and

costs attributable to the seven gravel island construction projects and

to the 15 exploratory wells covered by this study. In view of the

impracticality of attempting to compose the employment history of

13eaufort  Sea exploration programs from the scattered records of dozens

of individual firmsj we believe that this method of reconstructing hour

and wage data can provide a more complete and accurate total pictur>.

—

—.
—



GRAVEL ISLAND

Table 21 and

CONSTRUCTION LABOR EFFORT AND WAGES

Figure 14 (Sale BF only) summarize the onsite hours and

wages for the Beaufort  Sea

each island project? Table

support activities, by mode, ~

gravel island construction projects. For

21 provides data for (a) transportation

and for (b) construction activities, broken

down by ice road construction and materials handling angl placement.

Most. of the construction crews and other workers for island construction

projects were quartered at existing camp facilities. For example, crews

for Endeavor and Resolution Islands were based at Sohio’s Construction—

Camp 1, while offshore crews for Tern and Seal Island were

at the Happy Horse Hotel at Deadhorse. For Tern Island,

struction campj was also maintained near the gravel pit

largely based

a large con-

by Shaviovik

River. On the other hand, the Mukluk Island project required establishm-

ent of a 272-bed temporary camp at the Ugnu gravel pit for winter oper-

ations and a 150-bed camp plus a 110-bed barge camp at Thetis Island for

summer construction operations. Because camp support arrangements were

irregular and specific data difficult to obtains this activity component

was omitted for gravel island construction.

Since we were not able to obtain a breakdown for employment data for

● Endeavor and Resolution Islands (both islands were constructed by the

same contractors at the same time), data for those two island projects

are grouped. However,

about these two islands

probably accounted for

based on total cost and other construction data

(Table 18), it is estimated that Endeavor Island

about 55 percent of hours and wages and Resolu-

tion Island for about 45 percent.

●
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As with other features of gravel island’construction, the labor effort.

varied w“idely among the projects. For example, Resolution Island,

previously noted to be the most modest island construction project,

required an estimated 50~600 manhours of onsice labor. At the high

extremej Mukluk Island required about 393,000 manhours.

Table 23 summarizes island construction employment data by drilling @

season. In relation to the sale dates, it may be seen that,, for Sale BF

tracts , island construction began a few months after the December 1979

sale date} peaked in the second year after the sale and dropped off in

the third year. This trend is illustra~ed in Figure 14. For Sale 71,
—

Mukluk Island was , of course, begun in the winter

completed for use about a year after the sale. ,

following the sale and

The employment data confirm two plausible generalities about the labor

requirements of gravel island

islands built in relatively

Unnamed, Tern, Cross) entailed

than Lhe two deepwater islands

construction projects. The five gravel

shallow water (Endeavor, Resolution,

substantially less labor effort and cost

(Seal, Mukluk) . Likewise, the volume of

fill required for island construction correlates closely with labor—

effort.

● For the seven islands as a whole, the onsite employment amounted to

1,170,819 manhours and $26,743,621 in wages. The average per project

was 167,260 manhours and $3j820j517 in wages.



TA8LE 23

EXPLORATION EMPLOYMENT .OY

ESTIMATED WORK HOURS &

Ilmuslw

WAGES

SALE W AND SALE 71 EXPLORATORY PNOGRAMS
B%’ DRILLHiIG SEASON

1980-81 1982-83 Tot.a 11981-82
Moues

95,038

()--

{36,166)

(S3,8721

146,061

$’s

$ 1,447,646

( -. )

(366,450)

(1,1 OE, I96)

3,170,022

s fk,617,668

Hours

2,600

[2,600)

(--)

()-.

473,320

$’s

$ 78,000

(78,000)

(--)

()--

11,577,131

$11,655,131

Hours

20!5  ,633

(3,600]

(35,417)

(167,616]

247,212

$*5 Hours

$ 4,460,911 304,271

(108,000) (6,200)

(382 ,305) (71,583)

(3,970,606) (226,488)

6,009,911 866,548

$10,470,822 1,170,819

.$’s

6 5,986,557

(186,000)

(728,755)

(5,071,802)

20,757,064

Gravel  Island Construction

Transportation

(Air)

(Marine)

(Surface)

Construction

Subtotal

Exploration Drilling

Transportation

(Air)

(Marine)

(Surface)

241,054

38,382

(39340)

(2,996)

(32,046)

296,160

8b.88&

475,920

95,81b

(26,282)

(12,924)

(56,608)

796,630

235,862

453,845

8,981

(660)

(2,033)

(6,2638)

160,800

49, bf+0

$26,743,621

879,299

(168,700)
(28,700)

(681,8!39)

5,987,000

1,060,800

—

324,96?

(149,400]

[21,945]

(153,622)

3,480,000

696,000

143,177 3,486,7752.282,509
(880 ,400)

[328,855)

(1,273,254)

16,757,000

3,203,900

$22,243,409

.$33,898,540

(30,282) {1,198,500)
(17,953) [179,500.)

(94,942) (2,10 Fs,775)

1,253,570 26,224,000
v

370,186 .4,960,700

1,766,933 S34,671,475

2,937,752 $61, b15,096

Mining

othei-

Subtotal

TOTAL

419,406

660, b60

$ 7,927,099 1,128,306

$.12,544,767 1,604,226

219,221

673,066

s 4,500,967

$1&,971,789

~: Incl .des unadjusted dir@ct  wages only.

Source: Operator and Contractor znterv~ews;  Kevin  Waring Associates estimates.——

II eII I ‘1



EXPLORATION DRILLING LABOR lZFFORT AND WAGES

Table 22 summarizes onsite drilling employment and wages for fifteen

Sale BF exploration wells. For each well, the data is presented

— , separately for the mobilization} drilling and demobilization phases.—

Within each phase, the data are further broken down by mode of trans-

portation and by major drilling and support functions.

a

The drilling crews accounted for the greatest share of onsite labor}

averaging about 60 percenc of total manhours. Oil field services and

miscellaneous support activities accounted for about 12 EO 14 percent

respectively and catering and camp services for another 7 percent. The

remaining transportation and support activities accounted for relatively

❑ inor amounts of labor and wages.

As with gravel island construction projects, there was a wide range in

the onsite labor effort required for drilling programs. Sag Delta #10

required the least labor ==- 58,324 mahours, while Seal Island #1

required 219j221 manhours. For the fifteen wells overall, the onsite

employment totalled lj766j933 manhours and $34j6719475 in wages. The

average per exploration well was 117,796 manhours and $2,311,432 in

wages.

*

The factor accounting “for most of the variation among exploration wells

was the duration of the drilling program. In some cases, drilling proj-

ects have been prolonged by adverse drilling conditions or problemsj

interruptions or even shutdowns. This necessitated extra onsite time



for drilling crews and other field support staff. Shell’s Seal Island

#1 was completely shut. down during the fall whale migration season.

Likewise, the other drilling projects with exceptionally high labor

figures (e.g., Alaska Island #1, Alaska State l?#l, No Name Island #1)

were affected by adverse drilling conditions.

For Sale BF, the overall pattern

Figure 14, can be characterized as

season (1980-81), a more intensive

of drilling

a fast start

second season

activity, as shown in—

in the first drilling

(1!981-82) and a slack-

ening of drilling activity in the third post-sale drilling season

(1982+33)  . Because of the limited period of time for drilling since

Sale 71, it is too soon to see any overall pattern of drilling activity.

—

i-—

—



IV. EXPLORATION MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS

-.

Introduction

This chapter deals with a variety of topics related to lease management

and impacts on regional economic development in the North Slope Borough

and elsewhere in the state. The topics covered in this chapter are:

o I?ennits and the effect of major permitting actions upon explora-

tion programs~ with a case study of the Mukluk Island construc-

tion project.

.
—

I

—

o Seasonal Drilling Stipulations on seasonal drillin~ and their

impact on the pace? level of effort and cost of exploration

programs.

o Mitigation Measures adopted to counter potential adverse impacts

of exploration on the local economy.

o Development Proposals, pending or proposed, associated with

exploration activities for Sale BF and Sale 71.

0 Resident Workforce, which analyzes the residency pattern of the

onsite workforce for Beaufort Sea exploration programs.

o Economic Impacts on Regional Economies? describing the effects

of Beaufort Sea exploration on regional economic development.

—



o Marine Surveys, reporting on post-sale marine geophysical survey

work in the Beaufort Sea sale areas. ..—

Permits

OVERVIEW OF PERMITTING PROCESS

Operators indicated that. the permitting process was a major factor in

determining the critical path for scheduling Beaufort Sea exploration

projects. Figure 15 illustrates the general process for obtaining the

major permits and other authorizations necessary for a permit to drill

on a federal tract.

After the lease sale,
,-

among the first activities usually undertaken by - -

an operator are site specific field surveys such as a geohazard surx?eyy

cultural surveyj site biological survey and geotechnical survey. The

geohazard survey is required for all offshore exploration projects. The

geotechnical survey is required only for bottom-founded or fixed struc-

tures~ not for floating drilling units. Cultural and biological surveys

are only conducted when required by the regional supervisor of Mimerals

Management Service (Ml&5) Field Operations. Figure 15 summarizes the

purpose of these studies and the t~es of information collected. Typi-

cally these surveys are done in the Beaufort Sea using marine vessels in

periods of open’ water. However? for some projects, such as Sohio’s

Mukluk, where the time frame dictated that the data be available

earlier, these surveys were done in the winter by boring through the

ice. The scope and methods used for the site biological survey are

-.



usually tailored to each area based on recommendations of the Biological

Task Force, which includes representatives of state and federal natural

resource management agencies.

The two most significant applicant submittals in the permitting process

for a Beaufort Sea project are 1) the exploration plan package which

includes four components: exploration plan, environmental report, oil

. spill contingency planj and coastal zone consistency certificate and 2)

the platform verification review documents. Figure 15 details the

information included in these components. The applicant submits the

exploration package to MMS which then has ten working days to determine-,

whether the package is complete. After MMS

necessary changesj the lessee has as much

— Once MMS determines the package is complete,—

notifies the lessee of any

time “as needed to respond.

the applicant must submit

35 sets to MMS for distribution within the agency as well as to federal,

states local and other reviewing groups (Figure 15). MMS then has a

regulatory limitation of 30 calendar days to complete a technical and—

regulatory review and take action. Typically reviewers have 20 days to

submit their comments to MMS. Based on the information contained in the

— applicant’s exploration packagej analysis by MMS staff and comments from

reviewers, the MMS staff prepares an environmental assessment of the

exploration plan.

●

If MMS determines the project will have no significant effects, it pre-

pares a “FONSI,”

a determination,

were sent copies

a “finding of no significant impact.” After MMS issues

it notifies all the agencies, organizations, etc. ~ who

of the submittal or notified of the submittal.
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If MM determines that an exploration project would have significant

environmental effects$ MMS has to prepare an environmental impact state-.- ,

ment (EIS], which would likely take about two years. This has not yet

happened in the case of Beaufort Sea exploration programs, for which

— environmental assessments have sufficed. However, if comercial quan-

tities of oil are discovered and the operators propose development and

production plans, MMS staff noted that it is very likely a new EIS will

be required. Under provisions of the OCS Lands Act, as amended in 1978,

the Secretary of Interior must declare at least one development and

production plan in a “frontier area” (e.g., Beauforc Sea) to be a major

action requiring the preparation of an EIS.

Although the MMS review process for the exploration package takes only

30 days, the Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM) in the Governor’s—

Office of Budget and Management (now Division of Governmental Coordina-

tion) has 60 days to determine whether the project is consistent with

the state’s Coastal Zone Management Plan. OCZM also solicits comments

from the state and local agencies and other groups shown in the per-

mitting loop on Figure 15. Although all federal agency comments must be

— channeled through MMS~ stat.ej local and other reviewers have the option

of submitting their input on the exploration package to MMS, OCZM or

both agencies.

●

The application for the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System

Permit (NPDES), which is required to discharge substances into United

— States’ waters, is submitted by the applican~ to the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) where it is circulated for review and comment to



essentially the same permitting loop as the exploration package. This

material “takes six months to p~ocess prior to being issued. Ill must

then be in effect 30 days before the first discharge may be made.

Similarly, section 10 permits for the construction of s~ructures,

dredging or fill in navigable waters and Section 404 permits for placing

dredged or filled materials in United States’ waters are submitted  to

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers which also circulates  them for ;eview

to the permitting loop agencies. The permitting process for these Corps

of EngineersV permits usually takes three to five months. section 10

and Section 404 permits may also require a coastal zone consistency

determination, unless described in detail in the exploration plan.

*

A multi-step platform verification process

tion, design, construction and installation

form must be approved by MMS. The U.S.

which includes the descrip-

of’ the fixed drilling plat- —

Coast Guard also requires

approval and installation of navigation aids for the island and rig

lighting and a rig inspection certificate. 9

The permit to drill is usually the final permit issued. !lllS cannot

issue a permit co drill until the exploration plan has been approved by

both the MMS and Coastal Zone Management review processes.

It should

permitting

permitting

requires a

be noted that these are only the major steps in the federal

process. As will be seen in the following discussion of the

process for the Mukluk project, a large scale project often

much more complex array of permits~ particularly state per-

●

mits involved with gravel extraction shore-based facilities or offshore

activities inside the three-mile limit.
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MUKLUK PERMITTING PROCESS

Sohio’s Mukluk project was Che first exploration program implemented for

Sale 71. The wellsite was located in eastern Harrison Bay about 60

● miles west of Prudhoe Bay in 48 feet of water,

islands. The exploration plan called for fast-track

most massive and costly man-made gravel island built

Sea exploration.

The permitting process was

Mukluk project. The timing

pany acquired the lease on

beyond the barrier

construction of the

so far for Beaufort

a major consideration in planning for the

was ❑ ore critical

October 13, 1982

November 1, 1983 to begin drilling. Potential

● out some approaches to the project which might

ized. For example, a presen~ation to the

than usual since the com-

and set a target date of

permitting problems ruled

otherwise have been util-

1984 Offshore Technology

Conference entitled “Engineering and Construction of Mukluk Island”

(Ashford,  1984) noted:

Consideration was initially given to conventional
winter construction by hauling gravel over ice road
all the way to Mukluk. This scenario had to be
abandoned because of permit schedule restrictions
and because there was insufficient data available to
evaluate the stability of the ice road so far from
shore.

Other possibilities such as the use of an arctic
drilling structure, converted VLCC, or summer dredg-
ing an island using an offshore borrow source were
also ruled out because of permit schedule restric-
tions .

Based on their experience with obtaining permits for other projects,

Sohio staff anticipated that it would take approximately one year to

123



complete the permit/authorization process to begin drilling the Mukluk

project. Table 24 summarizes the major permi~/authorizations, their

purpose, the primary agency contacts for each, and a timetable which

shows dates filed, dates granted or denied, amendment dates and waiver

dates. Sohio organized its permitting efforts into four major compo=

nents: 1) Ugnuravik gravel pit, 2)

construct.ion$ platform verification

Camp (later replaced  with the Milne

Thetis Island

and drilling~

Point Pad “C”

stockpile, 3) island

and 4] Oliktok Base

when the permit for

the camp pad construction was clenied). -

Sohio’s Environmental Report, officially submitted to the MMS in May

1983, contained the company’s projections of the critical dates by which

each major permit/authorization needed to be approved to achieve a

November 1, 1983 spud date.

Of the four components, the permi~ting  for the Ugnuravik  gravel pit

proceeded more smoothly than the others. Only two minor permit/authori-

zations were not granted by their projected critical dates: the utility

code exemp~ion from the North Slope Borough. 20 allow a 250-man camp to

maintain. its own facilities was granted about one week behind schedule

and a letter of non-objection from Chevron was received two days later

than originally anticipated. Overall, the -permit/authorizations for

this component ‘were

the projected date.

all complete by February 3, 1983j only two days past

Most permits for the Thetis Island stockpile component were granted

within Lheir planned timeframes. The Section 10/404 permit. for place-=
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Permit/Authorization.——— —.. — .—. —

(lgnuravik  Gravel Pit———

Seetion 404

Mat@riai Salea
C o n t r a c t

Land Use Permit

Temporary Water

w
N
L17

Waste Dlsckarge

NPDES

Use

Int@rim  Zoning Ordinacice

ULility  Code Exemption

Agreement with F’rivate
R3rties

‘1

Purpose———

Placement  of fill  on

wetlands.

Acceptance of new
pit as a long-term
source.

Construction of 6-7
roil@ ice rod & camp
pad at pit site.

Us@ of Lake Arnold  &
unnamed lakes nearby
for ice road & camp
uses.

Discharge of camp
sewage effluent.

Discharge of camp
sewage effluent.

Development of new
gravel source.

Al low 250-man camp to
maintain own facil-
ities .

Nori-Objections to
activities on other

l e a s e s .

II

Primary
Agency
Contacta

USACE/CZM

D211N

DLWM

CILWN/DF&G
DEC

DEC

EPA

kxm

NS5

ARCO &
chevron

9 ,, (t II II (1

MUKLUK PROJECT PERMITTING PROCIiSS

1982
f Ott

19g3 _ _
1[ Nfim I Jam 1[ Feb ] [ Mar 1[ Ap r 1[ May 1[ Jun~~  JuI T~SI]~cn=~

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ~--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

12/9 1/20

CbE----tfi Permit waived.
12/15 !/20

F o
J2115 1/12 213

MCO Chevron

Prima r~Agency  Contacts: USACE = U.S. Army Corps of Engineers—_—
DIJ4M = Div. of Land and Water  F2anagemmt

AOF&G = Eleparmren&  of Fish and Game
USCG = U.S. Coaat Guard
USAF = U.S. Air Force

.ss : 0 = Date of permit or  authorization

appl ication
D = Date Denied

Czti
DEC
EPA
NSB
WNs

.

.

.

.

.

a=
A =
w.

Coastal Zone Management
DepL. of Enviornmental  Consecration
Environmental Protection Agency
North Slope Borough
Minerals Management Service

Date

Date
Date

granted
amendment approved
permit waived

Source: Sohio Alaaka  Pe~rrr!eum Company.—— --
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II
II

Permit/Authorization . . ..-!l!!l~..

Island  Construction,——. — ----
Platform Verification (Continued)_. —7_— ———
& Drilll~

NAVAID

NPDES

NPDES (Barge  Camp)

Private Non-objection

Oliktok  Exploration— —  ——
Base Camp

Section 404

Surface Lease

Water Source

Dev@lOpmenL  Permit

Ffilne Point  Pad ‘C’

Land Use Permit
(Sohio  Fi led)

Lease Operat ions Ameud-
ment (Conocn Filed)

Deve~Opmen  L Permi t
(Conoco Filed]

Sect ion 604 A!uendmt.nt
(Conoco Filed)

Notifications & mark-
ing of 8tructure in
federal waters.

Discharge of brine
effluent, camp efflu-
ent, & nmi & cuttings.

Discharge of sewage &
desalination plants
effluents.

Designation of Opera-
tor;

Use of Oliktok  dock
for staging camp.

Place-mel,t of fill 00
wetlands.

Pad installation on
sta~e land.

Water supply.

New construction out-
side unit.

Activities on pad,
tundra? travel, ice
road.

Placement of till on
Lund  ra.

Fill  plarf,ment  &
a c t i v i t i e s .

Fil 1 ou wetlnnds.

9 (,

TABLS ~ ~
(Continued)

MWKLLIK PROJECT PERMITTING PROCESS

(1 II II

USCG

EPA/CZtl

EPA/CZtt

Texaco/et al.
Shell/et al.

ARco/ USAF

lJSACE/CZM

DLWM

DLWN/EIF&G

NSB

DLWN

INm!

NSB

USACE

M
9/8 9j28

o
2/7 7;28

4/29 7Jl!i

N/A

~D
6f20 8/6

.-

9/21 10/12

c @
9/6 10/3

b 4
8/22 9/30

(1



ment of fill in federal waters was two days behind schedule. The only

significant delays involved the Nq,rt-h Slope Borough which did not o —

approve an interim zoning ordinance for a permit to use the island for

Eemporary staging operations until more

pany’s projected date. Additionally, the

utility code exemption to allow the camp

than two weeks past the com-

NoxtlI Slope 130rough  required a

on the island to maintain its

own facilities, a permit not anticipated in the companyts original

schedule.

Sohio indicated that. permits were required to stockpile gravel at Thetis

Island by about January 1983. However, Sohio did not receive all of the

necessary permits for the Thetis Island stockpile until April 12, 1983.

In March 1983, Sohio determined that they needed to change the configur-

ation of their gravel conveyor system on Thetis Island. This change

.necessiEated  amendments to the Section 10,/404 permits~ the land use

: permit and the interim zoning ordinance. For several months agency

concerns over the proposed changes threatened to cause a one year delay

in the entire

ordinance were

Section 10/404

Mukluk project. The land use permit and interim zoning

granted in June 1983. However, Sohio was able to get. the

approval by ahe critical July 1? 1983 deadline on@ bY

appealing to the directors of the NMFS and EPA who persuaded their local

representatives to approve the amendments.

Permitting for the construction of Mukluk Island, the platform and

drilling proceeded relatively smoothly. All permits were granted ahead

of schedule except the platform verification~ for which Sohio had set a

desired date of April 15, 1983, but which was granted on July ?’, 1983. .

1
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Sohio noted, “This approval process required a continuous stream of

paperwork to answer reviewers’ questions about design, safety and I

stability. It also became involved with the NMFS on the issue of bow-

head whale monitoring.” USCG approval was not granted for the NAVAID

permit regarding notification and marking of structures in federal

waters until September 28, 1982, nearly 2 months behind schedule,

because it was considered incidental to the safety review.

Althought the Thetis Island stockpiling permit problems could have

resulted in the most serious project setback, the project schedule was

also jeopardized by the denial of permission to build a pad four a sup-

port base camp at Oliktok Point which would have been used later by the

Kuparuk Unit and other exploration operators. Sohio worked on these

permit approvals from April to August 1982 when final government denial

was made on the grounds tha~ 1) it was against state policy to build

permanent facilities for exploratio~ and 2) that it was a “critical

habitat” area. (Sohio noted that, six months later, Arco received

permits to build a similar pad for the same purpose as previously

stated, on a location half a mile away.) As a fallback position, in

August 1983, Sohio and Conoco agreed to utilize Conoco’s existing Milne

Point Pad “C” for a temporary camp and helicopter support station.

Final permit approvals were granted for this by October 12, 1983. This

* delay and the shift to Milne Point greatly increased logistics costs,

particularly due to longer helicopter flights. It should also be noted

that Milne Point will be unavailable for this purpose in future years,

as pipelines and active drilling will preclude casual use of the pads.
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Overall, Sohio felt that the permitting process for Mukluk “seriously

constrained the flexibili~y  so necessary to complete a difficult and

innovative task.’?

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES ON THE PERMITTING PROCESS

Several companies provided information regarding the dates they applied

for major permits and when the permits were granted. Although they were

reluctant to provide written comments regarding the permitting process~

numerous company officials and staff members from the six operating

companies in the study area gave informal verbal comments on the sub-

ject, but asked that they not be quoted directly. The section which

follows summarizes the major issues and problems industry reported with

the permitting process. The summary is meant to reflect industry’s

outlook on the permitting process as it has affected Beaufort Sea

exploration and does not necessarily stand alone as a full and balanced

accounc of permitting issues.

Major problems industry encountered with the permitting process in-

cluded:

o Industry officials and staff members interviewed were satisfied

with Ehe performance of MMS staff in their handling  of t-he

permitting process. They felt that most MMS personnel: 1) car-

ried out in an even-handed way their responsibilities to ensure

that government requirements were met; 2) were knowledgeable

about the technical aspects of oil and gas development; and 3)

were supportive of oil and gas development.
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o Industry officials indicated that most of their problems with

the permi~ting process originated with other agencies and groups

who were part of the commenting/review loop in the permitting

process. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS], the National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Environmental Pro~ection

Agency (EPA), and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG)

usually received the strongest criticism. Industry representa-

tives felt that many of these government personnel were totally

opposed to oil and gas development and used every opportunity to

Slowj stall or halt further development. One official com-

mented: ‘tthe uninformed conjecture of one biologist’s concern

that ‘something might happen’ often carries more weight than our

track record! statistical analysis and scientific studies.” The

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was also criticized for not “bal-=

ancing national needs with environmental concerns.g’ An industry

representative said~ “In their determination to appease other

agencies~ the Corps will leave the applicant entirely on his own

to convince the dissenting agencies to accept a compromise.”

o Overlaps in state, federal and borough authority were cited by

one industry official as a major problem in the existing permit-

ting process:

There are three levels of overlapping review and
decision authority for Alaskan projects. The State
has an approved Coastal Zone Management Program
which gives them review authority for work on fed-
eral lands as well as the state lands. On state
lands their authority covers permit decisions on
separate surface and subsurface applications for
the same project. Just as the state extends their
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authority offshore, the Federal government extends
their jurisdiction onshore over state lands by
requiring permits through the Corps of Engineers
for any projects on wetlands or waters of”the U.S.
In the case of federal leases, the Corps of Engi-
neers and the Department of Interior exert permit
authority on the same projects. All aspects of the
major reviews are virtually identical, only the
characters and the politiial attitudes may differ.

The North Slope Borough exerts wide-ranging author-
ity for all projects onshore and out to the three
mile limit offshore. Numerous other agencies con-
duct permit reviews for activities such as taking
or discharging water, discharging of mud and cutt-
ings, operating a campj building temporary ice
roads ~ seismic or field geology programs.

—

o In addition to the problem of overlapping authority, industry

said the permitting process involved the same agencies in dup-

licative permitting loops. One industry representative

following description of the problem:

gave the

A relatively small core group of cementing agencies
reappear with different magnitudes of influence for
each separate review ’’phase. On the periphery there
are a larger number of agencies which have limited
entry into the action and generally are of less con-
cern. All totaled, there is not a multitude of
agencies so much as there are multiple opportunities
for the same agencies to influence the outcome of
the process to varying degrees.

A cited example of this duplication is the Sohio Mukluk projecc

where EPA had permit review authority eleven different times

over various aspects of the project:

1. Ugnuravik pit

2. Ugnuravik pit

3. Thetis Island

4. Thetis Island

CZM State consistency review

Clean Water Act Section 404 review

CZM State Consistency review

original Section 404 review
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5. Thetis Island

6. Thetis Island

7. NPDES mud and

permit

conveyo~ system amendment to the 404 permit

camp effluent discharge NPDES permit

cuttings (and incidental effluents) discharge

8. Mukluk Exploration Plan, CZM State consistency review

9. Mukluk Exploration Plan, MMS review

10. Oliktok support pad

11. Oliktok support pad

(2ZM State consistency review

Clean Water Act Section 404 review

o With the exception of MMS staff ~ operators said some government

personnel commenting on industry research, exploration plans,

safety measures, etc. ? had little or no background in oil and

gas exploration procedures and technology. As a result, some of

the agency recommendations for

were unnecessary and some would

more hazardous. For examplej

changes and mitigative measures

actually have made the situation

one operator said that extra

drilling shutdowns and ,startups and crew turnover necessitated

by drilling interruptions were an added hazard. To counteract

such problems? industry representatives said they often had to

educate government personnel on subjects

realm of responsibility. For example,

sponsored trips for agency personnel

that are outside their

some companies have

and local government

representatives to see drilling and exploration operations in

other areas.

o Some

tial

biologists take

negative impact

the stand that the conjecture of ~ poten-

on a habitat or animal population even if
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the impact is only temporary> is sufficient reason to impede

development. Example: This position on the part of the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service and Alaska Department of Fish and Game

almost prevented Sohio from using Thetis Island to stockpile

gravel for the Mukluk project because of the perception of

potential negative impact on a population. of nesting eiders.

o Studies which show deleterious environmental impacts are used

repeatedly to block developmenaj but industry-sponsored studies

which show that impacts were not significant or did not occur

are ignored. Example: An old study that found birds were dis-

tubed by helicopters continues to be cit&d, while a study which

documented that the nesting eider population on Thetis Island

nearly tripled during the Mukluk project is heavily discounted.

Another example of this sort cited by industry was the research
—

on the Central Arctic Caribou Herd dorie

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

annually since 1975 by

An industry memo noted:
●

The reports supposedly receive department review
prior to release but do not receive any additional
peer review. Since these Progress Reports are the
major source of biological informakicm on the Cen-
tral Arctic Caribou Herd they are instrumental in
formulating and supporting permit stipulations and
management philosophy.

Recent Progress Reports infer that the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game has stong evidence that
petroleum development has displaced caribou from
traditional calving areas and that cows and calves
avoid the TAPS corridor. The results are increas-
ingly restrictive and prohibitive permit stipula-
tions.

In recent months petroleum industry biologists and
caribou biologists have closely examined these

—

—
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Reports.
below:

o The
o The
o The

Our preliminary conclusions are listed

research is poorly designed and conducted “
uesearch is subjective in places
reports

positions
o Assumptions
o Researchers

tion
o The reports

analyses
o Data do not

are replete with unsupported sup-

are often unstated and unsupported
have not documented natural varia-

are almost void of statistical

support their conclusions.

The petroleum industry may be mi~igating concerns
that are false and certain onerous permit stipula==
tions may not be necessary.

It is to our benefit to document problems inherent
in these reports and to encourage Alaska Department
of Fish and Game to prove their allegations and to
imp rove the scientific quality of their reports.

The allegations in these ~rogress Reports are
already being quoted by others and are being used to
delay or impede petroleum exploration elsewhere.

o Operators felt government personnel naively expect industry to

be able to lay out definitive plans and procedures in advance

and view any later attempts to make changes as “bad faith,”

“piece-mealing,” or an attempt to evade the regulatory process.

Industry representatives noted that many of the Beaufort Sea

projects involved application of new technology and methods

under untested conditions. Part way

discover that a planned procedure or

or can be modified to improve safety.

into the project they may

technology is inefficient

However, some government

agencies use such changes to delay or stop a project. Example:

When Sohio requested a change in the construction of a gravel

conveyor system on Thetis Island .(Mukluk project), the EPA and

NMFS pressured the Corps of Engineers to re-open the entire
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permit process Co public comment. This would have effectively

delayed the project for at least a year

window constraint. The EPA contended that

would have a major impact on th island~s

subject that Sohio said had been resolved

sions. Sohio was only granted permission to

ing to higher levels in the EPA and NlfFS in

Washington, 11.C.

due to the weather

the conveyor change

bird population, a

in earlier discus-

continue by appeal-

Juneau, Seattle and

o There is little appreciation among some government personnel for

the cost of additional requested studies or compliance with

additional conditions and mitigative measures. There is a gen-

eral feel~ng on the part of government that the industry can

afford the expense arid time tci fulfill such requests. Industry

feels that these requirements are often simply harassment or

delaying ploys which do Ii&tle$ if anything? to improv”e safetyj

efficiency or environmental mitiga~iono

o Some government personnel seem to believe that anyone working

for an oil company does not care about. the environment. Indus-

try officials dispute this, noting their liability to pay for

strong environmental damages. Additionally$
many industry per-

sonnel are environmental and biological scientists with personal

and professional commitments to their fields. One industry per==

mi.tting staff member? a biologist$ said

decision which he believed compromised the

tinually had to respond ko goverrmenc

impacts for which there was little or

136

he had never made a

environment but con-

requests to mitigate

no scientific basis.

●
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o Government personnel, other Chan MMS, a~e often not sympathetic

to the complex process involved in getting a permit to drill.

One industry permitting staff member said, “They have no sense

of balancing their concerns with other agencies or the state and

national interest. They all feel that they are the only chance

to provide public input.” He noted that an agency may feel that

there is no rush because drilling is 15 months away. However,

their delay in approving a permit may seriously disrupt the

critical path for the entire project. Denial or delay of

approval to do work which must be

to seasonal limitations may delay

o The time from the point a permit

done in a short time-frame due

a project for a year.

application is submitted until

it is granted is not an accurate measure of how long the pe~lt-

ting process takes or of the level of effort required. Industry

often spends months doing field workj preparing reports, etc. ,

in advance of a permit application. Industry also tries’to work

closely with agencies beforehand to anticipate and address po-

tential objections prior to applying for a permit.

Seasonal Drilling Stipulations

BACKGROUND ON THE SEASONAL STIPULATIONS

The December 1979 Joint State/Federal Beaufort Sea Lease Sale included

.- state and federal stipulations which limited exploratory drilling opera-
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tions ~o between November 1 to March 31j wiEh limited extensions pos -

sible under specified conditions:

Federal Stipulation No. 8.

Exploratory drilling and testing, and other clown.hole
exploratory activities will be limited to the period
November 1 through March 31, unless the Supervisor
determines that continued operations are necessary
to prevent a loss of well control or to ensure human
safety. This stipulation will remain in effect for
two years following issuance of Ehe lease.

State Stipulation No. 9.

Federal

every in

Exploratory drilling and testing, and other downhole
exploratory activities from surface locations out-
side the barrier islands will be limited to the
period November 1 through March 31, unless the
Director, Division of Minerals and Energy Manage-
ment j after consulting with the Oil and Gas Conserv-
ation Commission, determines that continued opera-
tions are necessary to prevent a 10ss of well con-
txol or to ensure human safety. This stipulation
will remain in effect for two years following
issuance-of the lease.

Exploratory drilling and ~esting, and other downhole
exploratory activities from surface locations inside
the barrier islands will be limited to the period
November 1 through March ’31, except the Director,
Division of Minerals and Energy Management after
consultation wiEh the Biological Task Force may
allow drilling and downhole activities to continue
no later than May 15 if the lessee demonstrates the
ability EO operate safely and ice conditions justi-
fy; provided, however, that the Director, Division
of Minerals and Energy Management after consulta-

tion with the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
may allow continued operations leading to shut down
which are necessary to prevent loss of well control
or to ensure human safety. This stipulation will
remain in effect for two years following issuance of
the lease.

Stipulation No. 8 was scheduled to expire in July 1982. How-

May 1982 the Department of Interior announced that the drilling

—
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season on federally managed tracts was extended to the 10-month period

between November 1

to protect bowhead

and August 31. The two-month prohibition is designed

whales during their fall migration.

State Stipulation No. !3 expired in January or February 1982 (depending

on da~es of leases) and in May 1982 the state announced the following

extended drilling season:

Inside the Barrier Islands.

o Above the threshold* level: exploration and other downhole
activities will be allowed year-round.

o Below the threshold* level: exploration and other downhole
activities will be allowed between November 1 and March 31,
except at the mouths of major rivers ~ where drilling will cease
April 30.

0 No drilling during whale migration,

o Testing allowed year-round if casing has been setfl

Outside the Barrier Islands.

o Above the threshold~;  level: exploration and other downhole
activities will be allowed year-roundp except during whale
migration.

o Below the threshold* level: exploratory drilling will be
allowed between November 1 and May 15.

0 Testing allowed year-round, if the casing has been set, except
during whale migration.

;% Threshold Level
be encountered.

The state also amounted

exploratory

during the

the lessee

drilling and

= the depth at which hydrocarbon

that on a case-by-case basis, it

deposits may

would allow

other downhole activities year-round, except

fall bowhead migration. In order to obtain this approval,

must demonstrate theoretical and physical capabili~y to
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detect, Containj clean-up and dispose of spilled oil in broken ice con-

ditions.

Sale 71 included a seasonal drilling stipulation that was very similar

to federal st-ipulation  No. 8 for Sale BF. Stipulation No. 5 for Sale 71

read as follows:

Stipulation No. 5.

Exploratory drilling and testing and other downhole
exploratory activities will be prohibit-cd during the
period September 1 Ehrough October 31, unless the
DMHOFO de~ermines that continued operations are
necessary to prevent a loss of well control or to
ensure human safet-y. This stipulation will remain
in effect until termination of modification by the
Department of the Interior after consultation with
the National Marine Fisheries Service. “

. .

Since the seasonal drilling stipulations had potential to affect the

pace and level of effort for exploration, general industry opinion on

these stipulations was reviewed and summarized. Additionally, operators

for all Beaufort Sea exploration wells were interviewed to document what

actual impacts the seasonal drilling stipulations may have had on their

operations.

INDUSTRY TESTIMONY ON STIPULATIONS AT SALE BF AND SALE 71 HEARINGS

In testimony at hearings on the Joint Federal/State Sale and Sale 71,

numerous oil industry officials objected to the proposed two month sea-

sonal drilling restriction. Pertinent excerpts from this testimony are

presented in Appendix E. AMong the key claims made in industry test.i-

—
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mony were that the proposed seasonal drilling restriction on exploratory

drilling would:

o Limit exploratory drilling to one well per year per rig.

o Inflate the cost and time needed to assess leases.

o Necessitate prolonged lease terms and exploration efforts.

o Curtail

ing.

o Ignore

wit~o~t

o Require

the time available for well evaluation and test drill-

industry~s proven ability to operate in arctic waaers

environmental damage.

assumptions about oil spill events that were not sub-

stantiated by drilling experience.

IMPACT OF SEASONAL STIPULATIONS ON DRILLING OPERATIONS

TO date, there has been only limited documentation of the actual effects

of seasonal drilling restriction on the pace and cost of exploratory

drilling. In 1982, Dames & Moore published a report (Dames & Moore,

1982a) for the Alaska Division of Minerals and Energy Management on the

State’s season stipulation, but, at that time, little actual drilling

experience had accrued. There is also a forthcoming paper, titled “An

Analysis of the Opera~ional Effects and Costs of the Federal Seasonal
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Drilling Stipulation in the Alaska OCS”, in preparation by John Lockert

for the Minerals Management Servicee

For the present study, the consultant team interviewed the six Beaufort

Sea operators to obtain their outlook on hhe actual impact of seasonal

drilling restrictions on exploratory drilling operations. The results

of these interviews are summarized below. As an interpretative guide-

line to the responses} it is- important to note that delaysj costs and

other effects associated with seasonal restrictions may not be wholly

attributable to those restrictions alone. Exploration ~rograms are

complex undertakings making it difficult to isolate and measure the

contributory role of any single factor upon final costs and schedules.

Each of the six ‘operators was asked whether the seasonal drilling

restriction had any of the following effects on

.

1) If the seasonal drilling stipulations

,-

had not been in force, -

would you have spudded this well earlier?

2] Were you forced to interrupt operations on this well because of

seasonal drilling

3) Did you do less

restrictions?

exploration and

would have clone if the seasonal

effect?

testing on this well than you

stipulations had not been in
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4) Did you have to request extensions or waivers to do work on this

well during the seasonally restricted period?

The operators were also asked to delineate how these effects affected

their operations and estimate any additional costs incurred. Table 25

summarizes operator responses to the four questions for each well.

In response to the question: “If the seasonal drilling stipulations ”had

not been in forceY would you have spudded this well earlier?~~~ the

answer was “yes” for 12 of the 17 wells in the study area. Two excep-

tions were Sohio’s Sag Delta #10 and Exxon’s OCS-Y0191 #2. In both

cases; these were the second wells drilled from an artificial island.

Another

natural

exception was Chevron’s Jeanette Island #1 which was built on a

barrier island. Chevron said that, due to the island’s low

profile, winter drilling was preferable because water typically washes

over the island during the summer months. Sohio indicated that Mukluk

would not have been spudded

tight. Shell also said Seal

The difference in the da~e

earlier as the project schedule was already

Island would not have been spudded earlier.

operators would have preferred to spud the

wells and the date they were actually able to spud ranged from only six

days for Shell’s Tern Island #2 to 6.2 months for Gulf’s Cross Island

#1. Table 26 shows the preferred versus actual spud dates and the

difference in months for each well.

Operators indicated that all of the wells which were spudded later than

they would have preferred were more costly. Sohio indicated that spud-
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TABLE 25

SUMMARY OF SEASONAL DRILLING RESTRICTION IMPACTS

ON WELL DRILLING OPERATIONS IN THX BEAUFORT SEA

Wells Spudded November

Well

Challenge Island

Sag Delta #7

Sag Delta #8

Sag Delta #!l

Sag Delta #10

Alaska Island #1

Alaska State D#l

Alaska State F’#1

No Name Island #1

OCS-Y-0191 #1

OCS-Y”0191 #2

Jeanette Island #/l

Tern Island #1

Tern Island #2

Seal Island #1

Cross Island #1

Mukluk

Operator

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Exxon

Exxon

Amoco

Exxon

ixxon

Chevron

Shell

Shell

Shell

Gulf

Sohio

Island
=

Natural

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

Natural

Natural

Natural

Natural

Gravel

Gravel

Natural

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

1, 1980 - November 1, 1983

Spudded
Well

Later

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Did Less
Inter- Explor.
rupted s Requested

Operation Testing Extensions -

No

No

No

No

No

No

NCI

No

No

No

No

N o

Y’es

No

Yes

Yes

No

No”

No

Yes

lies

No

Yes

Uncertain

Uncertain

No

Uncertain

Uncertain

No

Uncertain

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Source: Kevin Waring Associates interviews of operators.

—
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T A B L E  2 6

EFFECT OF SEASONAL DRILLING STIPULATIONS ON WELL SPUD DATES

PREFERRED~~  VS. ACTUAL COMPARISONS

wells

Well

Challenge Island

Sag Delta /}7

Sag Delta //8

Sag Delta </9

Sag Delta /}10

Alaska Island 1#1

Alaska State D#l

Alaska State F}}l

No Name Island //1

OCS-Y-0191 #1

ocs”Y-o191 #2

Jeanette Island /#l

Tern Island 1/1

Tern Island //2

Seal Island <}1

Cross Island //1—

Mukluk

$: Preferred spud
been spudded in

BEAUFORT SEA WELLS

Spudded November 1980 -= November 1983

Operator

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

Sohio

~ohio

Exxon

Exxon

Amoco

Exxon

Exxon

Chevron

Shell

Shell

Shell

Gulf

Sohio

date is date

Spud Date
Preferred* Actual

8/15/801

10/1/80

10/1/80

10/1/81

10/20/81

8/15/811

5/15/81

10/1/81

6j812

9/23/81

12/28/81

12/24/81

4/3/82

10/10/82

6/1/83

4/23/83

10/16/83

11/1/80

1/18/81

1/25/81

10/15/81

10/20/81

11/1/81

11/1/81

11/1/81

11/1/81

11/1/81

12/28/81

12/24/81

5/29/82

10/16/82

6/1/83

11/2/83

11/1/83

Preferred/
Actual

Difference
(in months)

2.5

3.5

4.0

.5

0

2.5

5.5

1.0

4.5

1.3

0

0

1.9

.2

0

6.2

.5

the o~erator said the well would have.
the absence of seasonal drilling stipulations.

NOTE : Prior to adoption of the two-tier drilling restriction in May
1982, the State of Alaska limited exploratory drilling to the
period November 1 through March 31, with provision for exten-
sions to May 15 under some circumstances.

1 Operator indicated the preferred spud date was “approximately one
month after sea ice breakup” which typically occurs in mid-July.

2 Since no specific day of the month was indicated, it was assumed to
be mid-month.

Source: Kevin Waring Associates interviews of operators.
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ding its wells earlier would have meant “less standby costs. ” Gulf

cited three opportunities for savings: “Cheaper rig mobilization> no
—

rig standby charges! no second ice road construction.” Amoco noted Ehat

the ?fentire operational logistics had to be designed around a winter

drilling season and ice conditions.’! Exxon and Shell were the only —

operators who specified the cost of delayed spud dates. Exxon estimated

additional costs of $20~000 per day of rig standby costs. Shell esti-

mated that the additional rig and standby equipment costs “ for Tern

Island /}1 for 5(5 days amounted to $2j247$O00 or= $409127 per day. Shell

estimated that the six day delay on spudding Tern Island #/2 cost an

additional $3809000 or $63$300 per day.

There were three reported instances (Gulf’s Cross Island, Shell’s Tern

Island ##l and Shell’s Seal Island) where an operator incurred standby

costs attributed to delay or interruptions related to the seasonal

drilling restrictions. Gulf reported it could have mobilized to spud

its Cross Island well as early as April 23 by ice road or July 10 by

barge. To reduce standby cost, Gulf delayed mobilization until the end

of Julyj and actual rig standby ran from August 7 until the November 2?

1S?83 spud date. Thus , the seasonal restriction delayed well spud by

about 193 days> and contributed to 86 days of actual standby time> at

rig standby costs of about $1.7 million. Shell had to shut down opera-

tions on Tern Island /}1 from July 11 to July 22, 1982 at an estimated

cost of $723~000. Due to seasonal restrictions Shell also shut clown

Seal Island

period, rig

continued.

operations from July 25 to” November 1, 1983. During this

standby costs} equipment rentals, and some logistical costs

Shell estimated that these costs added $2.4 million to the

—
—
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well cost~ or approximately $24,000 per day. Shell noted: “Addi-

tionally, there are costs of interrupting a—
_>

delay in obtaining results which are difficult

significant.”

.,
—,

continuous operation and

to quantify, but could be

Operator answers to the question, “Did you do less explora~ion and test-

ing on this well than you would have done if the seasonal stipulations

had not been in effect?” were less definitive. The answer was “no” for
:1

Sohio’s Challeage  Island, Sag Delta /}7, Sag Delta //10 and Mukluk;

Amoco’s No Name //1, Shell’s Tern Island {/2 and Seal Island, and Gulf’s

Cross Island //1. Exxon said that for all four of its wells the answer
.

was ‘~uncertain, but probable.” The operator further noted: “In well

planning (around seasonal drilling limitations) critical formation

evaluation and testing had to be minimally designed or? at timesj sacri-

ficed.” Sohio indicated that they did less exploration and testing on

-,

—,.

three of their wells:

Sag Delta //8:

Further testing of the Lisbourne
deferred until the ‘next drilling
resulted in additional mobilization
tion costs.

Sag Delta //9:

.

Formation was
season. ‘ This
and demobiliza-

In order to drill Sag Delta //9 and /}10 in one arti-
ficial ‘drilling season,’ adequate testing of Sag
Delta //9 was deferred to sometime in the future.
Further mobilization and testing of the well has not
been economically justified to date.

Alaska Island //1:

Adequate testing of the zone of interest was compro-
mised for finishing the well at the end of the arti-
ficial ‘drilling season.’
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Chevron noted that the seasonal restrictions could have been a signifi-

cant problem if Jeanette Island /}1 had not been a dry hole. If oil had

been discovered, Chevron said they probably would not have had enough

time to test the well adequately or drill additional confirmation wells.

Shell was “uncertain~’ regarding whether additional exploration and test-

ing would have been done on Tern Island {Ils but noted that “added well

coscs may have caused us to take.less core.”

In seven cases operators requested extensions or waivers to do work

during the seasonally restricted period.

allowed to spud its Sag Delta ##9 and Sag Delta

early. Sohio was also allowed to continue

Sohio requested and was

#10 wells about two weeks

work on Alaska Island /}1

after May 1 due to mechanical problems. Gulf indicated that it was

granted an extension to continge work on Cross Island !!1 into the sea-

sonally restricted period. Amoco received a two-week extension on No

Name Island /}1 to test and clean up the locatiou, but they noted that

they did not do additional drilling. Exxon encountered the most signif-

icant problems with extensions in trying to complete work on Alaska

State F{/l. They had to get separate waivers from the State Division of

Minerals and Energy Management {DMEM), and Alaska Department of Environ-

mental Conservation (ADEC) and the North Slope Borough (NSB) to continue

work until May 30. For granting these extensions the agencies imposed

the following additional conditions and stipulations:

DMEM :

Whale monitoring and study program approved by
Director, DMEM.

—
.—
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Amc :

. . ice monitoring and breakup reports and addi-
tional on-site oil spill response equipment.

NSB :

..O inspection of location on 24-hour notifica-
tion.

Shell noted that they had requested extensions or waivers which were not

granted, but gave no specific details on the circumstances.

—

Operators were

wells if the

also asked if they would have drilled more Beaufort Sea

seasonal drilling restrictions had not been in effect.

—, Gulf, which only drilled one well in the

“less costs per well equals more wells.”

wells during the period said, ‘qnoj but the

period said, “yes,” because
e

Sohio, which drilled seven

gross period of time to com-

—,
plete this seven-well exploratory program would not have taken as long.”

Amoco , which drilled one well during the period said the answer was

“uncertain.” They noted that “additional costs, logistic problems, and

timing problems may have encouraged

money in other places.” Shell said:

management to spend exploration

“Additional wells could have been

drilled from Seal had less time been spend waiting on drilling restric-

tions. The need for further drilling is currently being evaluated.” As

an overall comment Shell noted: “Seasonal drilling restrictions post-

pone evaluation of leases, which can impact the economics of discovery.

H~gher drilling costs also influenced future development plans and lease

sale bids.tf

e
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Mitigation Measures

-.

The primary devices for mitigating potential adverse impacts of Beaufort

Sea exploration programs were incorporated into lease stip~~ations

attached to the sale tracts. Mainly, these stipulations addressed envi=

ronmental concerns~ such as possible adverse impacts upon critical

biological habitat during peak periods of use by migrating whales and

arctic fish, birds and other wildlife. The effect of these s~ipulations

upon the timing and level of effort

programs was addressed in the section on

for Beaufort Sea exploration

Seasonal Drilling Stipulations.

There, it was noted thatj while the motive of these stipulations was

environmental p~otectionf ehey did have significant> if coincidental,

side effects upon the pace and level of exploration activity.

Apart from the lease stipulations, there seem to have been only limited

formal measures specifically adopted to mitigate employment or. other

economic impacts of Beaufort Sea operations upon residents of the North

Slope Borough. According to Borough staff, informal efforts were some-

times made to facilitate recruitment of interested residents for explor-

ation site work. ‘These efforts reportedly consisted mainly of notifying

operators of the availability and interest of candidate employees.

Gulf’s Cross Island project, for which a number of residents were

recruited, apparently was an exceptional case. Because of archaeolog-

ical remains found near the exploration pad first proposed on Cross

Island, Gulf was forced to negotiate with the North Slope Borough for an

approved alternative exploration pad site. A provision of the agreement

reached by Gulf and the Borough required resident hire for a share of

the work crew at the exploration site.
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The North Slope Borough also conducted a feasibility study for an

industrial service base at Bullen Point Eoward.the easterh edge of Sa”le-.

BF near Flaxman Island. The development concept would be to promote

development of a consolidated support center, similar to the Kuparuk

—
. . Industrial Center. The consolidated center would centralize management

of environmental impacts and facilitate resident employment while

providing added revenues to the North Slope Borough. However, economic

-—’ feasibility for the Bullen Point project depends on development of the

Point Thompson Unit and, possibly, other reserves in that sector of the

North Slope at a scale adequate to support development of a new satel-
—
— lite industrial center to the Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse complex.

Development Proposals

In addition to the island construction, exploratory drilling, and other

exploration support activities commenced before November 1, 1983, vari-

— ous projects were pending or proposed for the Sale BF and Sale 71 lease.

areas. These projects have been grouped into four categories: explora-

tion islands; exploration wells; proposed field development projects;

and support facilities. Additionally, there- are a number of proposed

federal and state oil and gas lease sales, as well as a federal offshore

gravel lease sale, pending in the immediate vicinity of Sale BF and the

Diapir Sale. These projects and proposed lease sales could affect or be

affected by the outcome of exploration and development programs for Sale

BF and Sale 71 tracts.

@
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EXPLORATION ISLANDS

. .-
1

AS of April 1984, three ar-ti_ficial  islands were proposed for installa -

tion to support exploration programs for Sale 71 tracts. First, Exxon

has submitted an exploration plan to install the first CIllS during

summer 1984 for exploratory drilling for its Antares Prospect about 120

miles northwest of the Prudhoe Bay service center. Second, Texaco’s Fur

Seal project proposed an artificial gravel island over the Mukluk

structure at. a site abou~ 4.2 miles southeast of Sohio~s Mukluk drill-

site. After obtaining permits for island construction, Texaco suspended

this project when

available. Third ,

Sandpiper project.

t~e negative results of the Mukluk project became

Shell has filed an exploration plan for i~s proposed

The exploration plan envisions construction of an

artificial gravel island as a drilling base for up to four exploratory

wells on the Harvard Prospectj about seven miles north-northeast of

Beechey Point and 10 miles northwest of Shell’s Seal Island discovery.

Shell’s final decision

the Seal Island find.

“EXPLORATION WELLS

to proceed awaits the outcome of further tests of

There were four exploration drilling programs pending as of November

1983, two in Sale M? and two in the Diapir Field, Sale. Am exploration

plan for a fifth exploration program, Texaco’s proposed Fur Seal proj-

ect~ was submitted in October 1983 and withdrawn shortly thereafter.

—
. .

-.
I

—
._

.
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Gulf’s Cross Island exploration well is located next to Cross Island on

a state-owned tract about 17 miles northeast of Prudhoe Bay. This

exploration program was first announced by Tenneco in 19807 but explora-

tory drilling was delayed -due to controversy with the North Slope

Borough over conservation of archaeological remains near the original

*.proposed drillsite on Cross Island. The controversy was resolved in

late 1982, under an agreement that Gulf would build an artificial island

in a shallow bay on the landward side of Cross Island. By that time,

@ Gulf had replaced Temeco as the operating partner. Gulf. spudded its

initial Cross Island well on November 22 1983. Because of unforeseen

fault patterns, the first explo~ation well did not hit the targeted

—
formation, and Gulf drilled a second well deviated from the same bore-

hole to explore an adjacent tract.

Sale Bl?/Shell

Shell’s Seal
—

Seal Island

Island drilling unit covers six Sale Bl? tracts2 including

three state-managed tracts and three

ship of the federally-managed tracts

Island Exploration well was spudded

federally-managed tracts. Owner=

is disputed. Shell’s initial Seal

on June 1$ 1983, but shut down

a before completion due to seasonal drilling restrictions. Drilling was

resumed on November 1> 1983. In January 1984, Shell announced that it

had discovered

— that the Seal

discovery well

oil at three intervals

Island discovery might

was on a state tract.

and in March indicated its belief

prove commercially viable. The

A confirmation well targeted on
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an adjacent federally-managed tract was spudded on February 5J 1984 and

completed in April 1984.

Diapir Field/Sohio Mukluk

.

Sohio’s Mukluk. project explo~ation well was spudded on November 1, 1983.

Due to conclusive negative findings, the well was plugged and abandoned

in early 1984.

Diapir Field/Exxon Antares

Exxon’s exploration plan for its drilling unit in the Diapir Field Sale

anticipates’ up to 22 exploration wells to be drilled after installation

of the CI~S in summer 1984. Tentative plans are to initiate the first

exploration. well in November 1984.

Diapir F~eld/T.exaco Fur Seal

In late 1983, Texaco filed an exploration plan and obtained approval for

its proposed Fur’ Seal project to drill up to five exploration wells from

an artificial gravel island about 4.2 miles southwest of the Sohio’s

Mukluk project.

exploration well

Seal project..

However, after the unfavorable findings of the Nukluk

became known, Texaco and its partners cancelled t,he Fur

9,
■

*
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PROPOSED FIELD DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

AS of April 1984, there were four field development projects under con-

sideration at the periphery of Sale BF lease area. These were the

Endicott Development Project, the Milne Point Unit, the Point Thompson

Unit and the Lisburne Sands project.

The Endicott Development Project covers discoveries made by Exxon on

Duck Island tracts acquired in State Sale 23 in September 1969 and by

Sohio on two state-owned Sag Delta tracts acquired in Sale BF. Sohio

has been designated as operator for an

includes Sohio~ Exxon, ARCO, Union, Amoco,

opment Companyj and Cook Inlet RegionY Inc.

ownership consortium that

Doyon Limited, NANA Devel-

Sohio has applied for an

— Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit and other federal and state

permits for a proposed development scheme involving cwo gravel produc-

tion islands, one of which will have waterflood facilities to maintain

— pressure, a causeway/pipeline and related production, transportation ~

and support facilities.

The Corps issued a Draft EIS in January 1984 examining Sohio’s proposed

production scheme and a number of alterna~ives. The Final EIS was pub-

lished in August 1984, with the Corps permitting decision expected to

e follow before the end of 1984. In the mean~ime, the development scheme

remains tentative pending further engineering and economic analysis

after issuance of the Final EIS. The EIS estimated recoverable reserves

* at 280 to 423 million barrels of oil$ with an initial production rate of

about 100,000 barrels daily. No firm cost estimates are available for
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tie pr=oj em; which is expected to exceiXl one billion dollars.

The Milne Point Unit

upland and submerged

proposed for development

tracts originally leased

by Conoco encompasses

in the famed September

1969 Prudhoe Bay lease sale that netted the State of Alaska $900 million

in bonus payments. The Milne Point Unit is about 35 miles northwest of

Prudhoe Bay and about seven miles ~south of the nearest lliapir Field

lease tracts. Cost of the proposed development program is estimated by

Conoco at $787 million. In addition to

major elements of the development program

water injection system? base camp, and an

Construction is scheduled to begin in late

further development drilling,

include a conditioning plantj

11.5 mile, 14-inch pipeline.

1984$ with production to com-

mence by 1986. While firm reserve estimates are not available yet,

tentative estimates

barrels, with a peak

The Point Thompson

nat.u~al gas finds in

place recoverable reserves at about 100 million

production of 30,000 barrels daily.

Unit is east of Prudhoe

the Point Thompson/Flaxman

Bay and includes major

Island vicinity. Exxon,

as a major owner of tracts in the area> has proposed expansion of the

boundaries of the Point Thompson Unit to encompass potentially produc-

tive acreage in Sale BF and two other state lease sales. The economic

feasibility for development of” the Point Thompson Unit depends on

construction of a natural gas pipeline or other system to transport

production to markets.

The Lisburne Group underlies part of the Prudhoe Bay/Sadlerochit forma-

tion. Arco, as operator for a group including Exxon and Sohio$ has

.

●

—
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applied for permits to” develop the Lisb~rne  field_. Plans call for con--

struction  of an offshore gravel production island, a Z+-mile filled

causeway and upland production wells. The project is estimated to cost

$1.44 to $2.0 billion, with production of about 100$000 barrels begin-

ning late 1986 or early 1987.

SUPPORT FACILITIES

Kuparuk Industrial Center

The Kuparuk Unit oilfield, located 40 miles west of Prudhoe Bay, began

production in December 1981. By the mid-1980s,  i~ is expected

the second largest U.S. producing field. The field contains

— mated

1984,

It is

1980s

1.25 to 1.5 billion barrels of recoverable reserves.

to become

an esti-

In early

Kuparuk had 170 wells and was producing 120,000 barrels per day.

estimated that the field will have 750 to 800 wells by the late

and be producing 250,000 barrels per day.

The field is operated by ARCO Alaska, Inc. which plans to spend $7.2

billion to develop the Kuparuk Unit. ARCO has a central productions

facility and an operation center which can house 300 ARCO workers.

Other ARCO facilities include a water treatment plan, powerplant, air”

strip, hanger, warehouse, and 200-foot communications tower. In 1982,

ARCO completed a new $5 million dock at Oliktok Point to serve the

Kuparuk field. The dock can handle up to 2,350-ton modules and car=-

riers .
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In August 1983, constructiofi

Industrial Center, designed

began on the $68 million; 53-acre Kuparuk

to house support services for the Kuparuk

Unit oilfield operations west of Prudhoe Bay. The center, located one

mile northeast of ARCO’S Kuparuk River Production Facility~ is scheduled

to be completed in August 1984. It is designed as an operating base for

firms which provide support services and materials to oilfield opera-

tors. The center is the first consolidated service-base operation one

the North Slope. Rather than allowing the Kuparuk service facilities to

sprawl, as happened at Prudhoe Bay, the North Slope Borough negotiated

an agreement with an industrial coalition led by ARCO to restrict oil-=

field services facilities to a single oilfield service base. The center

is expected bo house some 250 people and dozens of oil field service

firms. Onsite faciliti~s will include office space, utilities, 60,000

square feet of heated shop and warehouse space> 27 acres of outside pad

storage$ vehicle and equipment facilities~ a recreational facility, and

a variety of other facilities and services for its tenants.

The Kuparuk Industrial Center is being developed by the North Slope

Borough which envisions that the facility will be a long-term revenue

source which can also enhance employment and business opportunities for

North Slope residents. The project is expectied to create at least 70

new jobs for North Slope Borough residents. By .comtrolling the design

and operation of the center~ the Borough also hopes to minimize adverse

disturbances to local wildlife populations and habitats.

—

The financing and operation of the center is overseen by a five-member

board appointed by the Borough Mayor and confirmed by the Borough



Assembly. Its current membership in”cludes  representatives of -ARCO,

Sohio, and BP Alaska Exploration. The center will be operated by

Piquniq Management Corporation, a consortium of Native corporations

assisted by Inchcape Logistics and Oilfield Services9 an internationally

experienced service base operator. While the Kuparuk Industrial Center

is primarily meant to support Kuparuk Unit operations, it is possible

that some of the facilities and services might also be used for offshore

support.
—

PROPOSED LEASE SALES

—

Diapir Field OCS Sale—  —— 87—

— The Diapir Field Sale 87 is scheduled for August 1984. The Draft EIS

was issued in September 1983. The proposed lease offering extends east,

west and seaward of Sale BF and the Diapir Field Sale. As originally

proposed, the lease offering included over 16 million acres. However,

the offering of approximately 8.7 acres west of Point Barrow was

deferred in the proposed notice of sale (Federal Register, March 13,

1984), reducing the offering to about 8.6 million acres.

State Oil and Gas Sale 43 - Beaufort— — —  ——

*

This state sale, scheduled for May 1984Y encompasses about 298$385 acres

of submerged lands from the western part of Harrison Bay to a point

—
about nine miles west of Pitt Point. The sale area is south of the

western half of the federal Diapir Field sale. The state rates the

petroleum potential in the area from moderate to high.
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State Oil and Gas. —  .

The Colville Delta

Sale 43a - Colv~lle Ileltajl?rudhoe  ~ Uplands Exempt

portion of this state sale includes coastal and sub-

merged tracts amounting to 46~080 acres. These tracts were originally

proposed for, later deleted from, State Sale 39. Because of industry

interestY these tracts have been rescheduled  for lease offering in May

1984 in conjunction with Sale 43. Petroleum potential is regardedpby

the state as moderate to high.

State Oil and Gas Sale 50 - Camden ~—  — —  ——

The Camden Bay sale includes barrier islands and submerged tracts east

of previously lease tracts near Flaxman.Island and offshore the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge. The sale is scheduled for May 1987. Petro-

leum poten~ial is regarded by the state as

of the submerged tracts is disputed by the

moderate to high.

federal government

Ownership

and, like

other Beaufort Sea

for hearing by a

disputed tractis, is the subject of litigation pending

Special Master appointed by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Arctic Sand and Gravel Lease Sale—— — —

MMS has proposed a federal lease offering of submerged sand and.gravel

resources. The proposed lease area essentially coincides with the Sale

Bl? and Diapir Field Sale offerings. The sale intended to make offshore

sand and gravel sources available to federal. OCS leaseholders for con-

struction of gravel islands for Sale Bl? and Sale T1 exploration and

production. To date, all g~a~el and ~a~d for ~sla~d coIIs~~uc~~oII  has
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be-en transported f~om m a i n l a n d  sources or salvaged” from a b a n d o n e d

manmade islands, but these options become less economic as exploration

programs probe deeper offshore wa~e~s. A I?inal lZIS was issued in March

1983, but the lease sale, first scheduled for October 1983, has been

indefinitely postponed.

Resident Workforce

The purpose of this ~e~~io~ is to exa~lne

Sale BF and Sale 71 workforce. The place

remote projects is a matter of critical

the residency pattern of the

of residence for workers on

importa~~e for economic and

community’ impact assessment. Residency patterns generally determine

w h e r e workers maintain their households and families, spend the i r

income, and generate secondary economic impacts. Residency defines the

project’s income and demographic impact upon the immediate region, upon

distant bedroom communities and on the State as a whole. It also

a determines the location and extent of demand for housing, community

facilities and services and other elements of community life attribut-

able to the remote project.

Until recently, i~ was reasonable to assume that large oil and gas or

other mineral development projects would have significant impacts upon

9 the resident workforce of Alaska and ~ particularly, upon the area where

the project was sited. The

pipeline project, for which

● did in fact occur. However,

familiar example is the trans-Alaska oil

significant disruptions were forecast and

those disruptions were largely a product of

the small size of the qualified Alaskan labor force compared to the
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scale of the project’s labor demand. Nationwide publicity also

attracted many people to Alaska in search of high paying employment.

Additionally, many employed Alaskans sought to improve their situa~ions

by leaving permanent pos~~~ons in ~cho~age, Fa~~ba~lcs a~~ elsew~e~e in

the s~atey i.n favor of h~g~e~ wages a~fordecl by ~be ex~emcle~ wo~~ hours

aricl tim~~g of ~~e oil pipel~~e p~o~eet. The ~e~ e~~e~~ was s~bs~a~~ial

eurmoil throughout Alaskats labor force.

Similar forecasts were made for the proposed, now delayed, Alaska

Natural Gas Transportation System Pipeline, though industry and govern-

ment studies indicated a less severe workforce disruption than was the

case for the oil pipeline. Among the reasons

the sheer growth that had occurred in Alaska’s

for this moderation were

workforce.~ an accompany-

ing increase in the number of residents with skills and work experience

appropriate to the gas line project, and the overall growth of the

transportation, construction and other support industries.

Total employment in Alaska’s oil and gas industry has increased dramati-

cally since the pre-oil pipeline years. Accordiag to Alaska Department

of Labor employment data$ petroleum industry employment has now stabi-

lized at about 7,500 jobs, centered principally in the North Slope and

on the western Kenai Peninsula. This status quo conditions the effect

of exploration employment upon the resident workforces

Slope, Fairbanks/ Int.erior9 and Anchorage/Southcentral

Alaskan phenomena of remote site work was once limited

of the North

regions. The

mainly to the

construction industry and the far flung defense electronics and infor-

mation networks. Today, it also embraces Che workers at the North Slope

oil and gas fieldsj including the Beaufort Sea exploration projects.
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The “week on -- week off,” “two weeks on -- two weeks off” commuters and

short-term construction workers fall within this groupi~g. This work

arrangement means many workers do not live near their principal place of

work? that workers at an exploration camp may indeed reside in Fair-

banks, Anchorage, or elsewhere in Southcentral or other regions of

Alaska, or even oubside Alaska. Thus , the principal impact of onsite

exploration employment may be felt in

Anchorage/Southcentral regions of the state

communities.

the Fairbanks/Interior and

ra~her than upon North Slope

Unfortunately, for the present study, we were not able to

hesive empirical data on the residency of the Beaufort

obtain compre-

Sea workforce.

Specific reasons for this were:

o The oil companies which function in the role of lease operators

pei.form as contract managers; they have few direct employees.

o Dozens of contractors and subcontractors are involved in the

exploration enterprise as independent contractors.

o There is no governmental requiremen~ nor is

managerial need for employers to collect

data.

there an economic or

and retain residency

In short, there is no central source of data on residency, nor any

* practical method of retrieving this information in a common format

specifically from the employers of Beaufort Sea exploration employees.
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Furthermore , the notion of “resiclency?s is embroiled in ambiguity. The

legality of definitional criteria for the term “resident” is continually

being called into question in both federal and state courts in Alaska in

litigation about employment benefits and status, taxation,

sharing and other residency-linked programs. Practically,

determine residency consistently over time for a highly

State revenue

it is hard to

mobile inter-=

state workforce whose choice of residence tends to follow the availabil-

ity of employment. Lait year’s (and last job’s) interstate commuter

becomes this year’s (and this job’s) resident hire.

Still, there are other pertinent data and studies ~hat can be used,

along with employment data collected in this study> ~o estimate the

contribution of Beaufort Sea exploration programs to employment and

income for residents of Alaskan subregions.

The key studies and data series useful for this purpose include:

o Alaska Department of Labor, Special Census for Oil Related

Worksites in the North Slope Borough, 1982.

0 Alaska Department of Labor, Statistical Quarterly.

o Bureau of Economic Analysisj U.S. Department of Comerce series

data on income by place of work and place of residence.

o Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska,

Technical Report No. 8.5, A Description of the Socioeconomic of

the North Slope Borough.
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In addition to these studies,

. derived from our interviews

union dispatching officials,

we have drawn upon circumstantial evidence

with employers, lease operators and labor

along with information about the home base

of many North Slope contractors, specifically including local firms such

as Pingo Services and joint ventures involving Alaska Native corpora-

tions such

As part of

to provide

projects.

responses

as the NANA Regional Corporation.

the study interview program, exploration operators were asked

information about residency

However> residency data was

of &heir Beaufort Sea exploration

generally not available. TOO few

were received to support general conclusions. Instead, we

used the above-cited Alaska ~epartment of Labor Special C,ens~s  of Oil

Related Worksites to make some estimates of the residency pattein of

Beaufort Sea workers. This Special Census was conducted in January and

February of 1982. Some 6,306 workers quartered at oil field work camps

on the North Slope were asked to name their usual place of residence.

The findings of this Special Census are shown in Tables 27 and 28. Some

77.3 percent of the NorLh Slope oil field workers claimed residency in

Alas’ka. The Anchorage (39.6%) or Fairbanks (17.3%) regions were home

for a majority of oil field workers, followed by Kenai Peninsula Borough

(6.9%), Matanuska-Susitna Borough (6.5%), the North Slope Borough (2.4%)

* and the rest of the State (4.1%).

Based on the premise that the residency of Beaufort Sea exploration

● program workers during during 1980-83 resembled the distribution found

in this comprehensive 1982 surveyY Table 29 shows the estimated alloca-
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TABLE 27 9

PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF WORKERS

AT OIL-RELATED WORKSI’TES IN THE NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH, 1982

—

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

State

Alaska*

Washington

California

Texas

Montana

Oregon

Oklahoma

Colorado

Idaho

Louisiana

All Other States

Foreign Countries

TOTAL

* Includes persons claiming

Number Naming
StaEe as Usual

Placg of Residence

4,874

264

204

185

84

73

5 4

52

47

44

Percent

77.3

4.2

3.2

2.9

1.3

1.2

0.9

0.8

0.’7

0.7

6.2

0.6

6,306 100.0

no usual place of residence.

Source: Alaska Department of Labor. “Special Census Results
for Oil Related Work.sites in bhe North Slope Bor-
ough j ‘v in Alaska Population Overview, 1982.
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TABLE 28

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

PLACE Ol? RESIDENCE OF ALASKAN WORKERS

AT OIL-RELATED WORKSITES IN THE NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH, 1982

Number Naming
Area as Usual

Place of
Locality Residence

Anchorage, Municipality of 2,496

Fairbanks - NorCh Star Borough 1,094

Kenai Peninsula Borough 437

Matanuska-Susitna Borough 413

North Slope Borough~~ 178

All Other Census Areas 256-. _

TOTAL 4,874

Percent of
Number Naming

Alaska as Usual
Place of
Residence

51.3

22.6

9.1

8.0

3.7

5.3

100.0

PercenE
of

Totall

Number

39.6

17.3

6.9

6.5

2.8

4.1

77.3

—
;y

1

Includes persons claiming no usual place of residence.

Total number of persons was 6,306 which included 1,432 persons residing out-
side Alaska.

9
Source: Alaska Department of Labor. “Special Census Results for Oil Related

Worksites in the North Slope Borough,” in Alaska Population Overview,
1982.
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tion of Beaufort Sea workers by place of restdence. (Note that manhours

have been converted into tnanyear  equivalents of 1,920 working hours.)

By these calculations, Beaufort Sea operations provided as many as 647

full-time onsite jobs for Alaskan residents in Ehe peak year of 1981-82,

and a total of 1,185 job-years for the three-year period 1980-83. Anch-

orage residents claimed slightly over half of these jobs.

Employment impacts of BeauforC Sea operations on North Slope Borough —

residents was a topic of special concern to this study. By our esti-

mating method, North Slope residents accounted for an average annual

o~site eraploymfmt of 10 workers$ 24 workers

1980--81, 1981-82 and 1982-83 drilling seasons,

and 10 workers in the

respectively (Table 29).

Conversely, by crude estimate, Beaufort Sea onsite employment was esti-

mated to account for about 0.6 percent of total North Slope resident

employment during 1983 and 1.2

mate was obtained by assuming

annual employment in the North

was about 20 percent. The 20

percent in 1982 (Table 30). This esti-

that the resident proportion of total

Slope Census Division for 1981 and 1982

percenb figure was based on the datum

thaa, in 1980, residents accounted for 21.4 percent of total earned

income in the North Slope Census Division (Table 31).

If these estimates are sound, then direct onsite employment. for Beaufort

Sea exploration operations has been a trivial source of direct employ-

ment for North Slope Borough residents. This is consistent with our

interviews with operations, contractors, union personnel and North Slope

Borough staff, which produced no hard data or opinions to counter the

-,
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ALLOCATION OF

BY

TABLE 29

ONSITE EXPLORATION

PLACE OF RESIDENCE

EMPLOYMENT

SALE BF & SALE 71, 1980-1983

Manyears of Employment
Place of Residence 1980-81 1982-83 1980-83

e Anchorage, Municipality of

Fairbanks - North Star Borough

Kenai Peninsula Boro~gh

Matanuska-Susitna Borough

North Slope Borough

Rest of Alaska

Subtotal

Outside Alaska

TOTAL

136

60

24

23

10

14

267

77

344

Source: Kevin Waring Associates estimates.

1981-82

331

145

58

55

24

34

647

190

837

139

61

24

23

10

14

271

80

3 5 1

606

266

106

101

44

62

1,185 -

347

“1,532

TABLE 30

ESTIMATED NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH RESIDENT EMPLOYMENT
e

BEAUI?ORT SEA EXPLORATION PROGRAMS

Beaufort Sea Employ-
Average Amual Resident Beaufort Sea ment as a z of ToEal

Year Total Employment Employment Employment Resident Employment

1981 8,761 1,752 10 0.6%

1982 9,638 1,928 24 1.2%

Source: Alaska Department of Labor Statistical Quarterly; Kevin Waring
Associates estimates.
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Year

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

TABLE 31.

NET LABOR & PROPRIETORS’ INCOME BY RESIDENCY STATUS

BARROW-NORTH SLOPE CENSUS DIVISION

‘Total
Net Labor &
Proprietors’

Income

36,028

28,671

23,296

21,392

33,037

231,229

323,469

235,811

264,226

221,276

249,581

1970”- 1!380

($1,000’s)

Income of
Residents
of Region

9,822

10,267

9,806

10,771

14,966

26,221

37,954 ~

40,861

44,450

48,687

53,457

Income of
Nori-

residents
of Region

26,206

18,404

13,490

10,621

18,0’71

205,008

285,515

194,950

219,776

17’2,589

196,124

Resident
Income as “
z of Total

2761

35.8

42.1

50.4

45.3

11.3

11.7

17.3

16.8

22.0

21.4

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.

—
—
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conjecture that, for whatever reason, Beaufort Sea exploration did not

draw significantly upon the permanenb resident labor pool.

There is also evidence in long-term employment data published by the

Bureau of Economic Analysis to support the finding that there is little

overlap between

field workforce

which Bureau of—

share of total

the permanent resident workforce  and the North Slope oil

(Table 31). Over the most recent period (1970-1980) for

Economic Analysis data has been released,

income earned in the North Slope Census

ranged from over half in the pre-pipeline era (1973) to

11.3 percent during the 1975 peak of North Slope pipeline

As late as 1980, residents accounted for about only 21.

the resident

Division has

as little as

construction.

4 percent of

income earned by employees at work in the North Slope Census Division.

Since most resident employment is concentrated at Barrow and other

indigenous communities residents must account for an even smaller share

of employment at remote oil field operations.

Examination of annual income data by residency status in Table 31 demon-

strates that there is virtually no correlation between resident income

— trends

of the

and total income earned in the census division. Since formation

North Slope Borough in 1972, resident income has grown steadily

and rapidly in a pattern that matches closely the trend of North Slope

* Borough revenues and expenditures>

total regional income caused by

Indeed, the borough government has

● permanent residents. This is also

steady growth in income derived

regardless of large fluctuations in

North Slope oil field activities.

emerged as the dominant employer of

suggested by Table 32 which shows a

from state and local governmental

employment despite the rise and fall of mining and construction income.

●
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TABLE ~~

TOTAL RSG~OMAL  INCOME

fiA8ROW-NMfTH SLOPE CENSUS DIVISION

.

1970 - 19&3~, w I. NLNJS’HW

19?8 1979— .  .

($1,000’s)

1970 1971—  — 1912——

19,539

7,088

4,989

2,889

3,899

674

5,364

3,169

1,595

1973——

16,580

4,091

2,616

4,350

4,350

1,173

6,227

4,062

2,165

22,807

1!374——

26,585

9,155

9,986

3,244

2,596

1,606

8,571

3,900

4,671

..—

35,156

1975

229,299

&0,906

158,759

14,294

13,493

1,847

11,901

4,538

7,363

241,200

1976 1971 1980—— 1982

497,639

206,576

191,331

19,062

61,027

19,643

55,072

3,010

52,062

552,711

Private Sector

Mining

Construction

Transportation/Pub. !ltl

Services

Other

Public SecLor

Federal Gov’t

State/Local Government

TOTAL

33,862

17,544

10,943

1,999

3,067

309

3,633

2,875

758

25,680

11,755

fl,129

2,439

3,059

298

4,406

3,360

1,046

_—

30,086

318,649

48,744

235,582

11,614

18,248

4,461

225,493

90,645

9BD533

14,9$3

24.196

4,166

250,4+7T 199,929

124,007 133,956

84,182 25,171

16.389 15,329

17.701 12,415

8,198 13,058

27,775 33,571

4,139 4,4J7

23,636 29,160

278,252 233,506

418,076

218,749

128,003

16,285

34,383

20,656

17,625

4,669

12,956

22,722

4,070

18,652

37,641

4,667

32,974

46,069

4,206

41,863

——
336,21437,495 24,903 248,215 262,955 464,145

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Klepartmeut of Coamucrve: 1970-1980. Alaska Department of Labor Statistical Quarterly: 1981-1982.
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The comparative lack of direct impact of North Slope oil field opera-

tions on the North Slope workforce was documented in ISER’S recent

study, A Description of the Socioeconomic of the North Slope Borough.

That report concluded that “the primary source of social and economic

change on the North Slope between 1973 and 1983 has been the North Slope

Borough.” Because of the job opportunities created for residents by the

borough in their home communities, residents have preferred to work

where they live. Some local residents have also worked with locally
—

owned companies that have been subcontractors for some of the prime con-

struction companies for exploratory work. For example, resident sub-

contractors and workers have taken part in ice road construction in

conjunction with principal contractors.

Speculatively, the likely direction for enhanced participation of North

Slope residents in exploratory related employment would be in the opera-

tion of support facilities such as the Kuparuk Industrial Center cur-

rently being developed by the North Slope Borough, partly to promote

resident hire.

As opposed to adverse impact upon the resident work force in Alaska, one

principal effect of exploration employment has been the growth of that

workforce and its increased technical capability. In addition to the

direct employment and training of residents for employment in the oil

and gas industry generally and in exploration work

workers in the related oilfield support industries

e of the work schedules at the exploratory sites to

While we cannot document the extent of this trend,

in particular, many

have taken advantage

relocate to Alaska.

it is presumably one
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of the principal reasons for the significant increases in the labor

forces in &he Fairbanks, Anchorage, Matanuska-Susitna, and Kenai areas

of the state. These individuals have elected to relocate CO Alaska

rather than to pursue the longer range commute to other residence loca-

tions in the “Lower 48.”

In a general way, exploration employment has prompted programs to train

Alaska’s resident workforce. ‘In response to the labor needs of the

exploration industryj the Alaska Vocational Technical Center at Seward

set up a training program” for drilling and related activities. This

program commenced in 1977-78 and through’ 1983 had produced a to~al of

259 graduates, of whom 193 were placed with companies engaged in drill==

ing or orther oilfielcl

that program follows.

service and Support work. A brief description of

The course is designed to train students as rotary helpers for the

Alaska petroleum industry. Instruction covers the areas of welding

safety ~ offshore and land-based drilling rigs~ industrial tool identi-

fication and use, safe rigging practices~ emergency trauma technician

training, basic operation of drilling equipment, and maintenance of

pumps and gasoline engines. The students are introduced to the various

functions and occupations in the petroleum industry. The classes are

approximately 50 percent classroom and 50 percent hands-on training.

upon successful tiompletion  of the course, the student is qualified to

begin work as a roustabout and for advancement to roughneck after gain-

ing enough experience to prove performance abilities.
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The Alaska Department of Labor Special Census found that residency pat-

terns varied for

Again, interviews

these patterns.

direct oil field

different occupational groups, as shown in Table 33.

with employers and union officials tended to confirm

Reportedly, the place of residence of drilling and

service support has changed considerably in recent

years as individuals relocated to Alaska to take advantage of continued

employment opportunities. Employers and labor organizations estimate

that the. construction workforce at exploration sites approximated 90

percent residency in Alaska, with about half coming from the Anchorage

and Fairbanks areas, respectively. As for transportation, surface

(truck) transport is generally handled by a predominantly resident work-

force. Pilots and aircraft mechanics are generally from the Anchorage

area. Marine transport crews are aboard vessels which are registered

out of Seattle and are usually from that area rather than from Alaska.

Data on minority and female participation in the exploration work force

are not available$ inasmuch as there are no specific reporting require-

ments that would necessitate the maintenance and reporting of informa-

tion at that level of detail within the exploration workforce.

Economic Impacts on Regional Economies

This section traces the impacts of local purchases of goods and services

by resident firms and workers on the overall economy of several regions.
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TABLE 33

PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF ALASKAN WORKERS

AT OIL-RELATED WORKSITES IN THE NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH, 1982

Type of Camp Total

Operations 963

Trades, Construction 1,884

Oil Rig 1,431

Seismic 219

Tech, Services &
Fabrication 106

Government 35

Ground Transportation . 284

Air Transportation 60

Supply, Services, Repair 404

General 920

TOTAL 6,306

Number Naming
Alaska as Usual

Place of
Residence~~

876

1,352

1,140

135

59

34

219

49

297

713

4,874

Number Naming
Usual Place
of Residence

Outside of Alaska

87

532

291

84

47

1

65

11

107

207

1,432

:% Includes persons claiming no usual place of residence.

Percent.
Naming

Alaska as
Usual Place
of Residence -

91.0

71.8

80.0

61.6 ‘

55.7

97.1

77.1 :

81.7

73.5

77.5

77.3 :

Source: Alaska Department of Labor. “Special Census Results for Oil
Related Worksites in the North Slope Borough,” in Alaska
Population Overview, 1982.

.
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REGIONAL PERSONAL INCOME

Resident employment generated by Beaufort Sea exploration programs was

discussed in a previous section. It was estimated that Alaskan resi-

dents supplied about 77 percent of the work

exploration. Anchorage and Fairbanks were the

dence for Alaskan workers. By a method similar

effort for Beaufort Sea

dominant places of resi-

to that used to allocate

Beaufort Sea employment .by place of residence, the personal income

earned by Beaufort Sea onsite employees has been geographically dis-

tributed. That is, direct wages have been prorated

dence in proportion to the place

generally, as determined in the

Census.

Table 34

place of

drilling

Beaufort

of residence of

Alaska Department

to place of resi-

oil field workers

of Labor Special

shows the estimated allocation of direct wages~ by year and

residence, for

seasons covered

Sea exploration

onsite Beaufort Sea employees for the three

in this study. In all, it is estimated that

cont~ibuted $47,426,000 in direct wages to

Alaska residents over the three-year period. Anchorage residents, of

● courses received the largest share (over $24 million) of resident wagest

followed by Fairbanks residents (nearly $11 million). North Slope

Borough residents received about $1.7 million in direct wages over the

three years.

Not

a ry—

included in above account of direct income benefits are the second-

impacts accruing from the multiplier effect.
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TABLE

ALLOCATION OF ONSIT%

BY PLACE Ol?

34

EXPLORATION WAGES

RESIDENCE

—

SALE BF & SALE 71, 1980-1983

wages ($1,000)

1982-83 1980-83Place of Residence 1980”81 1981-82

Anchorage, Municipality of

Fairbanks - North Star Borough

Kenai Peninsula Borough

Matanuska-Susitna  Borough

North Slope Borough

Rest of Alaska

$ 4,968

2,170

866

$13,424

5,864

2,33!3
- 2,203

94!3

1,390

$ 5,926

2,597

1,038

981

423

608

11,573

$24,318
—

10,631

4,243

3,.999

1,723

815

351

514 2,512

9,684 26,169 47,426Subtotal

Outside Alaska 2,861 ‘7,730 3,399 13,990

$33,899 $14,972 $61,416TOTAL $12,545 —

source : Kevin Waring Associates estimate.

—
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ECONOMIC CYCLES

In order to put the regional distribution

employment into comparative perspective,

of Beaufort Sea exploration .

the share of Beaufort Sea

employment attributed to ~he five top-ranked regions was measured

against total average annual regional employment. The comparison was

made for the two most recent years (1981 and 1982) for which Alaska

Department of Labor employment series data was available.
—

Table 35 shows the results of this comparison. Beaufort Sea direct

onsi~e employment accourited for about 0.2 percent of total statewide
—

employment in 1981 and about 0.4 percent in 1982, the peak year of

Beaufort

that the

Beaufort

Sea activity. Based on the regional comparisons, it appears

Matanuska-Susitna Borough was proportionately more affected by

Sea operations than any other region of the State. In 1982,

the Matanuska-Susitna  Borough’s share of Beaufort Sea employment was

estimated to equal 1.3 percent of employment within the Borough. In

rank order after Matanuska==Susitna Borough in 1982

Peninsula Borough (0.7%), Fairbanks North Star Borough

palit-y  of Anchorage (0.3%) and, lastly, the North Slope

were the Kenai

(0.6%), Munici-

Borough (0,2%).

Based on the above estimates of the relative

Sea employment to regional economies, it. can-

contribution of

be conjectured

Beaufort

that the

income impacts of Beaufort Sea exploration upon regional economies was

too marginal in comparison to other sources of employment and income to

— generate a significant boom/bust cycle. Instead, Beaufort Sea employ-

ment may better be seen as having only a minor influence on employment
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SAM Bi? & SALE  71

AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL

Amwai
Employment

Mmicipality of Anchorage 87.338

Matarwka-$hsitm Borough 3,702

North slope Borough 8,761

Rest of Alaska 54,632

TOTAL 185,256

sale w? & sale 71
Onsite Employment

136

60

24

23

14—

267

0.6%

‘0.1%

0.0%-

0.2%

1982

24,812

8,609

9,638

55,769

1999826

Sources: Alaska %@xartmemt of hdmro SLatisfcica~ @arker~y;  Kevin Waring Associates estimates.

● * (1 II

Allocation  Of
Stale BF & Sale 71
Cmsitx EmPhqnmer&

331

%45

58

55

2fi

M.

647
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and income trends in the general economy$ tending either to amplifying

growth slightly or partly offset an,economic downturfi.

PURCHASES FROM LOCAL SUPPLIERS

Specific dollar volume figures for purchases from local suppliers were

not available from the operators nor from the major subcontractors,

This report., therefore, will draw from information developed regarding

those companies which provide support services in the Prudhoe Bay area

generally, those companies which have provided contractual and support

— services for Beaufort Sea exploration programs, and information obtained

about transportation of materials to the Prudhoe Bay area for use in

exploration programs.

As was the case when dealing with employment opportunities and numbers,

the sources of supplies and the identity of the companies which provide

services is difficult to fix in terms of residency or derivation. For

example, the only commodity

(North Slope) is fuel from

producers at Prudhoe Bay.—

serving the North

Native corporation

generally provide

dents, in addition

Slope area

or one of

additional

that is actually produced in the local area

the topping plants operated by the major

Also , the only resident-owned companies

are those that are owned

the village corporations.

employment opportunities

by the regional

These companies

for local resi-

to the overall ownership, either directly or through

joint ventures, and participate in the management of the enterprise.

Examples include the Pingo Corporation, owned by the village corpora-

tions of Analctuvuk  Pass~ Atkasook, Kaktovik, Nuiqsut, ,Pt. Hope and
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Wainwright; and subsidiaries of the NANA Regional Corporation such as

NANA Oilfield Services, NANA-Mannings and NANA/Purcell Security —

Services.

With reference to the la~ge numbers of companies listed in Ehis report.

as having operations and operation bases at Prudhoe BayJ all of them are

either Alaska based companies or interstate companies with substantial

operations and investment in Alaska. Over 90 percen~ of the companies

holding contracts for work in connection wi~h Beaufort Sea exploration

meet either Alaska based or significant investment criteria. These

include the geophysical companies drilling companies, oilfield service

companies > oil spill cleanup organizations> air and marine transporta-

tion companies, construction and equipment contractors and the various

cateringj camp services> and general miscellaneous service providers.

“Based upon the indicated Alaska involvement of these several companies

and the source of the labor force with which they operatej as indicated

in other sections of this report> i~ is plausible to estimatie chat the

use of Alaskan based or Alaskan involved companies in the exploration

work would exceed the 75 percent level. As ~~ted ~~ ~abl~ %1, the labor

force engaged in those operations approximates that same proportion.

In the case of consumable supplies such as fuel, food stuffs, lubri-

cantss drill pipe, drilling mud, cement, etc., ib is a fair assumption

that all of these supplies originate outside the State of Alaska>

excepting motor fuel manufactured directly at Prudhoe Bay. During the

past several years, however, considerable prepurchase  and storage was

—

—
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accomplished at various locations in Alaska as opposed to direct ship-=

ment from the “Lower 48” to the actual operation a,t Prudhoe Bay. lhe

most significant impact of this type of operation is upon the Fairbanks

area and the Anchorage and Kenai areas in Southcentral  Alaska. These

are the major shipping and storage locations with Fairbanks beirig at the

terminus of the Alaska Railroad and being the closest surface shipping

point or air shipping point; Anchorage being a combined shipping and

storage point; and the Kenai area with major petroleum industry involve==

ment. The past five years have brought an accelerated use of the Dalton

Highway as a shipping route to Prudhoe Bay, particularly for commodi-

ties ~ equipment and supplies since it permits storage in Anchorage or
—

Fairbanks and rapid movement to the exploration site when needed rather

than requiring heavy bulk storage in the immediate vicinity of Prudhoe

Bay.

Food stuffs and related supplies for camp operations are generally pur-

— chased in Anchorage and shipped by the most practical means to Prudhoe

Bay and to the exploration site. This may include ground transportation

and ~ for perishables, more likely air transport. In some instances,

food stuffs are air lifted directly—

horse, but this is generally done

planned menu requirements rather than

exploration camp sites.

from Portland or Seattle to Dead-

with supplies for large facility

for imediate consumption at small

The question has been raised as to whether these operations have had any

adverse impact on the availability of supplies and services for perma-

nent residents of the North Slope Borough. The finding generally is
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that it has not. Arguably $ the demand for air passenger and cargo

services generated by petroleum-related exploration activities may.have —

had positive
—

effect on the frequency and cost of air transportation

services to Barrow.

Marine Survevs

Marine geophysical surveys are conducted. to evaluate the oil-bearing

potential of potential exploration areas. While the bulk of these

surveys are commonly undertaken in advance of the lease sale> additional

surveys may be conducted to gat.her”  additional geological data in prepa-

ration for exploration drilling decisions.

Table 36 lists permits issued by the State of Alaska for seismic and

geophysical survey work in the Beaufort Sea arka after Sale BF.

In contrast to geophysical work in most offshore areas$ much of the

marine survey work in the Beaufort Sea was conducted from the ice sur-

face rather than from marine vessels. This is evident in the dates

shown for permits in Table 36. Also, because of the technical expertise

required for geophysical surveys, t2uis work is predominantly contracted

to specialized firms

physical companies do

the North Slope.

headquartered

maintain staff

outside Alaska. Some larger gee==

and equipment in Anchorage and on.

Exxon’s geophysical operations for its

vide an example of how these survey

184
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commissioned three types of marine surveys: .1] common depth point (CIN?)

surveys; 2) velocity surveys and 3) high resolution shallow hazard sur-

veys . The CDP seismic survey was conducted with geophone cable and a

vibrator. The velocicy surveys were obtained by lowering a geophone

into the borehole at various predetermined depths and then recording

signals transmitted from an air gun energy source. In Che winter of

1982-83, high resolution geophysical survey and coring programs were

conducted to deCermine if any shallow geologic hazards existed. The

work was done by Marine Technical Surveys of Stafford, Texas between

February 17 and March 22, 1983. A total of 43 miles of seismic data was

collected. The data was analyzed by Harding-Lawson Associates of

Novato, California.”
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Permit
No.

80-171

80-176

80-176

81-222

.81-227

82-228

81-230

81-240

82-005

82-017

82-146

82-148

82-204

82-213

Applicant

‘Western Gee.

Harding Law.

Exxon

shell

Chevron

G.S.I.

Arco

Ainoco

G.!3.1.

Arm

Exxon

G.S.1.

G.S.1.

GOS.I.

STATE

Contractor
or

Client

W e s t e r n  G e e .

Group

G.s.I.

G.s.I.

Sohio

GOS.I.

CGS/Sefel/
!lH.ti

Mobil

Western Gee.

Sohio/&xon/
Union/Amoco/
Arco

Sohio

SURVEY WORK IN BEAUFORT SEA AREA
1980 - 1983

Location

Harrison Bay

Beaufort Sea

Harrison Bay

Harriaon Bay

13arrison Bay

Harrison Bay

Earri.soa Bay

EIarrison Bay

.
FIarrison Bay

Harrison Bay

Cross Island

Peard Bay/
Harrison Bay

Sag. R. Delta
(offshore)

%iarrisoa Bay

Dates

11-15-80 to
5-15-81
7-25-80 EO

11-25-80

1-1-82  to
5-31-82

1-1-82  tO

5-15-82

1-15-82  ~0

!5-15-82

1-1-81  to
5-15-8.2

1=’1-82 to
5-25-82

2-1-82 t+O

5-15-82

2-10-82 tO

5-15-82

1-1-82  CO

5-1-82

7-1-82  t.O

10-31-82

7-1-82 CO

10-31+32

2-1-83  tO

5-20-83

1-1-83 to
.5-20-83

Energy
Source/Hethod

N/A

lT/A

Vibrators

Vibrators

Vibrators

Vibra~o  KS

Vibrators

Vibrators

Vibrators

WA

Airsy.ul

Airgun

Vibroseis

Vibroseis

No. Line
Miles

292.76

475 I

106

103 —

173.62

374.7

N/A

296

1.53 —
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Permit
No.

82-224

82-275

83-34

83-44

83-45

83-51

83-58

83--63

83-64

83-70

83-71

Source:

Applicant

(2.s.1.

G.S..I.

Amoco

Western Gee.

Wester Gee.

Exxon

Western Gee.

Sohio

Sollio

G.S.I.

Gulf

TAME 36
(Con& inued)

STATE PERMITS MY-ED FOR SEISMIC/GEOPHYSICAL
SURVEY WORK IN BEAUFORT SEA AREA

contractor
or

Client

Sohio

Sohio

Sefel

Shell

western  Gee.

G.S.I..

Group Survey

Sohio

Sohio

G.S.I.

G.S.I.

1980 =

Location

Cross Island
(offshore)

sag Eilelta/
i?rtdhoe Bay
(on/offshore)

Harrison Bay
(offshore)

Beaufort Sea

Beaufort Sea

Cross/Stockton
Island

Reindeer/
Cross Island

Beaufort

13eaufort

Beaufort

Cross Island

1983

Dates

2-1-83 to
5-20-83

1-15-83  trO

5-20-=83

3==24-83 to
5-30-83

7-15-83 to
11-1-83

7-15-83 to
11-1=-83

7-1-83 tO

10-31-83

7=15=%3 ‘to
11-1-83

7-21-83 to
9-1-83

7-21-83 to
9-15-83

8-26-83 LO

11-30-83

8-26-83 tO

11-30-83

Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Oil & Gas Division

Energy
Source/1’lethod

Vibroseis

Vibroseis

‘Vibroaeis

Airgun

Arigun

Airsxua

go. Line
Hiles

14

33

93

60

300

109
(MV-GSI Alaskan)

Airgun 35
(MV Arctic Star/
Western Aleutia)

Airgun 420
“(MV GSI Marina/
“GSI Alaskan)

Airgun 420
(MV GSI Alaskan/
Krystal Sea)

Airgun 30

Airgun 53.02
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v. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This chapter summarizes the most important factual findings of this

monitoring study $ with some comments on the applicability of these

findings for scenarios for future arctic exploration.

The Final Environmental Impact Statements offered
.

tion scenarios for Sale BF and Sale 71. These

hypothetical explora-

exploration scenarios

were used in the FEIS to illustrate the range of potential environ-

mental ~ socioeconomic and other impacts attributable to each sale. F: r

each FEIS$ the mean exploration scenario was used as a basis for

detailed analysis. Table 37

tion wells assumed in the

actual exploration history to

compares the number and timing of explora-

Environmental Impact Statements with the

date.

For Sale BF, industry was able to mount and execute more exploration

programs sooner than the FEIS assumed. The FEIS mean scenario assume”d

that two wells would be drilled in the first season and six more in the

second season. In fact, five wells were drilled in the initial season

and another nine in the second season. This performance is made more

noteworthy by the fact that eight of the fourteen wells drilled during

the first two seasons were emplaced on artificial gravel islands whose

construction added~ of

exploratory drilling.

exploration wells were

course ~ to the lead time rquired to mobilize for

However, in the next two years, only three more

initiated.
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TABLE 37

EXPLORATORY WELLS ,

FEIS MEAN S4H3NA.RIO

SALE B1? AND SALE 71

FORECAST m ACTUAL

hilling
Season

Sale B?? Sale 71
I?EIS Actual 3?EIS Actual

1980-81 “ 2

1!381-82 6

1982-83 6

1983-84 7—
Subtotal 21

1984-85 2

1985-86 1

1!386”87 —

TOTAL 24

a - Cross Island and Seal Island #2~

—
—

—

.—

—

b- Exploration plans for proposed drilling projects submitted by Exxon
(Antares) and Shell (Sandpiper).

The cumulative number of Sale Bl? wells (17) actually drilled or com-

mitted by the 1983-84 season is fairly close to &he number (21) assumed

in the FEIS mean scenario. This record indicates that, despite adverse

environmental and logistic conditions and despite stipulations? permit

requirements and other

to solve the physical

nificant and effective

regulatory constraint.s~ industry was clearly able

and institutional obstacles and carry out a sig-

exploration effort.

—

—
—

—
—
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In the case of Sale 71, the exploration record is short, for only a

brief time has elapsed since the sale. The FEI,S mean scenario assumed—

that thirty-two wells would be drilled over the first four drilling

seasons~ including four exploration wells in the first season and nine

in the second season. The actual pace of exploration will certainly lag—

well below that rate in the first two seasons. Indeed, it now seems

very unlikely that the expectations for e~loration reflected in the

l?EIS scenario will ever be fulfilled. The ill-fated Muklyk project was
—

the only exploratory well undertaken in the first drilling season. Only

two more wells, Exxon’s Antares project and Shell’s Sandpiper project,

are now proposed for the 1984-85 season. With respect to prospects for

new exploration programs in future years> it is important to note that

pre-exploration interest was heavily concentrated on a single prospect,

the Mukluk structure. More than 75 percent of Sale 71 receipts were
—

accounted for by successful bids on an group of fourteen adjacent tracts

overlying the Mukluk structure. The disappointing result for Sohio’s

initial exploratory well on the Mukluk project appears to have dissi-

pated any further drilling interest in that structure. In view of the

relatively low level of bidding interest displayed for the rest of Sale

71 tracts, it seems unlikely the scenario forecast for Sale 71 will be

realized.

Q The

Bay

the

qualitative impact of the

enclave’s facilities and

incremental demand for

Beaufort Sea exploration upon the Prudhoe

l>bor force can not simply be equated to

facilities and services attributable to

Beaufort Sea projects. Well before the Beaufort Sea OCS sales, Prudhoe

Bay/Deadhorse  was a highly developed industrial enclave already possess-
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ing most of the transportation~ industrial personnel support and other

infrastructure typically needed to support Beaufort Sea operations. On

the other hand, Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse  did not and does not have a perma-

nent pool of resident workers. InsEead, the enclave draws from the

labor pool in other areas of Alaska and beyond for its workforc.e as

needed. overall, the Beaufort Sea exploration programs comprised a

substantial industrial undertaking. Even so, they were greatly out-

weighed by ocher Prudhoe Bay petrol~um industry employment and accounted

for no more than perhaps two to three percent

meat. in the Prudhoe Bay area during any single

of average annual employ-

.
year.

Artificial gravel

exploration wells

for its Antares

islands served as drilling platforms for a majority of

to date. However, Exxon’s decision to employ a CIDS

project may be a harbinger for a shift ia induitry

preference for relocatable drilling platforms, at least for drilling

projects in moderately deep waters or sites further offshore. In these

casesj relocatable structures may offer significant cost advantages over

gravel islands, including caisson-retained islands.

-1

Because of the number of gravel islands built for Beaufort Sea explora-

tion, the construction and transportation industries accounted for a

large share of onsite employment. Wintertime island construction and
@

drilling opera~ions  permitted use of ice roads to truck large volumes Of

gravel add drilling supplies to the exploration site. On the other

hand, there was relatively

to typical remote offshore

overland access provided by

minor use of marine supply systems compared

exploration programs, partly because of the

the Dalton Highway and ice roads. Likewise,

9

6
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there was less me made of helicopters and crew boats for transport of

— personnel and supplies.
J

Total onsite employment for Beaufort Sea exploration programs for the

1980-83 period was estimated at about 1,532 manyears  of which 1,185

manyears or 77 percent was provided by Alaskan residents. In absolute

terms, Anchorage and Fairbanks regions supplied most of the resident

— workforce  for Beaufort Sea exploracion~ followed by Kenai Peninsula and .
—

Platanuska-Susitna  Boroughs. The North Slope Borough trailed these four

regions in its share of resident employment.

The North Slope Borough’s indigenous economy offers virtually nothing in

the way of locally made industrial goods, equipment and services needed

e,
by the industry.

directly by barge

points of entry

@ Valdez]. Some of

Most equipment and supplies are either delivered

to Prudhoe Bay or relayed by truck or airfreight from

in southcentral Alaska (Anchorage? Seward, Whittier,

these goods and supplies may be drawn from inventories

stockpiled at Fairbanks~ Anchorage or the Kenai area. In this respect,

this economic pat~ern for Beaufort Sea operations resembles the general

— relationship between

indigenous economy.

North Slope petroleum industry operations and the

Total Alaska resident wages earned during the three years of exploration

amounted to about $47,426,000. IE was presumed ~hat resident wages were

attributable to home communities in the same proportion as employment.
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.

While Beaufort Sea exploration

absolute terms to

did not amount to

cient to generat-e

jobs and wages

made a significant

in Alaskags economys

contribution in

this contribution

a share of- overall regional economic activity suffi-

adverse growth impacts in any region.

The sale skipulat-ions on seasonal drilling affected the choice Of

logistic arrangements and island construc~ion and drilling  stxat.egies.

According to data provided by the operators, the seasonal stipulations

often.. added to the worktime and overall cost of exploration projects.

Also by report of the operators~ the seasonal stipulations adversely

affected the time available for well testing. Time extensions were

frequently sought in order to complete well testing, but not always

approved.

—
=—

—
—
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Table 1.13.4.d.-2
Intermediate  case

summary of Basic Assumptions

,

Sale acreage offering 208091
(combined Federal and State)

Recoverable oil 750

Recoverable gas 1.625

Peak oil prodl.lctiion 151,000
Average annual

— Peak gas production

Average annual

Exploration activity:
Support and supply facilities:

— existing
constructed

Chdmr-e chin sites:
remote
accessible

—
Artificial islands:

ice
shallow water; sandbag retained (summer.)
shallow wa~er; sandbag retained (wi.n.ter]
sacrificial beach

— Exploratory wells

Delineation  wells

Development a~tivit.y:
Artificial islands:

shallow water; sandbag retained {summe~]:
existing
constnxted .

— sacrificial beach:
— existing

constructed

4
2
7

20

0
2

0
2

hectares (5142192 acres)

Elilhicm barrels

IXilliori cubic feet

barrels per day
million barrels per year

million mbit feet per day

billion mbit feet per year

See footnotes at end of table. continued
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Table 1.Bo40do-=.2
hwemediates (%.s43

Smmal-y of Basic Assumpticms”==cxmtximmcl

Production ad service wells
offshore tmmk pipelines
onshore pipelines

Suppm% ad supply facilities:
existing
Ccmstm(ad.

I%oducticm pnxessirlg facilities

Direct Umd lxquimmtmts:
Short-term devehped area {ice]
Lcmg+em CLevdoped  area

(&wJ’d Ccmstmctdon]
‘-rot-al onshore devekqynent

(gravel Cm.strtmui.on)
Total offshore development
‘Total development

Gravel Requirements:
Gravel fmm onshore source

Gravel from offshore  source

Total gravel

Petroleum refineries in Alaska

%.kpprt and .supply
W3rkboats -
Hcrwercraft

support and supply
Workbclats
IkWercraft

HeLiXclpt.er support
“Helicopter support
Annual oil shipped

miles
miles —

—

!58

377

227
209
W(5

1,8508640

9,740,280

11,591,320

0

IMY2tal=es (144 amx?s)

IMY.2txmes  (343 acres)

1“3
1“3 —

1“3
1’=3

2“6
3

55

—

million ?x3mds per year

‘See footnotes at end of table. ccnatilnled .
—
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Potential  discharge of cleaned mwk, CUttirLfgSj and formation
the marine environment.

I!hds (bbh) 792,400
cuttings (cu. ‘@s.) 99,926
Formation waters (mmbbls) 375==3,750

1/ Assumes me of existing facilities at E%mdhoe Bay.

waters to

~/ Dackks 44,$00 feet o; submarine pipeline  and $~OOf3 feet of
pipeline elevated on a gravel causeway-.

3_/ .Includes  operation headquarters s work camp, permanent roadsj
aircraft rwway$ dock? and staging area.

~/ InclUdes one pump itation (located on offshore platform) and
one flow station (onshore)

Hote : For a detaiki description of exploration and prodwtion
facilities, see appendix 4.

SCwrcxss: See sources for table 1.13.4.d.-l.
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APPENDIX 11 - BASIC EM?II(3YMEN’T Assm’mTIoNs

This appendix estimates the employment that may be generated as a result
of the proposal. Smary tables of direct and total employmen~ ‘are
included at the beginning of section 111..C.2 for the rnimi-mum~ intermed-
iate, and maximum cases. The detailed development assumptions and
rationale used are included in the following pages.

Introduction: Workforce estimates for the exploration a-d de~e@~e~~ I
scenarios described in section I are derived from various sources.
Primary among them is experience gained from North Slope exploration and
development activity, including E’rudhoe Bay, Alyeska Pipeline Construction,
onshore exploration in NPR-A, nearshore Beaufort Sea exploration} and
available information from Canadian Arctic exploration accivit.ies.
~x=ade literature on the oil, gas, and pipel.ining industries and the
Alaskan construction industry have been consulted extensively, and
discussions ha”ve been held with representatives of the petroleum and
construction indus~ries in Alaska.

However, it must be recognized that exploration and development activity
in the Beaufort Sea will be a unique undercak.ing in importan~ respects.
Prudhoe Bay development was an arctic, but not an offshore experience.
Offshore experience elsewhere in Alaska, in other parts of the United
S&ates, and in the North Sea are not directly relevant to the Beaufort
Sea because of the difference in erivi;onments.  Although t-here has been
ex~ensive exploration in the Canadian Arctic% there has been no gas or
oil field development. . .

.
—

lkvelopnen~ of the I@dhoe Bay field may have many similarities with an
offshore Beaufoft Sea effort to recover oil and gas. Certainly remoteness,
climate! and environmental sensitivi~y of the Arctic region are critical
determinants of the schedule, cost, and labor requirements of exploration
and development. —

Virtually all of the labor-intensive construction work involved with
development- will occur in a social and technological enclave similar to
that built ~t Prudhoe Bay. For example, the modular approach to construc-
tion of arctic field faciiities~ in which buildings and equipment are
prefabricated outside Alaska and shipped to the field for installation,

—

is sound and can be expected to be used in future arctic work. ‘The
Prudhoe Bay experience has also demonstrated the penalties in manpower
productivity that are imposed by remoteness~  climate, and wintertime
darkness of the arctic environment. ‘Ebere is an annual average indiv-
idual productivity loss of some two and one half times compared to
similar work performed in an average setting in the contiguous 48 States -

—

(Chandler, 1977) (Dames & Moore, 1978). This lost labor productivity
factor does not include the large labor requirements for support of an
arctic field work force.

Some difficulties are also experienced in attempting to extrapolate
directly from the Prudhoe Bay experience. A major difficult-y in drawing =
on the manpower requirements actually experienced at Prudhoe Bay and the



related North Slope development activity is the lack of readily available
information on the manpower requirements. Neither the industry nor the
State has developed a comprehensive statistical st.atemen~ of the manpower
requirements for construction and operation of the major components of
the field.

Another diffic.ul~j  is that the Prudhoe
kind, and much money and manpower were
learning how to build in the Arctic.

project was the first of its
expended in the pr’ocess  of

.

Furthermore, the Beaufort- Sea field sizes hypo~hesized  are much smaller
than the Prudhoe Bay field which, at 9.6 billion barrels, is one of the
largest=  in the world. By comparison, the largest discovery analyzed is
1.25 billion barrels, or about 13 percent of t%e bonanza Prudhoe Bay
field. Thus, the labor force requirements to develop 13eaufort  Sea
fields will differ vastly from those necessary to develop the Prudhoe
Bay field, and any extrapolation from the Prudhoe experience must take
this disparity into account.

It must also be kept in mind that exploration ~ and to some extent develop-
ment, of fields in the central 13eaufort Sea area off Prudhoe Bay would
13enefit from Che existing Prudhoe Bay infrastructure, such as crew
camps$ roads} airfields
houses and shops.

~ communications facilities~  and oil field ware-
The Prudlioe Bay development had to supply all its own

support ~acilitiese

In addition to the difficulties of extrapolating manpower requirements
for 13eaufort.  Sea operations from previous experience, there are general
difficulties forecasting manpower requirements for hypothetical explor-
ation and development programs. Many factors will influence actual
labor requirements. The labor requirements estimated for each scenario
conform wi~klin reasonable bounds$ given the assumptions used, &o estimaCes
developed lIy the State of Alaska (Petroleum  Development Study North
Slope of Alaska, 1977) and Dames & Moore (Beaufort Sea Region Petroleum
Development Scenarios, 1978], However, actual employment may vary
significantly depending on the following factors.

The most important factor-is the engineering technology that is developed
for drilling and producing in offshore arctic waters. It is too early
to specify the techniques that will be used$ and the related manpower
requirements.

The availability of gravel is also an important fac~or. The farther the
borrow site is from the facility, the more workers and time will be
required. A related variable is the time available for facilities
construction, although to a large degreej workers can be substituted for
t. ime.
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Manpower requirement-s could also be influenced by environmental stipula-
tions contained in lease agreements. Regulations could specify certain
techniques and operations which would increase manpower needs. Regula-
tions and’stipulations  not currently incorporated in the existing body
of law or regulation are not presumed ih impact assessment in this
environmental statement.

Union contract covering Beaufort Sea operations may also affect employ-
ment levels. Factors such as crew size requirements and work period
limita~ions  cO@cl lw a~~ectecl.

Finally, conditions specific to the site may affect employment. For
example~ control of drifting snow aE offshore sites will be a routine,
natural- event that must. be considered. Placement. and alignment of ice
roads > construction of snow berms and fences ~ and ice conditions (e.g. ~
ridges, winter storms~ and their dura~icm], or miscalculation thereo.fj
will affect employment. The arctic can pose an unending series of
operating problems; experience will reduce the effort. needed to offset
them; however, they will not be completely eliminated. .

Statement of Estimated Development Activity: In the following pages,
total-employment is estimated by task, i.e., exploration drilling,
development drilling, etc., and work monhhsa Peak annual total employ- .
ment and average annual total em~lqment  at-e s~own. only c%imct total

eaq?loyment, i.e. ~ field worlc ~o~ce req~i~emen.ts,  are estimated here.

‘I%e i.ndi~e.et, or “sqqo~ting” wO~~ ~0n2e swh as t~acie and, semice

workers$ is estimated from average annual Eotal employment using the
Instikute of Social and Economic Research Man-in-the-Arctic (U&U?)
econometric model.

Discussion of employment is divided into exploration, development con-
struction, development drilling and operations phases. The estimates
are expressed in terms of mining and construction employment onlyj
though these definitions are used somewhat loosely in that, for example,
(direct] transportation workers are included. This is done to more
clearly portray exploration and developmen~  activities} e.g. ~ supply
functions, though with a minor compromise of the Standard Industrial
Code classification system.

The following tables show direct employment estimates Lhat have been
made for each scenario phase (exploration ckvelopnent construction
operations) . Note that tital direct employment will be greater than the
sum of all  (oasite~  crews  wo~~~~g  at any one time. ‘This is because a

po~t~o~  Of  tlm total  employment  i.s alway.~ on rotation or rest break,
away from t-he work site. For example ~ construction crews may work nine
weeks on site and take one week o~~; o~e~ation.s  and aclminist~ative

personnel t~icall~ wo~~ one weelc on and have one week off. Thus,
employment is a multiple of crew size and rotation, hence the work force
id~at~.fied  wihh each ~unction
determine total employment.

is multiplied by a r~tation fac~or to

3

—
—
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Construction employment is estimated at 1.1 times crew size (one week
off divided by rLine weeks on equals .11); drilling and other petroleum
employment at 1.5 times crew size (one week off divided by two weeks on
equals .5). These factors are defined as rota~ion factors.

Exploration: After issuance of Ieasesj exploratory drilling will be
initiated. Operations are assumed to begin during the first half of
1980 and continue through 1986. The possible timing of exploratory and
delineation well drilling is shown at ~able 1.

It is assumed that the majority of exploration wells would be drilled
from onshore or artificial islands in the approximate ratio of one to
three. For environmental assessment purposes, it is assumed that one of
the offshore platforms constructed in both 1983 and 1984 are ice islands,
the remainder= of offshore platforms are assumed to be artificial soil or
gravel islands.

Any mobile drilling unit used would be limited to activity from approxi-
mately June or July through September or October. Exploratory or delin-
eation wells drilled from, e.g., sunken barges would obviate the need
for construction. of artificial soil or gravel islands on a one for one
basis. To the extent such technologies are used, gravel usage and
disturbance at borrow sites as explained in section I are overstated.
For an overview of potential mobile drilling systems use in the 13eaufort
Sea the reader is referred to Thomas A. Hudson, 1978, Mobile Drilling
Systems for the Beaufort Sea. BLM/NOAA OCSEAP Beaufort Synthesis Meeting,
Barrow, Alaska, January 24-=27, 1978. Presentations by the Arctic Research
Comittee of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association.

A maximum of 5 exploratory rigs are estimated to be active at any one
time. Adequate delineation of the assumed oil and gas field discoveries
is estimated to be accomplished as follows: 4 expendable delineation
wells would be drilled, one in 1982~ one in 19832 and EWO in 1984. On
averagej an exploration or delineation well is assumed to require 130
days to complete.

It is anti~ipated  that exploration activity would make maximum use of
existing, or modified, facilities in the Prudhoe Bay vicinity. Existing
docks, airstrips ~ service company facilities? aircraft and vehicle
maintenance shops ~ and other facilities should be adequate to accommoda&
explora~ion  needs. For field development ~ support and supply facilities
would be established near the producible fields to reduce”logistics
limes.

It is assumed operators would attempt to make maximum use of the summer
months for supply and construction purposes. Therefore, it is assumed .
that the majority of offshore artificial gravel platforms would be
constructed during the summer. Similarly, it is assumed that operators
will attempt to stockpile sufficient bulk materials, e.g.> tubular

●

4
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Table 1
Intermediate Case

Exploratory Drilling Schedule -

1/ Ixmlucks 24 expkm&icm  wells. Four expendable wells are assumed
drZlled to define each producible field discovered.

~/ The second onshore site is assumed to require a connecting gravel
roadp all others are assumed to use snow or ice roads.

~/ One of the platforms constructed in both 1983 and 1984 are assumed
to be ice islands. All others are assumed to be artificial soil or
gravel islands.

source : Alaska OCS Office, 19780

.
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goods, mud and cement, housing units ~ and a water treatment plant at the
well site via, for example> ‘lsea lift’! barge operations to allow for
well comple~ion with a minimum of heavy goods resupply. Personal commun-
ications with Atlantic Richfield Company, Anchorage> Alaska, 1978j and
Exxon, USA, Anchorage, Alaska, 1978. The practical effect of these
assumptions is to limit the majority of exploration construction and
supply activity to the smer months and drilling operations to the
winter months$ though year-round operations are presumed to be allowed.
Note from table 1 ‘chat two ice islands and one winter constructed arti-
ficial gravel island are assumed.

Table 2 shows the estimated construction work force required for construe-=
Lion of onshore gravel pads, conwscting gravel or snow and ice roads and
for offshore artificial gravel islands and ice islands. The employment
estimates are intended to be representative subject to the qualifications
described at the outset of this sec~ion , reflecting the experience of
Norch Slope operators and contractors to date. Site maintenance is not
included; maintenance and support activities are discussed with exploratory
drilling operations. Winter built gravel islands are assumed constructed.
by removing ice at the site and backfilling with gravel trucked over the
ice from onshore borrow sites. Sunmuner  constructed grave,l islands are
assumed to be constructed using suction dredge or clamshell barges. l?o r
an overview of offshore artificial island construction designs and
methodst the reader is referred to Ehe presentations by the Arctic
Research Committee of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association to the 13LM/NOA.A
OCSEAP Beaufort Sea Synthesis Meeting, Barrow, Alaska, Jamary 24-2T,
1978.

Table 3 shows the estimated workforce requirements for exploratory
drilling and support activity. The estimates are representative”of the
workforce  required by a single operator undertaking a drilling program
wi~h a single drilling unitj assuming (primarily) winter drilling opera==
Lions . Also, the figures reflect the relatively limited experience of
operating in the Beaufort Sea. For example, allowance is made for site
maintenance employment of 14. This reflects construction and maintenance
of snow and ice bermst moatsj roadsj and airstrips. Greater experience
in designj  placement, and alignment. of these may very well reduce main-
tenance activity significantly (personal comtmication wi~h Union Oil
Company of California, Anchorage, Alaska, November 1, 1978). Yet,
particularly severe winter storms} e.g., in terms of blowing snow, may
increase maintenance requirements.

Similarly, supply support employment will depend upon site specific
conditions , time of year, methods of surface transport, and operator and
drilling contractor policies. The estimates attempt to incorporate
allowances for varying surface transport modes} i.e.} truck$ bay (shallow
draft) tugs and barges, cat trains$ work boats and (as one experienced
observer stated) some “Buck Rogerst~ vehicles} e.g., hovercraft. Obviously,

5
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irabh 2
Intermediate case

Exploratory Onshore Pad and Clffshore Island (%nstrtiction

TOt,al work
Esnploym?nt Months

work Force Rl?quirelnents:

50 workers
Snow and ice

24 workers

offshore:
Ice island:

54 workers 5’/x 2 months x l.l rotation- 60 120
Artificial gravel i.skd: .5/136 workers x .3 months x l.l rOCati.on- 150 450

~/ Dames & Moore, 197!3, p. 2640

2/ Persorial commwicati.cm wi~h Don Williams, C~owle_Y llmironmental

—

the road is
road) route
m5eded may be

employment
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Table 3
Estimated Personnel Requirements
Exploratory Drilling and !ihqport

Personnel Requirements: Each exploratory drilling rig.

1/
Cinsite M%s”ite

Drilling rig– ~,
Drilling crew- 12 6

;:?N;~yf#-’2/ 16 10
7 ‘7

‘Eotal d~illi.ng contractor personnel s z

5/Site maintenance– 10 4

Engineering and we116.ervice -

Opera~or per
Well serviceTTm:l-

* *
* *

Total engineering and well service personnel

Supply support opergfions
Supply operations–9,
Helicopter service–
Total supply support. personnel

Total personnel requiremen~s

!5
E

56

2
3

-3

32

8
8
z

106



I?ootmtes  to table 3

I_l Personal communication with Nabors Alaska Drilling, Inc., Anchorage,
Alaska, November 1, 1978. Drilling contractor  employment  will vary with
the type of rig used ~ support. eff’ort dictated by site conditions and
contractor policy. That is, other drilling contractors may employ more
personnel!  others fewer.

~/ Includes drillers, CLsrri.damen,  motormen, and. floorkmndso

y Includes  rig supervision, mechmim, Wddem, ek?am’ieiarls,
roustabouts ~ forklift operators, and wate~ haulers.

~/ Includes cooks, bullcooks,  bakers$ and sewer plant operators.

51 Personal comunicatiom with l?red Duthweilex=,  Union Oil Company of
California, Anchorage, Alaska, November 1, 1978. Includes motor patrols,
trugk drivers} and dozer~ front end. loader, and plow operators.

.
~/ Includes Cechnical staff, e.g., geologists and engineers, directly

associated with offshore drilling operations. These personnel would also
perform duties relating to an entire exploration and drilling program.
They are included here to reflect the “headquarters”  staff functions
associated with such a program.

~/ Includes mud loggers, mud engineers, directional survey personnel,
well loggers ~ cememtersi and special crews wh~ch per~od~cally perform
spec~al~zed  well service funct~cms.

~/ Includes mater~als handlers] marine personnel (cqen water .aeas~n]~

hovercraft personnel (freezeup and breakup)., and truck drivers (winter).

~/ Personal communication with Walt Benard,  Evergreen Helicopters
of Alaskaj Anchoragej Alaska, November 1$ 1978. Includes pilots, copilots,
mechanics$ and dispatchers.

—
—
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all modes would not be used si.mult.aneously~  but the allowances are in
line with North Slope experience (see Dames & Moore estimates, 1978$ p.
257).

Personnel movements between well sites and Prudhoe Bay transfer points
are expected to be via helicopter. Helicopter service employment estimates
assume on helicopter per active rig plus at least one comon backup?
i.e.Y at least one aircraft would be available at any-time co handle an
emergency. Personnel requirements do not differ significantly assuming,
e.g. ~ use of ‘I’win Otters in appropria~e circumstances and in factj such
uses probably will occur.
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APPENDIX C

SALE 71 EXPLORATION SCENAIRIO ASSUMPTIONS

Reproduced from D~ap~r Field
Final Environmental Impact Statement

Proposed Oil & Gas Lease Sale 71
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Table ll.B.I.aa-l
Beaufort  Sea Sale 71

Mean Base Case Scenario

Estimated Schedule of Development and Production

MOduction ‘hunk
Expl. & Ilelin.— Platforms&’ Production & Pipe- Shore Production

-’ Sale Cal. wells and Service Wells
— ..——

lines ‘Terms oil Gas
Year Year No. Rigs Equipment No. Rigs Miles No. MMbb 1 Bet. ..—

0
1
2—.

— 3
4
5
6
7
8—,–. 9

10
11
12
13

— 14
‘“ 15

16
17
18
19

— 20
- 21

22
23
24
25

-: 26
- 27

28
2!3
30

1983

1990

1!395

2
3
3
3

3
5
4

.

60
90
90
90
90
42

.1
98 .4

8 66 . .3
12 .2
12
12
12
6

2000

2005

.

126
320
424
400
293
200
140
103
78
59
47
37
30
24
21
18
15
13
11
9
8
4

- Totals 32 12 4 6 2 164 2 2,380 1, 78C

Source: USGS, 1981.

— ~/ Platforms in this scenario refer CO gravel islands.
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Section WA.].
. —

Iv. ENVIIKNMENTAL CONSEQUENCES:

l%. Basic Assumptions for Impact Assessment ‘

lhckr the terms of the proposed action, 372 blocks for a total of 743,$28
hectares (1.$ million acreas) would be. I&ased for oil and gas exploration and
development. For the block delet.icm alternatives, the areas are as follows:
Alternative IVY 670,653 hectares [1,657,183 acres); Alternative V, 645,045
hectares [1 ,593,907 acres); Alternative VI, 673,363 hectares (1,66.3,879
acres); and Alt.&rnative VII$ 679,915 hectares (1,680,068 acres). According to
USGS E?stimatx?s, undiscovered recoverable  resources resulting  from the mean
case of the proposed action axv2  2.38 13~11~0~  &4KTf31s  of oil  aml 1.78 t~~ll~o~

cubic feeE Of #M.

This section  q u a n t i f i e s  impacts %&ic%. Cxndd result, from the proposed lease
sale . All figures are relative to the mean ea%e since the mean ease is Used
~0~ quanti~icat.icm  of ~m?xa~~e lewels Of ihwelqmwntal activity. (see

Appendix F for a summary of minimum and maximum impacts.) There are, however,
many areas in which it is difficult to quantify iaqacts clw to lack of d a t a

ancl w~ia~le ~a@.oE3 that a~~eet aq potential development.

For each impact analysis all pertinent laws of the United States, including
USGS Operating Orders for the OCS, are assumed to be in effect. The Operating
Orders and some laws would mitigate certain impacts. Further, the discussion
of cumulative effects contained in each impact section is based on the inter-
relationship of this proposed action as well” as other major~ current? and
proposed projects. Section IV.A07. and Appendix B discuss projects considered
in preparation Of the cumula~ive  effecEs assessment.

Since this environmental statement does not. forecast or predict. the future,
potentially affected cxomunities should not use this EIS as a “local planning
doc!umento” ~he facility locations and scenarios described in this document,
which are only representative Of the l~eations and scenarios that presently

seem Iikely$ serve simply as a basis for identifying characteristic activities
and resulting impacts for this EIS. They do not represent a BLM recommenda-
tion preference, or endorsement of facilfiy~ites  or development. schemes=

the joint FederalfState Beaufort Sea lease ;ale area and in. submerged state
lard offshore  the mid”l%saufort Sea coast. Description of exploration opera-
tions for tkis leasing proposal draws from the considerable  experience in
exploratory work in both the U.S. and Canadian Beaufort  Seas. Some circum-=

St,amce?s are different; thf3St2 Wi~~ be noted be~OW. lt ShOll~d be nOt.ed that
site Conditions$ economic  factors$ resaurce E+quirements? and environmental
considerations may yield di.fferer.& exploration plans for each well and drill
site in the sale area. Specific assumptions cm exploration operations and
scheduling are indicated below. These are intended to cover the range of
exploration operations and practices likely to occur in the proposed sale
area .

,,—
—
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Section IV~.1.

a. “Exploration Activity: Table 11.B.l.a.-l  shows a schedule
of exploration drill site construction and placeme~t, along with exploratory
drilling. During 1987, the year of maximum exploratory activity, drilling
rigs located on at least three platforms are expected to complete 10 explor-
atory wells. In the exploratory period, some 32 wells may be completed. An
average of two or three exploratory wells may be drilled from each drill site,
be it a gravel island or other structure; directional drilling will allow
adjacent tracts to be drilled from the same drill site. More exploration
drill sites may be used if operators wish to expedite the exploratory drilling
program in the early years of the lease term. The exploration schedule shown
in Table 11.B.l.a.-l  assumes considerable efficiency of each drill site.
Assuming no seasonal drilling restriction, a maximum of three wells could be
drilled from a single drill site in a calendar year.

b. Timing of Exploration: The exploration program assumes
year-round drilling operations. Table 11.B.l.a.-l  shows that exploratory
drilling would occur in the second (1985) through the fifth years of the lease
term (1988). If seasonal drilling restrictions were to be imposed in the pro-
posed sale area, the number of years required to complete an exploratory
drilling program would be extended. However, in the early years of the lease
term with seasonal restrictions, the same number of exploratory drill sites
may be developed in order to access the most promising geologic structures.
The exploratory drilling program assumes hydrocarbon discoveries in the first
year of drilling (1984). A field delineation, as well as additional explora-
tion activity, continues from the second (1985) through the fifth (1985) years
after the lease sale. Although potential lessees in the proposed sale 71 area
may consider these exploration assumptions to be optimistic USGS considers
them to be reasonable for scenario specification in the environmental assess-
ment.

c. Lease Term: The lease term for leases issued to high
bidders in OCS sale 71 is assumed. to be 5 years (standard for all OCS sales).
The period of the lease term should not significantly alter the environmental
impacts analyzed in this EIS. The OCSLA, as implemented through MMS regula-=
tions governing operations on the OCS leasehold, allows for continuation of
the lease term if the lessee is either drilling for hydrocarbons or has a well
capable of producing hydrocarbons.

d. ‘Types of Exploratory Drill Sites: The term “exploration
drill site” refers ‘to a surface design built for exploratory drilling opera-=
tions. The types of drill sites used in the proposed sale 71 area w~ll-most
likely$ or mos,t frequently, be artificial islands. The use of artificial
islands as exploration drill sites has been common both in the American and
Canadian Beaufort Seas. The type of island construction has varied between
the two areas in both design and construction materials. Artificial islands
constructed in the Canadian Beaufort have been composed of sand and gravel and
have been emplaced on the seafloor by means of suction dredges. Drill sites
in the American Beaufort have, until recently, been constructed on natural
barrier islands. Although some pioneering structures were composed entirely
of ice, currently industry plans to construct sand and gravel islands in
shallow waters within the Barrier Islands. No artificial islands have yet
been built outside the land fast ice zone. Different types of artificial
islands may be constructed, depending upon water depth, distance from shore,
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availability Of borrow materials~  and ice conditions. Thus , islands may be

constructed of gravel~ sanclj and/or silt. or combinations thereof. Gravel is _
Ehe preferred borrow material; however$ its availability and cost of transport ,
from borrow sources may require other materials which are more accessible.
The design of art-i.ficial islands may incorporate sacrificial beaches, sCe,el/
concrete caissoasj protective moat.s$ and other design features depending upon
the circumstances in order to prevent damage and destruction due to Ehe ef-
fects of erosion and ice movement.. Refer to Appendix 4 of the IN? I?EIS re- _
garding details on exploration island design.

Ice islands are also possible drill sites in the more shallow waters of ~he
proposed lease area. However, in comparison to other types of drill sitesj
ice islands pose the following disadvantages: (.1) the islands are susceptible
Eo.movement in adverse weather and ice conditions ; and (2) as drill sites they .
are temporary struc~ures which can be used for only one winter’s operations. —

For operators desiring a reusable exploration structure, a modified drilling
barge may be suitable for exploration of proposed sale 71 blocks. The barge
would be motuat.ed  on a gravel bed which would be similar to ~he basement. of a
gravel island; and it would be designed to arctic specifications, e.g.$ the
vessel would withstand ice forces encountered in shallow waters and the shore- @
fast ice region and in the absence of pressure ridging. Once in place, the
drilling barge would be sunk into position on the submerged gravel pad base-
ment.. Barges could be protected by a surrounding gravel berm or @ a support
ice-breaking vessel (see support and logi,stui.cs  functions below). Operating
depths for this platform type would be approximately 20 to 60 feet.

Artificial islands have been built in 20 meters (60 ft] of water in the
Canadian Beaufort Sea/MacKenzie Delta area by ESSO Resources, Canada, using
dredged silt and sand. As an explora~ion  platform, gravel (artificial) island
technology is possible for most of the blocks in the proposed sale 71 area.
Recently, Canadian Beaufort operators have created an artificial island in 72
feet of water using concrete c a i s s o n s . The use of concrete  c a i s s o n s  will 0

extend artificial island construction into deeper waters and produce a sE.ruc-
ture more capable of resisting ice movement. However, beyond a certain water
depth, artificial islands become less economical in comparison to drillships
particularly  in the exploratory mode. This exploration scenario assumes that
a drillship will be used at least once in the deepest waters of the proposed
sale area. It also assumes that at least two wells. will be drilled from the =
drillship.

e. Location of Exploratory Drilling: The location o f  dril==
ling platforms and exploration wells in the proposed sale area will generally
follow a sequential movement from nearshore to offshore over the lease tenna
mat is, operators are likely to drill first in shallow waters with shorefast Q

ice conditions where prior exploration experience is greatest. Operators will
Eben move seaward Lo deeper waters, encountering grounded pressure ridges and
greater  ice movement. However$ the primary factor influencing the pattern of
exploratory drilling will be the discovery of prospective geological struc-
tures by geophysical methods and the placement of wells in locations on or

*,near these structures.

f. Test Structure Requirement: The j Qine Federal/State
13eaufort Sea lease sale included a requirement in the information to lessees
whereby lessees could not place platforms or structures on blocks located in
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1~-=meter-cleq  waters beyond the barrier islands until a test platform or
structure of a similar typ~ CO be drilled from had been in existence in sale=
area.waters deeper Chan 13 meters for two winter seasons. The requirement  for
such a “test structure’

is not anticipated to be needed for exploration of
tracts in the proposed sale 71 area. It should be noted that the USGS
PlaEform Verification Program requirements, the requirement for use of bes~
available and safest technology (BAST) (as required by the CKSLA], and other
pertinent provisions of the USGS Arctic Operating Orders are expec~ed to yield

* experimental and new platform design features for blocks with more hazardous
ice conditions in the proposed sale area.

g“ Support and Logistics Functions: Support and logistics
functions for exploration operations include the following: The Prudhoe Bay
industrial subdivision is expected to function as &he principal forward sup-
port base for OCS operators and their subcontractors. The support facilities
of &he Prudhoe Bay unit operators are not expected to be available for explor-
a~ion purposes in this proposed leasing region. However, lease arrangements
may be made between the proposed sale 71 operators and the Prudhoe Bay unit
operators for using unit facilities that are available and not at capacity
u~ilization.

.

It is possible that a new exploration support base could be established closer
to the proposed lease area if subdivision leasing arrangements can be estab-

lished with federal (BLM), state (DNR),  or private (village corporation] lard

owners. Locations for new exploration support camps may be at Camp Lonely in
the NPR-A near Cape lialkett  or near Oliktok PoinL east of the Colville River
Delta. These new exploration facilities are not assumed in this scenario or
their environmental impacts analyzed sincej although possible, a new explorat-
ion base is not considered likely. If a new exploration support base is
proposed, an environmental assessment of its potential impacts will be pre-
pared in conjunction with e~loration  plan approval.

* OnsiEe drilling opera~ions will be supported by mobile support i?acil’it.ies

which will be transported to the drill site. The drill rigs will be specially
designed arctic rigs which are also mobile.

A newly designed arctic class support vessel may function both as a work boat
and an ice brealcer to support exploration operations. Its function may ini-
tially involve continual andlor periodic mcrvemenc  around submerged drilling
barges to break up the ice cover and main~ain a rubble field around the
barge. Thus this vessel represents an active ice-defense mechanism irI com-
parison to passive mechanisms used in past gravel island design.

h. Transportation: Transportation for support. of exploration— operations includes,the  following:

Borrow Materials: Dredges will be used to move offshore borrow sources, while
conventional surface transport equipment will be used to move onshore borrow
sources. Onshore borrow removal will occur during the winter months when ice
rbads are in place, while offshore borrow removal for island construction will

* normally occur in the summer months when open water conditions prevail.
Operators may also remove offshore borrow material during winter months if
effective and economic methods for doing so become available. A combination
of these transport and construction methods is expected in the p~oposed sale
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area because of Ehe

distance  from shore.

ments in the proposed

volume of borrow requirements
Refer to Appendix D regarding

lease area.

and variation
borrow removal

in tract
~eqUire-

SUpport Goods: Support goods will be transported by air, marine, and surface
modes (truck) to the North Slope and thereafter to the drill site. The heav-
iest equipment will be transported by barge to the platform site. The barges
may be left in place to over-winter in the ice in certain tract locations

where ice conditions  are suitable. This arrangement would provide additional @
deck surface area beyond the limited surface area available on exploration
grayel islands.

Ice roads will be constructed from the drill site to shore support facilities
and/or Che Ikadhorse industrial subdivision. Personnel  and light materials
will be transported by aircraft from drill sites to the Deadhorse facility. 1
No permanently improved roads are expected to be constructed onshore from the
Deadhorse facilities to proposed sale 71 support bases and/or drill sites
solely for purposes of exploration. ~ .

A critical concern to the operators is access to offshore exploration plat-
foms during the fall freeze-up and spring break-up periods. Presently, ●
access by vessels or surface vehicles is effectively prohibited because of
unstable ice conditions during the fall and spring periods. Proposed sale 71
operators may develop ‘and utilize air cushion or similar vehicles to r~spond
to these conditions. The air cushion vehicle may have optimum application
eventually in the nearshore and farshore areas while avoiding the intermediate
ice zones wlkre shorefast ice meets the moving ice pack. Using this transport 1
concept. is possible  duri,ngesale 71 exploration; however~ this is not assumed
with this scenario. It should be noted that the air cushion vehicle is being
investigated to serve several uses in arcti,c oil and gas exploration.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes  the design, planning and con-
struction of ?.lukluk  Island, the largest and most
exposed artificial gravel island in the Alaskan
Beaufort Sea.

The Island was constructed in two stages, with
gravel being hauled over ice road from a shore-based
pit to a natural island and stockpiled in winter and
th~n transported by barge to site the following
summer. The unusual consf.ruction  techniques adopted
to ensure successful project completion in unpre-
dictable arctic conditions are described.

INTRODUCTION

Mukluk Island is located in South Harrison Bay at
the junction of OCS Sale 71 lease blocks 791, 192,
205 and 206. It is 150 miles north of the Arctic
Circle, 60 miles west of Prudhoe Bay and 20 miles
north of the C.olv711e River Delta in 48 feet of
water. It is ‘the first gravel island to be built in
Harrison Bay and the site is the most remote, most
exposed and the deepest water location of any island
built to date in the Alaskan Beaufor%  Sea.

From the date of the lease sale on October 13, 1982,
Sohio Construction Company had one year to plan,
design and construct Mukluk Island, including
obtaining the thirty-three necessary permits from
various regulatory authorities.

Within that year, inspite of unusually severe ice
conditions in the Summer of 1983, Mukluk Island was
successfully completed and the drilling rig moved
onboard.

CONSTRUCTION PLANNING

Preliminary design of the island indicated that a
steep 1 vertical to 3 horizontal side slope would be
feasible. For a 350-foot diameter work surface, the
volume of qravel  would be approximately 1.25 million
cubic yar& inc~uding an” “allowance- for losses.
Gravel was known to be available onshore close to
Oliktok Point, approximately 30 miles from the

m

Mukluk site. Methods of transporting this quantity
of gravel within the next year were investigated.

Consideration was initially given to conventional
winter construction by hauling gravel over ice road
all the way to Mukluk, This scenario had to be
abandoned because of permit schedule restrictions
and the need to carry out the geohazard survey prior
to commencing construction.

Other possibilities, such as the use of an Arctic
drilling  structure, converted VLCC, or summer dredg-
ing an island using an offshore borrow source were
also ruled out because of permit schedu~e restric-
tions,

Construction of the island by barge haul directly
from shore was not practical due to the greater
distance involved and shallow water depth close to
shore. We calculated the available barge capacity
was insufficient to haul this distance with barges
only partially loaded because of the draft limita-
tion. Also, the docking facility at Oliktok Point
would be used for incoming Sealift,  module offloading
and would therefore not be available for much of the
summer.

A construction plan was developed including hauling
the gravel to a temporary stockpile on a natural
island during the winter and transporting it by
barge to site the following summer. This had the
advantage that the ice road from shore would be in
protected shallow water with little risk of severe
ice movements during late winter.

Thetis Island was chosen as the site for the tempo-
rary stockpile because of its location and because
the 12-foot water depth contour is within 500 feet
of the southwest corner of the island. A general
map of Harrison Bay is presented in Figure 1.

Flat-deck barges ranging from 1100- to 3000-cubic
yard capacity were available on the North Slope.
Most of these barges, and the tugboat fleet, were
not ice strengthened but had previously been used in
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2 “ ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION OF MUKLUK ISLAND 07L

the F’i-wc!tme  Bay area RN= various cargo and gravel
hauling operations in open water. .

Gravel from the stockpile  was to be loaded on the
barges using conveyor systems mounted on two gravel
causeways. The CJ~W(3~ WCIU~Ci thefl be trMlS~Ort13C!  tO
site wlwre it woI.41d be offloaded using cranes equip-
ped with dragline buckets. These cranes would
initially  be placed on two barges which would be
anchored at the site. Once the gravel pile broke
surface, these cranes would be transferred ontm the
new island and offloading continued. Both the barge
loading and of’fload~ng systems were to be capable of
a sustained product~on  rate of 2500 CNMC yards per
hour.

The barge fleet. was chosen to achieve an average
haul rate of 40,000 cubic yards per day, allowing
nine hours complete barge cycle time, including
loading and offloading, the 40-mile round trip and a
20 percent downtime, clue to weather and equipment
problems. For the 1.25 million cubic yard total
haul, this resulted  in an expected 31-day duration
for the gravel haul. In the event that the gravel
haul fell behind schedule, we planned to utilize
additional barges and tugboats that would arrive
with the 1983 Sealift.

Me planned to start sandbag slope protection instal-
lation on day eight of the gravel haul; and, at a
rate of 750 bags per day, complete  the 17,000 bag
slope protection in 23 days.

Including mobilization. and demobilization time, and
installation of a dock, well cellars, fuel pits,
.’?t,c  . on the island, the total construction time was
e s t i m a t e d  to be 45 days.

Available but limited data indicated we would be
able to start smmef” construction work i

July 23, although all equipment was to be mobi”
by July }5 in the event of an early breakup.
part., our schedule was governed by the possib”
of late season storms delaying construction
damaging the island in September or October,

bout
ized

In
lity
and

ISLAND DESIGN

Design Conditions

Mukluk Island has a design life of three winter
drilling seasons. It must therefore survive two
open-water seasons after the summer in which it was
constructed. It is common practice to design off-
shore structures to withstand the extreme conditions
expected to occur once in a duration of five times
the design life of the structure. Thus the 10-year
return period maximum wave height was used to calcu-
late the freeboard required to prevent excessive
wave overtopping and to calculate the stability of
the s’lope protection.

Since, at the time Mukluk was designed, ice loads
were known with less reliability  than wave heights,
Sohio chose the 20-year return period maximum winter
ice load as appropriate. The design winter ice load
represents the case of first-year winter ice com-
pletely surrounding the island and in a breakout
condition, that is with the ice pushing against the

.—— 2

is~and and about. to fail in crushing. Loads <c”
spending to multi.year floes and consolidated r%
proved to be less critical than the spring
breakout condition. .-

T%e ice load increases thr’ci~gh the winter as the
thickness increases, reaching  a maximum at
spring breakout. This was significant for the
luk design since the seabed soil shear resis~:
also increases with time as it consolidates u
the weight of’ the island.

Geotechnical  properties of the seabed were I&
from borings taken at the end of 1982. Gravel
properties were also derived from borings take[
the borrow pit location.

A complete list of design parameters is givei
Table 1 and a section through the island sidt_
in Figure 20

A probabilistic approach was used to define
loads. The relevant parameters include:

10 Ice thickness variation with time.

2. Peak indentation pressure variation with
perature and strain rate.

3. Ice movement and movement rate.

4. Air temperature.

From these data, a design ice load for each mo~t
the winter was obtained using a Monte Carlo si’
tical simulation. Each winter season was assure.:
include eight major ice movement events and a +
of 40Q0 winter seasons were simulated. The IW.
loa~ from each simulated winter was then cr
and analyzed month by month, resulting in the-(
mated ice load for each return period. The ice
increases with ice thickness from November to
when the 20-year return period load is 290 kips
foot of island diameter at the middepth  of the
sheet.

I Geotechnical  C.cmdftims

The soil stratigraphy  at the Mukluk site consi>”
an upper layer of low plasticity silts and (“
extending down to bonded permafrost at about 24 ~~
below the mudline.

The inftial soil strength profile was develope’
triaxial  test data accounting for both sampl{ [
turbance and strength anisotropy. The undra:
shear strength decreases from 1.3 ksf at ‘&e mudl
to 0.5 ksf above the permafrost table.

A 1(1-year return period wave height of 12 fee.
selected based on a proprietary wave hindcast stI
of Harrison Bay. A positive storm surge value (.
feet was used also based on a hindcast analysis.

—
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Island Stability

Mukluk Island has an adequate factor of safety
against failure under both gravity and ice loads.
The results are summarized  in Figure 3. S1 ope
stability  increases after the end of construction as
the foundation soils consolidate and gain in shear
strength.

Similarly the island resistance to bottom sliding
failure under ice Ioa’d also increases through the
winter=. Initially, this strength increase is more
than offset by the increasing ice load, so the
factor of safety against bottom sliding decreases,
reaching a mi~imu~
increases,

For both the gravity
load resistance, a
used.

in March, aftey which it

stability analysis and the ice
three-dimensional analysis was

A minimum island freeboard of 17 feet is required to
provide an adequate factor of safety against trunca-
tion failure at the waterline under ice load. The
foundation soils are expected to settle up to 4 feet
during the life of the island, so to compensate for
this, the island was to be overbuilt to a +21-foot
elevation.

Design for Wave Attack

The freeboard required to reduce wave overtopping to
5 percent of waves in the design storm is 25 feet.
The freeboard to resist ice loads is lower than
this, so a berm of gravel bag’s is placed around the
periphery of the work surface on the exposed west,
north and east sides to bring the effective free-
board up to 25 feet. As the island settles,’ctie berm
will be raised to maintain the necessary 25-foot
freeboard.

The short design life and accelerated construction
schedule resulted in a choice of gravel bags for
slope protection. The 2- and 4-cubic yard polypro-
pylene gravel bags would be placed over synthetic
filter cloth with varying overlap depending on the
location on the island side slope, Two-cubic yard
bags were only to be used on the lower part. of the
slope where 4-cubic yard bags would be too heavy for
pla~ement  by crane at the ~xceptionally  long reach.

1- ~he greate$t bag overlap would be used ‘on the
exposed side of the island close to the waterline.

Previous experience with Arctic islands has shown
that the sandbag slope protection is susceptible to
slow deterioration in severe storms, especially if

- ice floes are continually washed against the
- island. Replacement of damaged or dislodged bags is

then necessary to prevent erosion of the island
gravel. Fortunately this is fairly easily accomp-
lished so the island can be maintained for several
years.

[- Hel i deck
.—

It was a drilling requirement that a helideck be
located outside the 350-foot diameter work surface.

To maintain adequate slope stabi~ity, the 1 vertical
to 3 horizontal slope could not be exceeded. Thus,
a gravel helideck meeting both these requirements
was proposed, forming a “pimple” outside the main
island.

WINTER CONSTRUCTION

Construction of the 150-foot wide, 8-mile long off-
shore ice road between Oliktok Point and Thetis
Island began on January 12. The floating section of
the ice road, approximately three miles long, was 8
feet thick. On January 29, construction of the
six-mile tundra ice road from the Ugnuravik  Gravel
Pit to Oliktok Point began. A 270=-man temporary
camp was set up at the intersection of the tundra
ice road and the existing gravel road to Oliktok
Point to house the work force. Gravel hauling
commenced on February 22 using a combination of

I 30-cubic yard Maxihaul end-dumps and Fruehauf and
Load Kinq bottom dumps with a total of 40 vehicles
operatincj. This start date was one week behind
schedule due to unseasonably warm weather. For part
of the haul period, 50-cubic yard capacity Euclid
B70 bottom dumps supplemented the main fleet hauling
to a rehandling stockpile on the grounded section of
the ice road. This enabled us to retover the
initial schedule slippage and the gravel haul was
completed on April 15 with 1.3 million cubic yards
hauled.

SUMMER CONSTRUCTION

On April 15, mobilization of equipment and support
facilities from Prudhoe Bay to Thetis Island began
using the ice road from Oliktok  Point. The 252-man
camp on Thetis Island was set up and commissioned.
In May, construction of two gravel causeways at the
southern side of the stockpile  began. A docking
facility was constructed at the end of each causeway
such that three barges could be docked simultane-
ously, one on either side of the western causeway
and one on the end of the eastern causeway as shown
in Figure 4. This arrangement was chosen to match
the loading capacity with the loaded draft of the
various barges.

In June, when the air temperature was above
freezing, the contractor started working the sur?ace
of the stockpile to accelerate thawing and drain-
age. Conveyor systems, mobilized from the Lower-48,
were set up on each causeway with drive-over ramps
so the conveyers could be fed by bottom dump
trucks. The conveyor system on the western causeway
split the gravel four ways so each barge was loaded
at two points. No splitting arrangement was used on
the eastern causeway. The conveyor loading opera-
tion was ready to load gravel at our estimated early
start date o.f July 15.

During the last week of July, the marine fleet of
tugs and barges had been mobilized from the West
Dock in Prudhoe Bay. Two flat-deck barges had been
outfitted with 4-point anchoring systems and heavy
duty fenders on each side. Cranes, equipped with
dragline buckets, were placed on these barges for
offloading the gravel from the hauling barges.
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For three weeks the gravel haul was delayed by
almost 103 per-cent ice cover along the western half
of the route from Thetis I$land to NukTuk Island.

With icekysaking. assistance,  one c~ane barge was
anchored at site and the first gravel offloaded on
August 80 The site was located to within one meter
using the .Syledis Mavicjation  .SYst.em. In spite of
heavy ice conditions throughout most of August, the
gravel haul was completed on September 19. 1.0
million cubic yards of gravel was removed from the
stockpile on Thetis Island, at. an average haul rate
of 23,000 cubic yards per clay. The highest d;~~;
haul rate achieved was 38,000 cubic yards.
navigating through ice, the barge cycle time
averaged 13 to 14 hours compared to the planned time
of nine hours. By the time the route became ice
free -in early September, slope protection
installation on the island caused delays in off-
loading gravel so the planned cycle time was rarely
achieved.

The output  of the two conveyor systems on Thetis
Island proved to be 2200 cubic yards per hour. Off-
loading barges on~y approached this rate early in
the construction when the dragline cranes were
operated from the anchored barges.

During gravel placement, the underwater profile of
the island was periodically mapped using an echo
sounder. This enabled us to direct. further  gravel
placement within the design outboard profile.

Between il~gust 30 and September 29, 11,954 gravel
bags, mostly of the 4-cubic yard size were placed on
the island slopes. The underlying filter cloth had
proven difficult to install, especially in stormy
conditions. Bag placement was very slow, particu-
larly for bags placed underwater. Two bagging
plants were operated on the island, each with an
optimum capacity of 40 bags per hour. A third
bagging plant was kept in reserve in case of break=
down. Up to three cranes were used simultaneously,
each with an optimum placement rate of 20 bags per
hour. During September, the increasing hours of
darkness and foul weather hindered the slope protec-
tion installation. The most severe constraint was
the congestion on the island surface as the island
elevation  was built up from +5 feet to +21 feet.
During this period only one bag plant and two cranes
were us6d.

On September 17, a sudden slippage of the gravel
occurred along the north side of the island. This
was probably caused by p~acing new fill above
saturated gravel. The area was monitored cldsely
and no further movement occurred, although small
settlements did occur on other parts of the island.

Curing September, well cellars and conductor pipe
were set into the island and a dock was built on the
southwest perimeter of the is~and. The dock COM-

sisted of stacked hollow concrete blocks previously
used as the dock on Endeavor Island built by Sohio
to the east of Prudhoe Bay.

By September 25, new ice had begun to form around
the island, hampering final bag placement and
demobilization work. Construction was completed on
September 30 and the rig move started the same day.

OF MUKLUI(.ISLAN13~

In addition to the camp on Thetis Island, a 7:
barge mounted camp was moored close to the i:
from mid-August to the end of September. The
barge could not. be brought to site for’ the t
week of offshore construction due to ice, ““
work force was transported from Thetis Islaw
helicopter. When the camp barge came on site,
change by helicopter was discontinued and pers:
were transported to the i$land from the barcy
crewboat. During slope protection installation
second camp barge with accommodations for 25 men
utilized making a total of 100 men at the M
site.

CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Ice Road Maintenance

Unusually warm weather delayed completion of
offshore ice road and halted the gravel h:_
three days. The haul schedule was regainc[
increasing the haul fleet and using a surge pil
mile 7 on grounded ice. Euclid B70s with ap[.
imately $0-cubic yard capacities were used to
from the pit to Mile 7, the gravel was dumped
reloaded into the 30-cubic yard bottom dumps
transported to Thetis Island. Occasional —r. .,
cracks occurred in the ice road and were rq,
with large steel plates. Another problem was L
gravel which caused warming and melting of II
lying ice, especially during late March and April

Ice Conditions

!-kavy ice concentrations at the ilukluk site, ~...
the route between Thetis and Mukluk, delayed
loading gravel at Mukluk until August 8, frcr
expected start date of July 23. At this time,
Canadian Class IV icebreaker M. V. Ikaluk was t!
to assist the initial gravel placement. The
breaker was used to break large ice f~oes upwii~

the project, then smaller vessels pushed brok-
away from the anchored crane barge. The “T4ti
Ikaluk was later replaced by the M. V. Kalvik,
a Canadian C7ass IV icebreaker, and icebreaking
tinued through August. Other icebreaking  vess
including an icebreaking  barge, were employee
needed.

When the island was above water, ice ten;..,
become grounded on the windward slopes. Sincv
ice was liable to become buried under newly ~)’!
fill, it was lifted away by crane or pushed awa.
boat before it became grounded.

The new island was abandoned twice during Au
because of approaching heavy ice concentrei
Mithout icebreaker assistance, it would have
impossib~e  t.o safely place equipment and perso
on the island during August when pack ice was al
within a few miles of the site.

Aerial reconnaissance was used extensively to in
tigate Ice conditions upwind of the site. Whnm
movement became complex due to changes irr
direction, a vessel  was designated as a “drift i)
and would drift with the ice and plot its cou
We found that ice generally moved to the riqh
the wind direction, but this varied with the s;~
the floe. The ice encountered was mostly first

_@
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ice, fragments of last year’s ridges, but some
multiyear ice was present.. Floes more than 1000
feet across and 30 feet thick approached the project
site on several occasions and would have overridden
the partially completed island had they not been
broken up.

Ice concentrations in excess of 50 percent coverage
along the barge route from Thetis Island to Mukluk
Island caused severe delays throughout August. The
tug and barge fleet, with few exceptions, was not
ice strengthened. When ice did not immediately
threaten the Mukluk site, but was concentrated along
the route, the barges were convoyed closely behind
the icebreaker to enable them to pass through the
ice. This proved successful but interrupted the
barge cycle with several barges arriving to load or
offload together and with barges having to wait for
other% to join the convoy.

Ice floes became grounded in the shallow water’
around the loading docks on Thetis Island. This
frequently hindered the barges from coming alongside
the docks. We used tugboats to push this ice out of
the way and regain access to the loading docks.

Dragscr=apers

The method of scraping gravel from a loaded barge
such that it fell between this barge and the barge
on which the crane was mounted proved very success-
ful o However, once the dragscraper crane was placed
on the island, offloading proceeded at a much slower
rate. The gravel itself impeded further offloading
and the gravel cou~d no longer be dumped in its
final position and had to be rehandled.

The dragscrapers  proved very inefficient when used
to haul material upslope where the island had been
overbuilt and gravel placed outside the design
profile. The dragscraper  cranes also interferrecl
with slope protection placement. To alleviate these
problems, we offloaded gravel directly using dozers
and front end loaders working off the loaded
barges, Consequently, some gravel was left outside
the design profile.

-

Much of the above-water fill was first placed under-
water and dragged upslope using the dragscr%%pers and
consequently had a very high water content. 13rain-
age of this fill was prevented by freezing condi-
tions and by further’ placement of fill directly onto
the island from the barge. This resulted in a minor
slumping of the fill across the north side of the
island. No further fill was rllaced in this area for
several days and no further siumping occurred.

Ice Damage

All of the flat-deck barges used for the gravel  haul
sustained ice impact damage and several developec
cracks at the bow. Temporary repairs were effectec
on these barges to maintain watertight integrity anc“.. .- allowing continued servlcee

Tugboat hull damage was less extensive ‘than barg~
damage because the tugboat.s  ’were used in the pushing
mode at the stern of the barge, and were therefor~

protected by the barge. Some ice impact damage to
rudders and mooellers  occurred. but in onlv oner,

case did this cause significant downtime.

To avoid dama~e entirely would have caused unaccep-
table schedule slippage. Therefore, we maintained a
sufficiently slow haul speed as to keep ice impact
damage to a minimum, avoiding damage severe enough
to halt operations.

~

The continuous presence of ice around the new island
delayed slope protection installation until August
300 After this, filter cloth placement and bagging
were frequently hindered by ice or bad weather. The
large panels of filter cloth (210 feet x 50 feet)
were difficult to handle and “necked” in the center
during high wave conditions. During the second week
of September, with approximately 5000 bags placed,
we decided to eliminate further slope protection
below the -24-foot elevation. This reduced the
effective design life of the slope protection to one
year, but additional bags could be placed and the
island upgraded to its original design at a later
date.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

2.

30

40

The construction of Mukluk Island in South
Harrison Bay was a most successful project in
that absolutely critical shcedule  dates were
achieved under ext.raordfnary  conditions. The
feasibility of gravel islands in Harrison Bay
has been established farther from shore and in
deeper water than ever before. Of necessity,
novel construction methods were adopted; how-
ever, the project was achieved using existing
equipment available on the North Slope of Alaska.

Future summer construction work at similar sites
in the Beaufort Sea should include provision for
adequate ice management support. Just what will
constitute adequate support will depend on the
construction work and its duration, the pro-
jected duration of the construction season, and
the required level of confidence in successful
completion of the work.

The open-water season is variable in duration
and start date in Harrison Bay. Ice conditions
during the open-water season are also variable,
ranging from O to 50 percent ice cover. There
are insufficient records to.predict  even normal
ice conditions during the summer in most of the
13eaufort  Sea. Since there appears to be a very
high variability between years, construction
planning must be conservative.

Until the Mukluk construction. sumer offshore
work off the North Coast of- Alaska had been
confined to relatively shallow, ice-free water.
The Mukluk construction is unique in that
tugboats and barges without ice-strengthening
were operated successfully in severe ice con-
ditions, although the cost of repairing resul-
tant, damage was significant. Those barges and
tugboats that were ice-strengthened sustained
considerably less ice impact damage than those
that were not. We estimate that strengthening
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the bow  of each  gtwdel  “haul barge to A B S  Ice
Class lC would have substantially reduced, but
not eliminated, the ice impact damage. However,
retrofitting ice strengthening on the barges
used for construction prior to starting work
could not have been justified by reduced repair
costs for this project.

For future islands to be built by methods $im-
ilar to k!ukluk, careful consideration of the
sequence of gravel placement such that rehand-
ling is minimized, and of the geotechnical
properties of the fill during construction could
reduce some of the logistics and settlement
problems encountered on Mukluk.

Placegent  of f~qter  CIOth and gravel bags for
slope protection on a large island at an exposed

location such as Mulcluk  proved to be inefficient
and expensive, as it delayed the gravel haul and
placement of the fill above water. Slope pro-
tection installation from a large barge wou~~
have alleviated  this rmoblem. However. there . .
a strong incen~ive  to”find a more prac~ical
of sI13P9 protection. Articulated  concrete
or similar slope protection could prow
effective because of reduced construction
and increased confidence in success.
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Table 10 Mukluk Parameters

Water depth: 48 ft

Work surface: 350-ft diameter

Island freeboard:

Island side slope:

Design ice load:

Design wave height:

Maximum settlement in
three years:

Freeboard requfred to resist.
truncation failure under
ice load:

Freeboard required to resist
wave overtopping:

Berm height. on north,  tiest,
east sides:

1 vertical  to
3 horizontal

290 kips/ft

H~12 ft

Hma~ 22.5 ft

-4 l%

+ 17 f~

+ 25 t%

+ 25 f%

e

●
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EXCERPTS FROM INDUSTRY TESTIMONY ON

STIPULATIONS OF SAM BF AND SALE 71 HEARINGS

Alaska Oil and Gas Association at Sale BF EIS Hearings.
This measure would effectively prevent the drilling
of more than one well per rig per year and in some
cases even one well per rig per year would not be
possible; therefore, the time required to assess
reserves with due diligence would be at least
doubled and in some bases tripled; with correspond-
ing increases in cost. (Testimony, p. 26)P

Sohio Testimony at Sale BF EIS Hearings.
Several of the measures proposed in the EIS as miti-
gating measures which we believe are finecessary
would have a serious negative impact upon operations
in the leased tracts. Just as an example, the three
measures we consider may have the greatest impact on
operations are sections 1.9j the relief well con-
tingency; 2.1, of the seasonal limitation on opera-
tions; and 2.12, the enforced removal of exploratory
gravel islands. Adoption of these three mitigating
measures alone could essentially double both the
cost of exploratory operations in the Beaufort Sea
and the time necessary to complete the exploratory
phase. (p. 38-39)

. . . climatic conditions themselves provide further
strict time limitations on winter drilling. Given
the necessity of using ice roads for transporting
heavy loads to the offshore site, it is presently
unreasonable to anticipate the commencement of
drilling activities until mid-January. This miti-
gative measure would thus limit the industry to an
unrealistic 2$ month drilling period. In the more
remote locations this could result in at least two
if not three years being required to drill and fully
test one exploratory well, compared with three wells
per year under unrestricted but safe conditions. . .
. it is unlikely that a company with even a modest
lease holding could reasonably evaluate its tracts
within a ten-year lease term unless it had the
financial ability to mount several concurrent oper-
ations. (p. 43-44)

Arco Exploration Company on Sale 71 FEIS.
The time table . . . is optimistic. If the seasonal
drilling restrictions (as applied to Beaufort Sale
IIBF) remain, the number of exploratory wells drilled
is going to be spread
beyond the suggested 5th

over- a larger time frame,
year (1988) . . .
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Arm applauds the EM&l for proposing a lowering  of
the seasonal drilling restriction to two monchs$ but

we feel that

should not be

KT2strichi.on is

efficiency of

available ~hat
would occur in
a restriction.

the seasonal drilling restriction
a part of Chis lease sale. This
burdensome and lessens the cost

a project. No data, to date, is
indicate  enviromencal damage has or
the Alaslcan offshore to support such
(j?. L-9]

Exxon Compaq, USA on Sale 71 FEIS.
Exxon continues to object to any seasonal drilling
restriction. The gene;al object.~ve  of this restric~
tion is to minimize impaca on bowhead whales. We
heartily Support the objective, but reject the
method . Exxon and industry in general have strongly
contested the restrictions on leases acquired in the
1979 Beaufort Sea sale . . . Exxon believes the most
important reason is industry’s demonstrated ability
to operate in a safe and environmentally acceptable
manner in arctic waters. Industry’s record in OCS
drilling is outstanding. The DEIS recognizes that
there is “a low probability” of major spills from
exploration activities during September and October.
In the unlikely event of an oil spill, industry’s
clean-up capability will undoubtedly mitigate envi-
ronmental  impacts.

Effective exploration will require a primary lease

term longer than the five-year term assumed . . . A

ten-year lease term is essential . . . This need
becomes particularly acute in the event that sea-
sonal drilling restrictions are imposed. (p. 17-18)

Exxon Company, USA on Sale 71 E.IS.
Although the proposed time of seasonal restxi.ction
is a reduction from previous restrictions} we still
feel it is unnecessary. The restric~ion is based on
the premise that loss of well control is a comon
occurrence ~ that all well control problems result in
large oil spills, and that this spillage occurs for
extended periods. None of these assumptions are
true. These restrictions consistently ignore the
record of offshore oil and gas operations ~ and
improvements in technology. We again reference
industry’s offshore drilling record in an effort to
demonstrate industry?s technological improvements
and to allay concerns about oil spills. During the
period 1972-1978 there were only 46 incidents of
lost well control throughout the United StaEes OCS.
Most of these were of short duration and only three
resulted in oil spillage. The total volume of oil

9

9
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spilled from these three incidents was 725 barrels.
Gas was released from the other 43. Only seventeen
incidents occured during exploratory drilling and
none resulted in oil spillage. In fact the DEIS on
page 154 recognizes that exploration has a lower
risk of spillage than development. The record for
Alaskan operations is even better than the entire US
Ocs . Since 1957, 1,450 wells have been drilled in
Alaskan waters; yet there have been no drilling
accidents that resulted in loss of oil.

A restriction of drilling operations for a two-month
duration would impose costs disproportionate to the
time of suspended opeiation. In addition to sub-
stantial costs requird to maintain the rig at the
location while not performing productive work, cer-
tain otherwise wasteful operations may also be
required. To safely suspend an exploration well
when drilling is restricted, either casing must be
run or cement plugs must be set to isolate the
exposed formations. Since drilling shutdowns are
not likely to occur when casing strings would other-
wise be required, several negative impacts can
result:

a) Extra casing strings may be required. This
may force the operator to give up his deeper
drilling objective, because the telescoping
effect makes it impractical to work inside
successively smaller casing diameters.

b) The operator may be forced to curtail impor-
tant evaluations? such as coring and logging
in order to reach a logical casing point
prior to a required shutdown. Such lost
information can only be obtained by drilling
a second, duplicate well.

c) The operator may need to demobilize several
weeks earlier to avoid being caught between
casing points by a shutdown. This would
ftirther lengthen the unproductive period.

We hope that the response to this comment in the
Final Environmental Impact Statement will indicate
that the Secretary has reconsidered the need for
seasonal drilling restriction and that this restric-
tion will have been deleted. (p. L-20)

Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company on Sale 71 FEIS.
Sohio recommends that the proposed seasonal drilling
restriction be dropped.

E-3
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Although the proposed two-month seasonal drilling
restriction is obviously a considerable improvement
over the seyen=vnonth restriction presently enforced
on State and. Federal Beaufort Sea leases~ even in
its attenuated form} it is impossible to juseify on
objective scientific grounds. [because] . . . (1)
the risk of a major oil spill based upon pas~
industry experience in Alaska and the Lower 48 is
extremely low; (2) oil spill Technology and tech-
niques exist and would result in cleanup of most oil
spilled; (3] safety, training and spill prevention
techniques on exploration rigs make an oil blowout
an extremely unlikely event; and (4) disturbance to
the bowhead whale from offshore petroleum operations
has not and will not have significant harmful
impacts on this endangered species.

In addition to the lack of scientific justification
for this seasonal drilling restriction, it is also
important to consj.der the negative economic impacts
of a two-month drilling shutdown. An operator has
very little flexibility of action in a well being
drilled up to the SeptembeE 1st shutdown date. To
leave a large section of open, uncased hole exposed
for two months is to invite losing the hole due to
its walls collapsing inwards. It is preferable to
case the hole prior to suspending it for= the two
months shutdown. However, the decision to case a
hole is determined by the geology and the proposed
total depth of the well, not by the time of year.
It has been calculated that if a casing point is
reached between August 5Eh and September lst~ it is
economically advantageous to suspend the well imme-
diately after setting the casing and then remain
shutdown until November Ist.

Actual rig, crew and associated equipment costs of a
Sohio rig operating on a typical exploration well on
an island in the shallow areas of the Beaufort Sea
are $150JO00/day in an operational mode and $757000
in a standby phase. These figures are not hypotheti-
cal but real rates which Sohio regularly incurs.

Using those figures, it is possible to calculate the
cost to an affected well of the shutdown. The min-
imum cost is $5.5 million, a figure which can
escalate to $10.2 million depending on the circura-
stances of the well . . . It is quite realistic to
forecast that an exploratory well drilling site in
the sale area will cost from $15 to $100 million . .
. The actual drilling of the well itself will
probably cost from $15 to $30 million, the final
amount being determined largely by the time it takes
to complete the well. Consequently, the $5.5 to

—
—
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$10.2 million extra costs caused by the two months
shutdown quoted above do not take into account the
value of the large amount of money used for pad con-=
struction.

These additional drilling costs would ultimately
translate to increased costs for consumer and
decreased revenues for government.

Finally, this stipulation would also delay, the
ultimate production of critically needed energy
resources from this high potential lease sale area
due to the greater time required to explore, test
and delineate discoveries.

E-5



APPENDIX F

DISCUSSION 0F’METH0DOLOG% FOR EMPLOYMENT HOURS

AND COST INFORMATION FOR EXI?LORATION

AND ARTIFICIAL ISLAND WORK



The information in this appendix is intended to provide a basic under-

scancling  of the me~hodology used to develop the employment ‘work hours

and

The

the

labor cost information appearing in Tables 21, 22, and 23.

understanding of this methodology will be enhanced by considering

information in Table 14 (Air Support Operations)j Table 15 (Marine

Logistics),

Well Data

Typical of

Table 18 (Gravel Island Summary Data), Table 19 (Exploration

Summary] , and Table 20 (Exploration Drilling Operationsj

On-Site Work. Crew9, as well as Tables 21j 22$ and 23 them-
.

selves. All information on construction and logistical operations

related directly to work sites was developed as a unit or sequentially,

and the information on sizes of crews ~ work weelcs~ numbers and types of

personnel, actual results achieved> etc. are essential to the overall

calculation of work hours and labor costs.

AS further definition, the term “labor cost”, as used in this repot,

refers directly to gross wages paid and does not include fringe benefit

information, housing or housing allowances, food provided or allowances

therefor, or any other direct or indirect monetary or in-kind forms of

compensation.

Therefore, crew

●
of assignments

size, trip data, aircra~~  or vessel types3 and duration

relate d i r e c t l y  t o  ~~~ w o r k  h o u r s  and labor cos~~

reflected in succeeding tables. Similarly, the volume of material

moved, nature of equipment~ distances, and mode of transportation for

●
gravel island construction, as appear in Table 18, relate directly to

the work hours and labor coscs in the summaries appearing in Tables 21,

22, and 23.
●
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l% Table 19, key ;actors M%lwle length of time lxtwe~n well SpUd date

and complet-ion  dates mode of transportation to and from the drill site,

and ocheu support features. Simi.lar=ly, the composi_ti_On of the Ey_pi_cal

on-site  work Crewy as described  i.n Table 20$ provides  the basis for the

calculation or estiamtion of work hours aml labor costs.

The basic methodology in ascertaining work hours aqd labor costs for

exploratory well operations began with a determination of number of

individual workers involved  in a p a r t i c u l a r  unit of work on a daily

equivalent basis. For example, in land transport and handling of a

drill rig, classifications involved include crane operators oilers~

driversj swampersj  and a foreman or pusher. The numbers of persomel on

an operation reqtiiring single shifting or double shifting are considered

and total work hours per day arrived at for that unit of work. Collec-

tive bargaining agreements or actual wages paid, as provided by contrac-

tors for a particular year$ e.g.j 1981, 1982, or 1983, were then applied

against those

Consideration

calculation.

work I’lowrs$ on a classification-by-=classification basis.

for overtime hours compensation was also put within that

The end result is a number of hours for a daily operation

of that unit and the

The same methodology

daily labor costs for that function.

the costs for labor to operate a tugboat  for one dayj provide air trans-

portation for one day, provide the services of a drilling crew for one

day, offering catering services for the one day~ provide oil field

services support for that one day, and have on hand the miscellaneous

support required for the one day period of Eime. In all cases, the

,-

*

●
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labor cost was calculated

period of time, utilizing

available and applicable.

An important. consideration

number of

a direct

arrive at

Table  22,

from prevailing wages for the particular

labor agreement rates whenever these were

was ascertaining through interview~ the

days involved in the work which was performed. This provided

relationship to daily work hours and labor costs in order to

the estimated or extrapolated data appearing, in this case, in

“Employment Summary of Estimated Work Hours and Wages.” As a

means of verification of, the estimates resulting;  interviews with con-

tractor management personnel included requesting from them their daily

or weekly l~bor cost data.

the calculated data and for

This was used for comparative purposes with

adjus~ing estimates as necessary to arrive

at realistic hours and dollar figures.

Essentially, the same methodology was used to” provide estimates of hours

and dollars for gravel island construction, with the principal dif-

ference being the variation in the size of work crews on a daily basis.

Some gravel island construction projects required rather considerable

use of

except

air transport backup for workers> and some required almost none~

on-call services. Some necessitate considerable marine support,

ard some required none. The surface movement of the gravel from

extraction at the pit to either a dock for water transport or all the

way to the site via ice roadt was a consistent feature. However, the

extra handling of multi-mode transport required more time and cost than

●
transport via an all-surface mode. Also , construction of an ice roadt

as applicable could introduce additional time and cost factors.
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The basis for the time and cost estimates was principally interviews

with contractor management personnel> plus extensive

written information that. dealt with the size of “crews>

hours for a project, details of changes in worIc methods

the type of equi.gnnent.  used.

review of any

estimated work

or systems} and

As in the exploration program calculations, it was necessary to ascer-

tain, by interview or estimate, the composition of the work crew, as

well as the size~ and then apply the work shift methods in effect for

work hours and Ehe applicable labor rates for that period of timej

adjusted for overtime OK other factors consistent with the labor

agreements or practice of the employer.

Different. levels of reliability of information can resdt from this

approach. However, there was no reasonable alternative to provide

pragmatic data for this report. In those cases where it has been. pos-

sible t.o review resultst the opinion of those management people

with whom discussions were held was that the resulting  estimates were

within the general parameters of their estimating procedures. There was

no indication of a plus or a minus percentage error probability.

In Ehe reviews conducted, it. appears that the reliability for gravel

island construc~ion was highest.  when related to the Endeavor/Resolution

Ikland sites in 1980/81. The most definitive contractor management

interviews Eook place in connection with that program. A reasonable

sampling of the companies involved in actual drilling or in support

activities during and following the calculation of information supports

i

●
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the use of the methodology, alChou@ there is no reason to expect that

it would approach &he accuracy of individual company pay records if—

those were indeed available for review. The methodology utilized is

consistent with the cost estimating procedures of some of Ehe companies

with whom discussions were held~ in that some utilized a uni~ time and

cost fact.or=$ while others used Eotal work hours and costing on an over-

all basis.

To illustrate the methodology in operation, ~he calculations for con-

struction of the Endeavor/Resolu&ion Island sites (Table A-1) and

exploratory drilling for Jeanette Island No. 1 (Table A-2) are shown .

below.

Example Calculation

Estimated Work Hours and Wages

Mobilization, Drilling, Demobilization

Jeanette Island No. 1

● The general method for calculating the employment hours and wage summary

for each exploratory well, including mobiliza~ion and demobilization

appears in the section titled Research Methods. As indicated in that

● section> each work segment was expressed in daily equivalents con-

. strutted from interviews with managerial personnel in each area of work

and from salary and wage information applicable during the appropriate

● work year. The prototypical work force daily equivalents for explora-

tory wells are shown immediately below.
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1. Land Transport and Handling:

Crane Operators

oilers

Drivers

SWampers

Foreman  “

Daily Total

# of # of
workers shifts

2X2

2X2

5X1

2X2

1X2

work Hours
= 48

= 48

= 48

= 24

348

llsiag  wages applicable for the s p e c i f i e d  cgew during the 1981-82

season, the daily wages, including overtime, total $7,944.

paid WQrk

2. Marine Tramspor~aiion: Hours/Day

I%ster 12

Mate 12

Engineer 12

Deckhand 12

cook 12

Daily Tot-al 60

Accrued Hours
Time-off

10

10

9

9

9“

47

Total
Hours

Using wage rabes applicable to the 1981-82 season, per union agree-

lnemE ~ the daily wage costs incurred  for the specified crew totals

$1,088.

Daily

3. Air Transportation: work Hours

Pilot 10

co-pilot 10

Daily To~.al 20

Daily labor costs for all aircraf~  for 1981-82 season are estimated

at $600.

—
—

●

e
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4. “hilling Crew:
—

Toolpushers plus 27-man crew average,

Crew composition as specified in Table 20.

Total daily work hours include overtime as estimated by con-

sensus of discussions with drilling companies’ management.

Estimated total daily work hours: 550 hours

Estimated total daily labor cost: $11,000

●
5. Catering Contractor Crew:

Six person crew, comprised as shown in Table 20.

Estimated total daily work hours: 72 hours

Estimated total da”ily labor costs: $ 1,200

6. Oilfield Service:

Ten persons comprised as shown in Table 20.

Estimated total daily work hours: 120 hours

Estimated Total daily labor costs: $ 2,500

7. Miscellaneous Support (Weather, Medical, Other Miscellaneous:

Ten persons comprised as shown in Table 20.

Estimated to~al

Estimated total

The example worked out in

the employment wages and

daily work hours: 120 hours

daily labor costs: $ 1,400

Table A-1 displays the calculations supporting

hours data for Jeanette Island No. 1. This

exploratory well was selected for illustration because it employed all

three aspects of transportation (land or ice road, water, and air].
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TA27LE  A-s

EXAMPLE CA2,C7JLATIOW
ESTIMATSD kWfX HOURS AND WAGES

GNAVSL EdAf70  C02WTIWTXOM
6f?ONAVOR/RES02J32KlM

19s12

c

C0NSTdJET2J~M CONTRACTORS (2)— — . .  . . — .

GRP,VEL PIT TO ODCJSIDE  STOCK&ll@  - S I N G L E  S7!127,  12 HOPJNS

_cu5ulaei.Je  R.  UE.S/D.y
T0t13L

9-owmm 2 1 26 28

*.r.torv 28 zh 28

Osiers 21 74 2$

Laborers 6 I 48 56

Ortvers 6 1 72 820

13echsnies 1 # 12 86

SI?wicc?  oilers _J 1 ~ M

ToTA2 ‘ !9 ( 19) 228
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MOBILIZATION

Land Transportation &
Handling

TABLE A-2

EXPLORATION WORK HOURS AND WAGES

JEANETTE ISLAND NO. 1

Marine Transportation

Air Transportation

SUBTOTAL

DRILLING OPERATIONS

Land Transportation &
Handling~

Air Transportation

Drilling Crew

Catering & Camp Services

Oil Field Service Specialties

Miscellaneous Supportz

SUBTOTAL

DEMOBILIZATION

Land Transportation &
Handling

Marine Transportation

Air Transportation
— SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

9?2

12

4

12

45

84

72

75

72

72

7

9

10

Hours
/Day

348

107

20

72

20

550

72

120

180

348

107

20

($)Wages
/Day

7,944

1,088

600

1,649

600

11,500

1,200

2,500

2,100

‘7,944

1,088

600

Total
($)WagesHours

4,176 !35,328

428 4,352

240 7,200

4,844 106,880

3,240 74,205

1,680 50,400

39,600 828,000

5,400 90,000

8,640 180,000

12,960 151,200

71,520 1,373,805

2,436 55,608

963 9,792

200 6.000,

3,599 71,400

79,963 1,552,085

~ Includes surface pad and ice road construction and maintenance.

2 For Jeanette Island No. 1, based on actual data, included an average of
fifteen persons rat~~~ ~~an ten persons as provided ~0~ in ~OrrnUla.
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During our research for this project, the consultant team sought
information from many persons in private industry, labor organizations
and public agencies. These informants were exceedingly generous with
their time and forthcoming with their knowledge. We are thank-ful for
their help and have sought to make accurate use of their
contributions.

List. of Project Contacts

Susan Andrews, Arco Alaska, Inc.
J. Arradondo, Fairbanks North Star Borough
Jim .Ashford, Arco Alaska Inc.
Rosemary Ashford, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Frank Baker, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
James Banks, NANA=-Mannings Catering Services
Tom Barnes, North Slope Borough
Ken Bartel, Alaska Logistics, Inc.
B.E. Bernard, Shell Western E&P Inc.
Debbie Bouchard, Arco Alaska Inc.
Tim Bradner$-Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Anne L. Brown, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
E.W. Casper, Green Construction Company
C.V. Chatterton9  Alaska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission
Thomas Cook, Chevron USA
Dallas Cross9 NANA Regional Corporation
Rich Davis, Alaska Map Service
George Day, Chevron USA
Julie Dineen9 Shorett & Riley
Carol Dowling3 Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Steve Eckert, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Charles R. Elder, Jr., Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Sherry Fischer$ Arco Alaska Inc.
Mark Florida, Amoco Production Company (USA]
Rexanne Forbes, Alaska Airlines
Bill Fowler, Alaska International Constructors
Mark Fraker, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Mano Frey, Laborers and Hod Carriers Local No. 341
Niel Fried, Alaska Department of Labor
Jerry Gallagher, Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Joe Gallant, Arco Alaska Inc.
O.K. “Easy” Gilbreth,  Jr., Alaska Oil and Gas Association
Debbie Goad, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Warren Gore, Internation Union of Operating Engineers, Local 302
Roger I-ierrera, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Curt Hill, Oilfield Service, Inc.
Greg l-luff, Alaska Department of Labor
Jane Igtanloc; North Slope Borough
Dan Jones, Exxon Company USA
Don M. Kohler, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Harry Kugler, Alaska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission
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Jerry Layton, Gulf Oil Company
Olav ‘Liland, Morrison-Knudsen Company
Dennis U. Lohse, Shell Western E&P Inc.
Jerry  We McCarthy, Alaska International Constructors, Inc.
Paul Martin, Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company
Larry Michou, Alaska Transportation Commlsslon
Wayne Morrison, Arco Alaska Inc.
ld.E. Nielsen, Amoco Production  Company (USI!)
Diedre Noonan, Sohio Alaska Petroleum  Company
Rebecca Parker, Ar’co Alaska Inc.
Andrew F. Potts, Bese, Epps & Potts
Ted Rockwell, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Richard Id. Roth, Crowley Maritime Corporation
W.E. Schneider, Associated General Contractors, Alaska Chapter
Jim Settles, United Alaska Drilling Company
Rod Smith, Minerals Management Service
Diane Soderlund, Environmental Protection Agency
Alex Sweeney, Crowley Maritime Corporation
Dewayne Taylor, Frontier Companies
John Thoeni, Chevron USA
Joe Thomas, Laborers and Hod Carriers Local No. !342
T.J. Thrasher, Alaska Truckers Association
Rishi Tyagi, Minerals Management Service
William D. Van D.yke, Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Jo Van Pat.ten, Alaska Department of Labor
Richard Weaver, Exxon Company USA
Jerry L. White, Kuparuk Industrial Center
Joe Williamson, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Dave Yesland, Shell Western E&P Inc.
T.J. (Tom) Zimmer, Amoco Production Company
Greg Zimmerman, Alaska Department of Natural Resources
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